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Advertising.—One inch of space, in
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TODD,
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Counsellors

RIVETS
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BTUOOO AND

BURS,

FREEMAN &

Bpring-Beds, Mattropses, Pew Oust,ions,
No. 1 Clapp’s Black- foot Ckesinu: Street,

No. SO

Stoves, Ranyes

&

Polished and

Furnaces,

v

Where they will be pleased to see all theh former
and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtf n
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H.

P.

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Counsellor
No.

COUNSELLOR
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SOLICITOR
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CRAM k

No. IS Free
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fFHE uudersigne 1 have formed

CUSHING,
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at the old stand
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Portland,
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pairing neatly

Near Middle Street.
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Nathan Cleaves.

temple. Street, Jirst cloor from Congress Strut? j
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Boston,

this

Same store with

at

Fancy Grocery

At

his NEW STAND,
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Law,

and

j... n. M. Nweat

Milliken & Go.,

k

Hanging \

and Busts.
luiau and La\a Vases and oilier wares.
112 TKEA&O.N PSTKEET Studio

O FFICE,

Post Office Building 2d story; Entrance
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change
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Highest cash prices paid tor Country Produce.
SafConsignmeuts receive prompt attention.
declaim
NO 12 LIME STREET:

Free
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)
C. n. MESERVE, |
L. P. HASKELL,
E. CHAPMAN.
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IF.

JOHN

Counsellor and
No. 30
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BA AA,

Attorney

Exchange
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14,668 37

115

16.432 22

75
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7.500 00

100

103

13,002 00

100
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28,137 50 !

RAlliasgg*

FRANK W.

luring,
Stackpole
Office No. 117

Agts, j

& Co,

Commercial St.,

dp20-eodSw_PUBTI.AFB.

fabsiebs
100

90

87,783 67

1000

1000

50,000 00

!

OWNERS

29,906 47

The Hartford

Amount of cash on hand?
inclu’g loans and advances
on losses not adjusted,
Amount loaned on mortgage
of real estate?
Amount loanod on collateral?

68,723 00

Amount loaned without collateral? endorsed notes,
Amount of all other invest-

24,35? 00 t

qq j

41 599

Sl’soo

Live

Stock Ids. Co.,

00 I

Cash Assets,
Ail Paid In

*

rnents?
Amount oi premium notes
on risks terminated?
Amount of losses due aud

00

j

g 697 50

I

13,000

OFJJVE

STOCK.

f* j?'*
DEATH

hisses claimed

prepared

01

$170,000

ana

Securely Invested,

issue Polices

to

HORSES.

ou

of all kinds, against
*Sr^LSTOCK
J HEFT at moderate rates ol
Premium.

Fanners and Owners of Valuable

ana unpaid?
Amount of losses reported
upon which the liability
of the ompany is not de-

Harm, gtaUedutperi

sad

etken,

Now have an opportunity to in ure with a sound and
reiialde company, agaiust loss by FIRE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and iroin THIEVES.

term ined?

Amount of cash

received for
premiums on fire risks?
Amount of cash received for
premiums on inameissks?

;

1

General Agents,
At
6,369 G7

CyBees

Anirtn

336.960 22
1

392,051 30

Taxes,

heretofore been

Insurauee!

77

General Agents for

gay, such

None need apply unless good reference
be give. The Co. i9 2i years old and has
paid in
Dividends $1,217,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 in losses
by death. It has now a well-invested accumulated
Oanftal ol over $4,000,000 u0, The Co. formerly made
md paid its dividends once in five
A Diviyears.
lend will i>e made up In Nov. 1666, and
annually
coat
one year from date of Polithereafter and available
cy
Apparitions fcr local Agencies will be made to
173 152 53 !
Kl/PUS SMALL <Sr SON, Gcu’l Agents,
no2id3n.
Biddeford, Me.

Company?

Balance to credit of profit
and loss account?
How many shares of the
capital stock are owned by
Company, or not subscribed 1O1?
What amount of the capital

give in brief, and
literature, grave or
have lately been obliged to

as wo

altogether. What the character of the
paper thus enlarged will be, its past history
will show. The Press was established primarily to represent the Republican party ol
Maine. It was impossible tor the
controlling

can

$.10t

to

omit

251 00

;

obliged

to selections from current

New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,9
t
Of Bos tun, Mass., being the oldest
purely Mutual Life
Ins. Co. In America, we w ish
titty good, active agents
ta work
the different cities and villages throughout
the State.

premium,

129,401

—OF—

been appointed
Matoe of the old
HAVING

112,626 10

all outstanding risks?'
from 75 to 90 per cent ol'

could otherwise iur-

pect of us under the circumstances.
It is now time to provide more
Itberally
for our readers.
The enlargement of our
daily edition is equivalent to the addition of
between three and four columns to its size.
This additional space will be devoted to details ol important events, which we have

Stmt,

Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.

Life

sure

Amount ol premium notes
on risks not terminated?
Amount of delinquent notes
not charged to profit and
loss'?
Highfst rate ot interest received ?
How many shares ot capital
stock are pledged to the

Commercial

SPECIAL NOTICE

I

39.375 31

Amount received in cash lor
lire risks not terminated?
Amount required to le-m

70

SS?*' ani assers and Sub-Agents Wanted.
Dec At—d&w6w

90,000 00
26,692 12

No.

we

nish, we met the exigencies of the ease by issuing supplements. A steady and slightly
increasing subscription list has shown us that
we judged rightly-Jwhat the public would ex-

W‘ XL LITTLE & CO.,

risks?
Amount of oash received for
interest?
Amount of income received
from all other sources?
re,lt»
Amount of fire losses paid
last year?
Amount of marine losses
paid last year?
Amount ol dividends paid
tlie last year?
Amount paid lor expenses
of office?
Amount of other expenditures? State and U. States

furnishing only the barest summary of public
events, and excluding political discussion altogether, were devoted wholly to the pressing
needs, charitable and other, of the city. When
the political canvass in this State demanded
ftiller treatment than

POLICIES ISSUED BY

Amount of notes recerived
tor preiniuums on maiiue

party ol the State to remain voiceless in this
Press will continue to defend the
of the Liberal party of Ameriiea.
The
war
has
closed
one
great

city. The
principles

cycle in out national history—the cycle during which aristocracy at the South and deOcean Insurance Company. mocracy at the North grew up side by side, a
period of jealousy and conll'ct,. resulting in
Annual Meeting.
an appeal to arms and the victorious
supremsuldioMOfs of the Ocean InniiranctfrpHL
A C'4*ui|«auy, aie hereby notified to ii.eet at the t acy of the democratic principle.
We have
Office OLgfti-r&papany. on Monday the ith day of
eutered on a period of tiausitipn, which
January? A. D#l*«7, at 3 «?<&** P M..
pose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing | seems likely to prove longer than most of us
> ear and for the transaction of any other business 1
which may then be legally acted upon.
anticipated. The Press will insist upon a
___

„one

consists of the stockholders’ notes?

nothing.
GOUXJJ, Presidant.

GOODRICH, Secretary.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Suffolk, ss.
Personally appeared Samuet Goold, President, amt
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above
Company,
and severally made oath that the above
statement, bv
uiuiu subscribed, is, in their
belief, true
ifcibrp nip,
EDWARD STEARNS, Justice ot the Peace.

I

Portland,

Dec.

Ohio. A. WRIGHT, Sec*y.

11,1866,

dtd
!

■■■ ■■ ■■

above statement of the Manufacturers’ InCompany exhibits its condition after payamount of losses by the late tire than
those of any other Company.
These losses were all paid immediately and without
giving the insured any trouble in the matter of proof
or otherwise.
This Company so well known for ip* ability and
promptitude is now prepared to take risks against
Tire on all insurable
property at Ihir rates of preThe

F

M.

FBOSTsS,

BARGAINS!
A O BIG PROFITS,
SO DULL TRADE

to

N O W

arc

Old Prices!

at

Only *4,76

GREAT

Mutual Life Ins. Co., Fancy

per pair.

Shirting

North-equal rights

the
for

The completion of that great enterprise will
compel a change, which has already begun, in
the management of
newspapers. The leading features of the world’s history will be registered from day to day by the telegraph. The
expense of special dispatches fr om all par ts of
the world will prove t .ogreat lor
single newspapers and correspondence will regaiu something of its old importance. Newspaper as-

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap

Blankets

IB THE TIME TO INSURES

have democracy at

The coming year will probably witness the
extension cf the telegraph around the world.

But Crowds or Customer
Who

must

ail secured by equal laws, freedom of speech
freedom of tue press, impartial suffrage, Ot
the profound conviction? oi the Republican
party of Maine, the Press will "emain a lai‘hful exponent.

-FOE-

NATH’L F. DEERING. Agent,
No. 19 Free Street, Portland.
ucci2eoo£w

We

South as well as the

-AT-

ing a larger

>

settlement which will secure the fruits of our
victory. Nothing is settled till it is settled

right.

A GREAT RUSH

surance

WITH THE

dec 12

W ■- ILWWUW

Flannels!

OStV

Me PER YARD.

Shilling

yd.

■

tell brutal lury against the island.
Villages
were destroyed, women and
children massacred in cold blood, everything devastated to a
degree almost inconceivable.
The bistory of the war so tiir is a record of
enduring heroism, patient suffering of women
and children, maternal sacrifices and resolution under trial ou one side, and
unniitigable
brutality and barbarism on the other, such as
in our country cannot be comprehended. The
policy of crushing out went ou the supposition that the Cretans could lie
frightened or
tortured iuto submission before the world had
time to see what was geing on.
Twenty days
were supposed to suffice lor
this, but the calculation tailed. Then the cunning of the devil
came in to help out.
They pretended that the
Cretans had surrendered, and that all was finished. Already Europe had
begun to move lor
the heroic islanders when this news fell like a
pall on all tlieir friends. Volunteers turned
their faces away and contributions were
stopped. Garibaldi was about throwing his sword
in, when the news cuine that it was too late.—
So much time gained; ten new
days added to
their twenty. 11m in those ten days
nothing
was gained, and the old latseliood must
go out
on service again; and lest it come
back protested, they must have indorsements; and behold ! all ready to lend their names and those
of their Governments are the Cousuls of
England and France, Hut this
week, the last in
November (N. S.), wc know that not only the
Government has not succeeded in breaking
the spirit of a single district of Crete, but that
the insurgents have just inflicted, at Arkadi
one of the most
damaging blows on the invading army that the history of these struggles
can shew. Every day volunteers are
lauding
and the Cretans getting better arms; and
though their wives and children are perishing
uarter-41.c kntftr ami n.c ^TVOW,
they ure In"
ther fruiii submitting than ever.
The following letter from the Central Cretan Committee at Athens has been received bv
Ur. Howe of Boston:
Sik: Greece entertains ineffaceable
t,-clings
ot gratitude tjtlie immune ami
generous people of America for the symuuthy they evinced
dun.ifi the Greek struggle ter iudciaindenee.—
Hie
Americanpeople, uuh the cordial concurrence ot the
American Government by the
food aud clothing they sent to Greece sav, ti
thousands of Greek families from starvation
and prevented the dUpt r>iou of Greek armies
still making head ag.uust Turkish
oppression
and barbarism.
The noble frigate Hellas would
never have
reached her destination amt taken
part in the
w ar of
independence, had it not been tea the
kind interference ami assistance of the American
Government towards Completing her
equipment aud dispatching her to Greece. The
Cretans in their previous struggle for
iudepeudence were partakers of the American acts
of
beneficence, which wc now gratefully commemorate.

Assets, $18,000,000.

Reliable

Store,

Insurance

|
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!;

W. D. LITTLE & Co,
Agents,
j

CHRISTMAS

HEW

WEAK’S.

I*.

FROST

and

F'ttrnishing

business,

under the firm of

I

6
occupy the
WTLL
greM Ntreet,

WA ft CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson & Chadbonrue,
morion Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
Bounties,, under the law approved JLplj
THE28th,new1866,
Increase of Pensions, Arrears of Pay
Prize Money, and all other claims against the Gov*

Goods

O’NEIL W. ROBINSON
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT*
dtt

Notice l

j

HAVE

& knight,
COIVCRESS STBi£EX'

jrortianu, Dec 8, i66C.

Kid Grloves

CO~

Robinson
«8S

M.

!

ernment, collected at 3liort notice.
The necessary blanks have been received. and claim
ants should iile their claims promptly.
Frank G. Patterson, late Liout. 5th. Me. Vote,
Paul CiiADtocitNE, late Maj. Ist-Me. Cav.
Oct
n

10-dtf_
Portable Steam Engines,
the Maximum of cfflcicnoy. dnra j
COMBINING
!
and
with the

It,

■

1

FOK

in Maine, and

a’

son on the same day that this article
appeared;
it is therefore supposed that he speaks by the
card. In addition to these oracular assertions
that Mr. Johnson adheres to his
there

Store RT«. 301 Can- ! contributor for some time
past to the Press
corner of Brown Street, about I
over the signature of “Trash”
Dec, loth, with a new stock of lVatchei, JewelMr. Drew’s
ry, Silver aud Plated Ware, and Fancy
special qualifications tor this work need no
Goods tor the holidays.
new

REMOVAL.

Sparrow’s Insurance

Office

is this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street.
to the new and commodious rooms

NO. GO EXCHANGE STREET,
IN THE CUMBERLAND BANK

They have rcoccupicd

I

change street,

their old stand Rio. 64 Exwith a complete stock of Nautical

and Optical Goods, Chronometers. Watches,
Clocks, Fine Tools for Machinists and Engineers, &c\
tJr’r'riends and customers invited to old head-

quarters.
Doc

BUILDING,

1,18C6.—(13m_
Portland,

Laundry.

where he is now prepared to place insurance, in ah its ;
Orders received at the Olllce of the Forest City
forms, and for any amount, in companies second to
Dve House, No. 315 Congress Street.
others on the globe, and on the most favorable J
Notice is hereby
given that, tho Portland Laundry
terms.
has beeu reopened by the subscriber, who has been
SIDE,
transaction
bility
Grocery and Proeconomy
minimum oi weight
ana puce.
Ur* Parties preferring first class insurance, are res- many years connected with the well known Chelsea
vision Business, at No. W* Danforih Street, and soThey are widely and lavorably known,
pectfolly invited to call.
licit of their ii iends and the public a share of pat- I more than liOO being in use. Ail warranted satisDye House ami Laundry, and with the experience
November 5,18GG. dtf
factory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all
ronagedescripapplication.
Address
tions oi Laundr y work in a satisfactory manner.
N. L. HUMPHREY,
j Portland M,
Fire Insurance Co*
JOHN H. WOODSIDE.
T. CKAWLEY. Agent
J. C. IIO\l>I.EY & CO.
j
JySdfim_A.
further Dividend ol o per cent., has been dedoc 20, t!2weod !
Portland; Dec. 19,1866.
I/AWiiExcE, Mass.
^ot. 6. 1S0C 3r.nl.
For Sale,
clared, payable cn the first day of January next,
at Office.
SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES ill Barwho have not paid their Premium Notes
Go to Adams & Purinton’s
and
tierc. a. by
For Sale.
rels, Bags
^embers
your House-furnishing Goods of all kinds;
C. B. ROGERS, No 133 Market St.
brig ELMIRA, 174 tons old measurement,
Carpetings, and all kinds of Crockery, Glass, Tin,
DeclSufiw
well calculated tar tbe Coasting trade.
Philadelphia.
Stone, Ear them and Wooden Ware, Taper HangApply to
YEATON & lUT.1t
no23d3m
ings, window Shades, &c, <£c.
etyle of Job work neatly rMcnted at
dsc24d*w3w

undersigned liave formed Co-pannership
under the name ot HUMPHREY & WOODTHE
for the
ot the

favorably

no

A

A

THE

t..^~Kvery

To ran

Editor

of the Thkhs.
A more beautiful and
auspicious day could
not have dawned, thau that which
ushered in
Hie great festival of
Christinas; mild and
sunoy, the most confirmed
could

! not dream of

You

dyspeptic

being blue.

imagine how many hundreds of
and delighted
young folks, in dcmitoile at tlie first
peep o’ day, were peeping
in to the well-filled
can

impatient

hose, where Santa Claus
had bestowed his iribute of
remembrance.
< hristmos trees
hung
with their rare
heavy

fruits,

and many of the
Sunday schools had
festivals and trees. Many
iriendly gatherings
of churches and societies
resulted in the
pleasant surprise to pastors and others of munificent gifts, and the little boys and
of

girls
Society had a festival,
ii-eely distributed, and more

the Children's Aid
where

gifts

were

than two hundred poor children of the North
Street Union Mission received a
good dinner
and appropriate presents, besides food to carry to their homes. This mission comprises a
day and Sunday school, which are represented as in a very flourishing state.
The gift books this season are of the
rich
styles of art. Ilore's illustrated works are
attracting much attention. The papers, with
supplements, have been crowded for weeks
by advertisements from scores of merchants, oi
the “best articles for holiday
gifts,” and some
cynic who fancies something besides advertisements for his evening reading,
suggests
that during the holiday season all the
papers
be called “Advert isers.”
The proprietor of the “Old
Curiosity jjhop”
issued an order to iris female clerks to diseaSt
crinoline during the holiday trade, and a door
keeper admitted only a few at a lime of the
crowd who came to purchase the odd and curious trinkets gathered there. His advertiseest

ments

appropriately

side dewn.

appear in the papers up-

The annual musical treat at Music Hail

given on Sunday night—the grand ChristOratorio of the “Messiah”—and notwithtanding the inclemency of the evening, the
Hall was quite filled by an appreciative audiwas

mas

ence.

Presumptive

critics have decried this

master-piece of the great master, called it
florid, monotonous, tiresome, but under tha
able leadership of Carl Zerrahn it assumes
government, but has exhausted invention in I not only its own majesty, but variety and
framing glanders of all kinds against the grace that quite enchant the audience.
The
Cretans, has spent his time in proselyting
orchestral part was performed in a
and his official influence in
fur the
very line
intriguin''
Turkish government. The
policy of "the lat- manner, the great organ scarcely being called
ler has been diabolical from the outset
It
into requisition, except lor a
threw into the island 40,000 of its most lanatslight solo acioal soldiery, and making no concessions or
companiment.
efforts to conciliate the people, rushed with
Miss Houston rendered the
“I

|

BY
LEWIS
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Law,

107

100
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SEALED

Notice.

a

Goods /

100

—

To Contractors and Builders !

sep26dti

Copartnership

2C» Market Square.

132 87

88'

Offer

general wholesale

E. UPHAM,'

Cloi/ting

At

ASD

105

„,

editorial comments and communications on
the second, selections on the third, and ma- what Nassau (lid for the Conte leracy. The
rine news and market reports on the fourth. steamer i’anhelleniou has mado some twenty
At that time we said, “if further modifications, trips to Crete with ammunition and recruits
and the war unquestionably continues. Here
or even a return to the former
arrangement, is what the Now York Tribune’s
correspondshould on trial prove to be more
pleating to eut writes from Syra, under date of Nov. 27:
our readers, the present
will
be
system
given
The little island whose snow-clad summit we
up without hesitation.’’ Altera fair trial we ; can see from here across the ‘‘blue
AEgeau,”
believe the verdict of the public is in favor of has been from time immemorial the held of
and brutal conquest and is now the
tyranny
the
old
and
arrangement
i
accordingly return victim of diplomacy which rescued them
, this morning thereto.
Editorials and com* Thirty-six years ago Crete freed herself from
the most fanatical, brutal and
i munications will hereafter be found on the
cowardly of all
oppressions and was by diplomacy tied hand
| first page, city and State news on the
aud
loot
and
handed
buck to her oppressor. It
second,
telegraphic, marine and commercial news on seems incredible that so infamous a crime could
have been perpetrated in the life time ot men
I the third, and
miscellany on the fourth
now living; that in this epoch the rulers of
|
great nations have so violated the spirit of justice and liberty as to enslave a whole
The Press for 1807.
population, who for nine years had battlqd and sufferWith the opening of the new year we
ed for freedom and won it with the
preexpenditure of half its number, and miseries and marsent to the readers of the
Daily Press, a pa- tyrdoms icuoueeivable
to us.
Aud such slavper enlarged to the full size of the largest ery as it was handed hack to!—that of South
! New England dailies. The pressure of an CaroUna was better. The life, the honor, the
| unprecedented
property, everything that was, was the Musadvertising patronage has for sulman's—‘‘his
wife, his man-servant, his maid| months encroached upon our news columns.
servant, his ox, his ass, and everything that
!
was his.”
At a time when the business of the
city was
Well, the crime is working its punishment
thrown into confusion and In some departunrepented and unatoned tor, aud a tire is
ments seriously imperilled by the fire which
kindling in Crete which may make summer
hay of tue fine plans aud castles in air of the
last July destroyed many of our
principal rulers of the world. Austria, who was the
stores and warehouses, we did not feel at libmost earnest instigator of the
dismemberment
to
refuse the use of our columns to the of liberal Greece in 1830, has paid her penalty
erty
or at least a first installment ol
it; England 1
many interests which were struggling to and France who now maintain the
injustice
then committed, are coming to the
maintain or to recover their former
judgment
footing. seat faster
than they dream. Russia alone of
Those of our readers, who like ourselves,
i
all those who sinned is repentant aud
may be
have suffered by the lire, have been the first saved.
1 am fio prophet nor even a
to recognize the necessity which was laid
prophet s son. but
up- I am deceivea
ifthe Cretan insune tion is not
on us, in this respect.
The rebuilding of the the kindling ot aflame which
shall consume
city has been with every good citizen a prima- emperors and wipe out dynasties, and that last
and
basest
ol Emperors
building his Bummer
ry object since the disaster, and to that end
palace ot 1867 and bidding the world bo at 1
we have contributed
according to our best peace till it is opened, throwing ashes the while
judgment and ability. The Press alone ap- on the hie may tind that it is burning6 under
him. God grant it.
I
peared at its regular date after the fire. We
The conduct of the French and
!
English
have uot omitted a single number,
though the Cousuls in Crete has been worthy the antecedents ot 1830. The former, more Turk than
disadvantages under which we have all along Islam
has not hesitated not
only to
labored (some of them still continuing) have indorse was,
all the falsehoods of the
press of Conand the official reports ol the local
been serious. For some weeks, our
stantinople
columns,

WM.

hive formed Tcopurpose of transacting a

CUMBERLAND,

CLOTHING

100

I

23f“Eight months ago we began the expeirment of printing the news on the first
page,

Envelope

THJ.5!,?S*s,w5,b®
pa» tuership tor the

be loumi at his residence

FA nil IXO
TOY,

al Bank, Boston,
167 shares State National
Bank, Boston
lb8 snares Eagle National

New Yoke,

or

F. Hastings, President, and Frank W. Ballard
Secretary, of the Security Insurance Company,
being severally and duly sworn, depose and say, ana
each for himself, that tie foregoing is a true, lull
aad co. rect statement ol the affuua of the said Corand that they are the above described of(Oration,
fleers thereof.
Sworn to before me, Nov IS, im.
THOS.L. THORN ELL, Notary Public.

Stamping-

A. P. MORGAN.
J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNAFORD.

^tJi„

PAINTER.

Furnishing

Co.,

uCt4Jif_CHAS. H, A1JAMS.

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

jySOtf

44,108 00

s

17

A.

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

co-

l**IIAM 4k A DAMN,
For the transaction ot a
general Commission Busiand
have
take the Store und
ness,
Counting Rooms
lately occupied by Messrs. K. r. DP HAM & SON,
■mail ot Richardson’s Whan.
Liberal advances
made, and con ignments solicited.

Cheap.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

5244

a

ffTHE
undersigned have this day formed a copaitA unship in business under the name of

ii-dn

•At present to

a

Copartnership

No. 148 Fore Street.

FftESCO

&

Po't and. Sept 10, 1806.

~

act

transacting

MBi

L.VXf.iSTEIt IIALL.

Wholesale

formed

Dyer

_

l»e found

k. chilli i s

110

.*g(tt,580

inspired

these two governments. At
any rah- the
revolution is still in progress. The Greek
island of S.vra is only a lew hours by steam
from the Cretan coast, and is doing for Crete

by

CO.,

Sb^Cousignments ot Cooperage. Lumber, Country
Produce, A :., solicited, and shall receive personal

AT 29 MARKET SQUARE
*

a

54,005 32

100

M

1867,

The. Cretans unable ro endure any longer the
violation of the slender
privileges and liberties
which the Turkish Government had
Oi
solemnly
New York.
Good American Prints- 1
accorded
aud
driven to desperation by
them,
I
pr.
‘“®
and
sociations
or
heavy
news
constantly increasing burdens
Bleached and Brown Cottons,
agents will assume the task I
Cash
imposed on them, at length took up arms, with
of rurnisbiug the daily
AT LOW PRICES!
dispatches, while cor- j
determination of achieving their
at
jy24 tf
the
independof
Increasing
rate
9300,000 per month.
ence or of
Thibets, Shawls, Cloakings, Beav- respondents will furnish details, explanations attempt. perishing, victims of liberty, in the
K. M. UAiV D, Attorneys ana Counsellois,
and
•
No. 16 Free Street, near Middle.
illustrations, by mail. The Atlantic telAnother Grand Dividend!
jul.3
j
In commencing the arduous
ers, Poplins.
the
egraph has already destroyed the system by Cretan insurgents especially turnedcontest,
liOt.TNK--d\'OTICE—Persons bar ng left
be Hiadc on the first ol February next.
Dress Goods of all Descriptions.
their eyes
orders at 101 Exchange street, can now” lind ! ▼ ▼ Those who insure at this time will derive the
*u
‘he
and
which
our
Government of the United
foreign news has for years been l States people
WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOY'S WEAR!
them at 324 Congress sireet, opposite Meehan es’
benelit of that dividend, which will add
of America, convinced that American
largely to
furnished by steamer, and already the TribHall, where we shall continue our business in all its 1 the 3um in.-uicd. or may be used in payment of fuS3?” AU of the above Goods will he offered at a
as
sympathies
would,
formerly, bo extended to
various branches ai.tf at lower rates.
ture premiums.
It is the best
une has its special correspondents established
the struggle ot the Cretaus, who have venturGREAT REDUCTION trom regular rates.
IS^Ladies’ Dresses eyed for $100. All other ared
to
bid
defiance
to
the
New Year’s Gift I
;
ticles dyed at equally low rates,
Remember!
whole Turkish Eiuin almost every capital iig Europe. We cannot
:
H. BUKKE.
pire, aud in addition to it, to the whole
jul 17biu
It man can bestow on his
rival the feats of New York journalism but we
No. -4 Bee ring- Block.
family, In view of the unot Egypt. Accordingly, one of the first power
RICH & HOX, 138 Exchange street.
steps
certainty of life.
Dec 8—d&wtt
must be governed by the same considerations.
adopted by the Cretan insurgents was to trans•
Collins and Caskets: also. Me talic Burial
Many Policies now subsisting witli this Great
to
the
Caskets.
appeal
President of the
jy26
In view of the intimate relations
Company are yielding a Larue increase, as the
existing be- United States and to employ certain other
SHORT &
following cases will show:
A <r S. E. SPRING may be tound at the store ot
tween Maine and the British Provinces
measures, the result of which they are eagerly
by
Fletcher 4 Co., corner ot Union and CommerNo of
Am’t
Am’i of
Dividend
whict she is environed, we are happy to an- waiting to ascertain.
cial streets.
Insured
Prern. Pu.
Policy.
iyU ti
Ad.lidonal
Requiring in America a faithful interpreter
618
*3500
31 Free, Corner Center Streets*
2262,26
*2710,22
nounce that “Spubwink’s” Canadian letters
'ATATHAN 60ULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
ol tlieir feelings and exigencies
650
500
201,23
375,02
they have natto No. 16 Market Square, over Swcetsir’s Apotlie
Have
on hand a full supply ot
7707
SOW
will be continued dui ing the coming year._ urally thought of their former benefactor Dr.
3000,20
.4836,87
•
jylO—tl
cary store.
1
7802
5000
his
2008,00
School,
Law,
Howe,
3217,84
Miscellaneous and We have regular
by
long residence in Greece
10325
1000
correspondents also engaged during who,
514.52
358,80
the former war of
Nhom, Hat* and (^lotlainR. 10783
Blank Books.
independence, and
mo
Benj. Fogg may be tound readv to wait on
!
in Washington, New York, Boston and Au1000,20
1579,58
Ins geuerous and effective services
by
4146
1000
during
customers at No. 4 Moulton street, foot
533,80
085,93
Exchange.
that period, as well
his efforts to advocate
STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS.
and
12410
occasional
1500
gusta,
410,83
at
ashy
vari1ul20
023,24
correspondents
the Greek cause as a historian ot the Greek
more cases with similar results and i Cash, Post Office and
UST
ous
Many
points throughout the State. During the struggle, secured to himself the veneration and
IGA 1C HI 200 M. imported and domestic Cigars
Oases, Let*
names can be furnished to those who will favor us with
lor sale by
C. C- MITCHELL & SON,
ter Presses, Pen Backs, &c,
session of the Legislature, we shall
of the Hellenic people.
a call at our office.
pubbsh aneciion
17S Fore Street.
Jull3tf
“The Cretan Central Committee in Athens
ear" Do not tail to examine into the advantages j We have just rccieved from New
special dispatches from Augusta every morn- acting in accordance
i
York
full
a
DYEK, can be round with a new stock
ol
with the sentiments of the
this Grcni Company presents before
supply
else• of Sewing Machines, ot various
kinds; Sjlk where, by applying at the Agency of Insuring
FAIRER HANGINGS,
I ing, furnishing a synopsis of the previous Greeks m general, and the Cretans in particuTwist. Cotton—all kinds ami colors, Needles, Oil, <£c.
lar .hereby appeal to your well-known
»V. D. LITTLE &- CO.,
New patterns and Choice Styles.
106 Middle street, up one flight stairs.
day’s proceedings.
pbilliellejull7eod
nism and entreat you to step forth
Office 79 Commercial St., Up Stairs.
again as a
To the people of Maine, and
A UEBB, Attorney* and
to
especially
champion of that country which was of old the
E^*Noii-Foi foiling, Endowment, Ten Year, and
DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.
CouuMellor*, at the Boodv House, corner ot all other form of Policies are issued by this
people who have business relations with Port- seat and source of liberty and civilization. This
Company
Congress and Chestnut streets.
jy26
on more favorable
can
advantage than by any ot'a^rOom- i Give us a call.
effectively accomplish by exuitimland, we hope to make the Press more valua- you
RON D. VEKBILI, Counsellor at Law, I ponydec27dtf
yourself in
in as many parts of
Short & toriag,
ble than any paper published outside of the America as establishing
No. 19 Free Street.
SI Free, Corner Center St lee
ju!14
possible Greek Committees for
and
.fySOti
State
can
raising
contributions
be.
to Cretan
We
dispatching
shall publish the
PIERCE, Attorney and CoUnseNo
possibly
at Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.
insurgents.
ju!21
same telegraphic
summary as other New EngThe Cretans, on the achievement of their inland newspapers. We shall not publish spec- dependence, will evince
undying gratitude to
-ANDtbeir
American benefactors.
’
ial dispatches from Washington, but we shall
Crete, at the
j
present moment, is in the utmost want of arms
have regular correspondence from that point, ammunitions,
General Insurance
349 Congress Street, (Up Stairs.)
provisions, as well as ol a naval
and a daily summary of Maine news which force to frustrate the existing Turkish blockade
Offices (for the present) at
of her shores.
H. W. S1MONTOJST&
readers here would be sorry to miss.
We
In stating to you our wants, we leave it to
No 79 Commercial St, & 30 Market
1
shall
have
full
and
a
accurate
Ladies’ Furnishing Store, conmarket reports, the generosity and discretion of yourself and
Opened
AS THE HOLIDAYS ARE APPROACHING
Square, (Lancaster Ball Building,)
tabling a good assortment ot
friends
to do whatever you may find
forwarded by telegraph from all parts of the
right and
possible in our behalf at this momentous crisis
United States, Irom Canada, and fr om Eng- c f our
country’s history.
In conclusion, we beg to
land. A weekly review of the Portland marCudrr Clolbiug, jlltriu, Verla, Collars,
express our comHas a fresh Stock oi
plete confidence in your philhellenism vour
kets and an accurate report of Maine
Cad's, Worsted and Fancy Coods.
ship- judgment, and experience; and hoping to be
Merchants’,
Of Hanford, ft, !
ping, in foreign and domes;ic ports, will be honored with a speedy reply,
French
We remain, 8ir,
Citjr
Eire,
Of Hartford, Ct. i
published as heretofore.
Done to Order.
Vaur sincere and grateful friends,
There will be no increase in the price ot the
Worth
SI. Benieks,
Of Hartford, Ct.
340 Congress Sireet, (Un Stairs.)
To
American,
at Low Prices l
oct24 dlf.
Jean Sbabka.^i,
Daily Press, For eight dollars a year we exWe* England,
Of Hartford, Ct.
500 Prs, of World-renowned Trcfonsie,
A. F. Papodaxis
_,
pect to lurnish a paper, the largest In the
Rov. 29, ltKitl.
Ch. Chbistogbout
at only
Atlantic,
Of Providence, H. I.
01,50 I State and as large as in other States is offered Athens,
Samuel
G.
Howe, Esq., hi. D., Boston, U. S.
500 Pri. of C'lothilde, at only
j
1.00
for ten or twelve dollars a year.
Of Exeter, W. H.
Proposals will be received till TUES- ! Atlantic Mutual,
No. 4 Deeriug Block,
DAY, January lotb, 1867, 10 o’clock A. AL, for
The Maine State Press is not like
The President Wedded to his
many
Poubuilding a Mcetiug-house for the First Parish in Yarmouth, Me.
(OKOBE8S STREET.
weeklies, a mere waste basket, for the leavings cv. The Washington Union, Tom Florence’s
Plans, specifications, etc., may be examined by calDec 'll—d&wtt
of the daily edition. It is designed to be as
paper, in' its issue of Friday says:
ling on Building Committee, at Yarmouth, during
the first two weeks from date herein; after which
“The President stands
carefully made up as if it were a perfectly ininexorably tirm in the
until
the
ot
said
A. COBB &
time,
opening
bids, the plans mav be
maintenance of his policy and plan of secursee* at the office of the Architect, Geo. M. Harding,
dependent publication. It contaiue from week ing the restoration
of the Union and in his deSuccessors to F. P. and Af. T. Be (ford, at Mrs. M.
211 Free street, Portland.
to week, the most important articles which
termined convictions of official duty imposed
./. Nichols, U. S. Hotel
The proposals may be loft w ith the Committee or
him
the
He 'is cheerful
ruceived a lot of Tretousse, best quality,
in
the
Constitution.
upon
Architect. The right to reject any or all “bids” not
by
appear
daily, together with a considerKid Gloves. Also Zephyr Worsteds,
aud hopefiil to the end, of a final and favorable
ueemed satisfactory is hereby reserved.
Slippers, ! able amount of matter
Ladies’
Hoods,
Under
expressly
for
LinG1LE& LOR1NU,
Hosiery,
prepared
result. The popular voice, be feels convinced,
Vests, Cowets,
!
en Setts, plain and cub. Hdkts., Muslin and Cam.
A. L. LOltING,
its columns.
We shall add to Its attractions is right wheu it can have unrestricted and unBuilding
Edgings, Dress Buttons, together with all articles
REUBEN PRINCE.
embarrassed
expression, without ‘entangling
usually found in a tirst class Fancy Goods Store.
REUBEN AIERR1LL,
during the eorning year, an agricultural depart- alliances.’ This
Committee.
will, no doubt, be unmistakaTheir triends and the public are'invited to call and
CHARLES HUMPHREY,
to
be
conducted
ment,
the
Rev.
by
examine them.
W'ii.li am bly showu. He waits patiently for tliat aunov 7
till Jan. 1, 1867.
d2w
Yarmouth, Dec. 24, 1866.
to be reached."
A. Dbew, ot Augusta, a’veteran
moment—sure
journalist, spicious
Florence had an interview with Mr. JohnL
$ioo
$ioo.
WELL A SENTE
widely and
known

New

j

Provisions,

o. Cl .HiUK a CO.

Boerfi* and Shoes for Sale

PRICES.

IF. J. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

noVfl’nSdtl'

UNI>EB

s

No. 143 Commercial Street,

Woolens,

PORTLAND,
can

the manufacturer

good assortment of ORGANS and IvIELODEONS. OLD PIANOS taken in exchange.

and prompt attest ion.

f
j

■“v

at

a

For tLe purpose ot
business in

Siren;

_.nmr

130

tional Bank, Boston,
20 shares Market Nation-

sany..30,729

Total Amount of Losses, Claims and Liabil-

City and County ol New York,)

Cretan Revolution and the EastQuestion which looms behind it out of
sight. The dispatches which have from time
to time assured us that the rebellion had
been
put ilowu are believed to have been
ern

DEBliOlHi

And have purchased ot Messrs. LORI) & CRAWtheir Stock and lease of store

Jobbers of

18

Ana tic

!

No.
and

FORD

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL A 00„
and
and

Aiao,

Morgan,

-ta>1*_u_
Importers

sell

have this

Two Door, above Preble
Haase,
PORTLAND, ME.

Goods

business,

undersigned
day
THE
pnrtner&hp under the style and firm of

Law,

Morton Bloch, Congress Street,

Dry

luo

33

in

Copartnership Notice. HAVE

PEBCIVAL BQNNEY,

nt

store

C3P* Orders for tuning and impairing promptly attended to.
WM. G. TWOMBLV.
November 26, 1866. dtf

Provisions 1

Counsellor mid A Homey

84.495 37

*1,430,036

C

Steinway instrument, |
can

LOWEST
1

Wholesale and Retail dealers iu

Groceries

nne

lol.’ono

I.eiler from Ko.ion.

equally interested

BOOTH,

the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them
the

from

street.

a. a.

107

Apply

42
ys5 707 50
00
498,184 00
18,254 70
Gl.047 78
146,872 93

Tuesday Morning, January 1,

are

LORING,
Booksellers & Stationers,!

FIANTO FORTES

STItOUT

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

100

mium.

*315,308

SH.

of Copartnership

The subscriber having obtained the
1 337 Congress Street, will continue the
will keep constantly on hand

Building
BOSTON, Mass

X

store

new

t

keeping the

annum, in advance.

Cretan Revolution.

Turkey

J*
DYE

copart-

a

CALVIN EDWARDS
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLV.

uses.

SHJEPL,i:Y

Notice.
formed

337 Congress Street.'

Bkacket^Tusb Slabs. Guaies

n

Business,

and settle at
Slaie

German and

Mg22—Cm

ALL

rpHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
X name of CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons holdng bills against the firm, arc requested to present
them tor payment, and those indebted will please call

^niP*rter and dealer in EngFrench Flower Pots,
Parian. Bisque, and Bronze Statuette
Glas.- Shades ;uid NYalnut' Stands, Bohe-

riles,

have taken the

Dissolution

COMMERCIAL STREET,
Portland, Maine.
aug31-dti_
JOSEPH STORY

Penaltyn Marble €o.
Mauulacturers and Dealers in Enameled

iyl2dtf

READY to commence again. C. M. & B. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on the old site, No. 12 Union St, would he pleased to answer all orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Wiudow .Shutters, Gratings, &o.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.
rrilllL EAMTKHN EX I'BEHN CJ07are u<^w
A
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over ail the Kailroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. Sc P.f Eastern and Boston Sc Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ot the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial an 1 Fore Directs, an order book lor freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co., No.
Foie su-eet.
j. N. WINSLOW.

STREET BLOCK,
tor the purpose of carrying on the Dry Goods business.
CHAS. F. THRASHER,
FRANK BARTLETT.
Dec.
declld3w
Portland,
1,1805.

31

v1
Ush Floor

my offices.

NO- 4 FREE

/

Cuuiney Pieces,

name

C. F THRASHER & CO

Wholesale Dry Goods,

j

i ClMlTH & REEd. Counsellors at Law, Morton
0
Block, Congress St. Same entrance as U. S. Ar-

delatin'

undersigned have tins day
nership under the name ol

Chadwick Malison, opposite United Slates Hotel.

Deering.

may be
01 Oak

jullGti

RS.

the late firm to be settled at No

Copartnership

STREET,

nor On

pack .4 RD, BookseU.-r and stationer,
found at No. 337 Congress SI., corner

193,000

66

LIABILITIES.
ApTt of Losses adjusted, and due and unpaid, none.
“
Incurred, and in process
Of adjustment,
*106,831 43
AS other existing claims against the Com

00

550 h!iares Shoe & Leather
National Bank, Boston.
500 shares Shaw mu t Na-

—

j'

_BionBradbury.

•

'«».

United states Bonds,

Iviar’t

Bank, Boston,

t.c
-r
JAS.
J.

00

Total amount of capital and surplus,
$1,461,381 58
ASSETS.

Value,

5,000 00

AnuS’l,

the tiret day ol

....

5,962 75

shares National City

on

$1,000,000
November,

State, County and City Bonds.
Bonds and Mortgages,
Inter, st accrued, but not
due,
Unpaid Premiums,
Special Loans, and ail other Property,

115

102.000 Cheshire railroad
bonds,
50.000 National and Dock
\N archouse Co.,

iyl2dtf

VVEJiSTER CO., cau be tound at the store
of C iv. Babb. Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
•
oiler a good assortment of Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at tow pikes.
jul 16

DODGE,

Produce and

Catei.

__

JONES.

Afo« lO market Street.

BRADBURY & SWEAT

Portia mi Maine.

H

St.

the tirst

beretofure existing under the

Accounts ol
10 Market street.

iias saved his Library. Office at2 2 1-2 Free street
the Griffith hloelt, third story.
n jyW

at

WILLEY.

by

Geyer and

Ii^AGLE

notice.*
A

tf

rriKKUIljlA.'

MI LLS, although burned up. the ProJ prietns, Messrs. L. J. Hill & <\>., arc now prepared to turulsti Cotl'ec3. Spices, Cream Tartar, &e,
at tbeir new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order slate may bg iQunl at Messrs. Low,
Plummer <£ Co’s, No 83 Commero 4I St, ami at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 185 Fore Street.
All oruers romptiy alien ed to.
Goods at .lie low. st prices.
jutlGtf

Continues the

1)0UMAX,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

!i49 ( OlMtniMS

short

FERDINAND

D

Counsellors

JAIHBltOae

JONES,

00
00

100

300 shares Second National Bank, Boston,
Amount of railroad bonds?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.

Dealer in
•
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and MiliNo
13
Free
Portland.
Goods,
tary
street,

A DODGE,
day dissolved by mutual consent-

Caref ul attention paid
aug22-Cin

VKON, GREKNOlUU dTc'bT7~Fuis,
Hats, Caps and Robes, 1G4 Middle St„ over T.
Bailey if Co.
jull7tl

story.___iyll

_

shipping.___n

tc

A LIBUtV. Idnuiouh
Agenu,
will be found at No 117 Coinmercial, comer ol
St. Home Office of New York; National
Office of Boston; Nanagansett Office oj Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Stai.dard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
tbis agency.
John Dow.
jy25dtl
^'W.Libbey.

NTQUCE. H. J. LIBBY & CO., Manufacturers
and Commission Merchants. Countin'* Room
First National Bank, No, 23 Free street, second

I) issol utiou.

Is

ROOFING SLATES,
C.

have resumed business at the head of Long Wharf,
under J. W. M unger’s Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
n
July 10, 1866.
tjtl

over

dtt

AlVEHICAN

ami slating nails.

Fore

Dili AN.

STANWOOD

CO.,

Dealer, in

and

No 206

TttlJIfi ftCO.. Wholesale
WOO
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.
Jul 17—dtt

WILLEY.

dec27

-AND—

nuu

B. H.
J. L.

ness, all my old accounts must be settled
of January.
B. H

Manufacturer ol Silver Ware.

t/^1 lil.Z

j

Persons indebted to me are requested io make immediate payment, as, owing to tl* change in my busi-

PEARSON,
GoitI and Silver JPlater

of all colors,
to

un-

of B. II. Jones,

JTONE*

M.

Importers

cop&ituership

WILLEY,

I860

Joseph Howard, jyfltt

WELCH

\

We shall continue the BOOT AND SHOE BUS1NESS in ail iu branches, and hope by strict attention
to business to merit and receive a liberal share oi tlie
public patronage.
Custom work tor both ladles and gentlemen made
i to order from the best of material and by the best of
workmen, and warranted in every particular. Re-

k Counsellors at Law,

WILBUR <£•
Tremont Street,

stand,

Exchange

No. Ill Federal Street.

“Arcade.”

A.

!

Hall.uJylOdtt
O. M. & D. W, NAHM

and will continue the

PORTLAND, M NE.
O/jice No. 1 i Free Street,

112

L,

removed to 328 Congross St., opposite Mechanics’

Is

GOODS, BOOT AUD SHOE BUSINESS

Street,

A

AXUERSOX AM) CO. ’S
HOOP SKIRT AND CORSET STORE,

Notice

a

of

name

JOJVE8

HOWARD A CLEAVES,

Attorneys

Prince.

BOSTON.

Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers in

Small

V

lSro. 1 Fraukliu fttreei,
Between Fore and Commercial, next door to Rumory and Burnham's Lucking House, where they will
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in all its
branches. Country orders promptly attended to.
Dec 22— <12w

Me.
A

Hosiery, Gloves,

J. E. WATERHOUSE.

O

to

COPA KTNERS1IIP.

Wldgery’s Wharf,

FANCY

de4tf

IVT

DOW

Commission Merchants,
MERRILL BROS. A

E

HEALJO BROTHERS,

W1K.
mill
dtt
•

Exchange Street,

removed irom their old
HAVE
sireet,

FESSElVlhEN, Attorney and Coun
sellnr, Deer mg Hall, opposite JPreble House j

GENERAL

ectlodfi

R

LOCKS,

oe 13eod3m

STURTEVAWT,

Portland,

Prince,

A.

12

F. B. HARRIS.

Wrought Iron Fire-Proof Safes,
NO. «i CONGRESS SQUARE,

And

PATENTS,

wagtailCongress Street.

CHASE,

-Vo.

KOK

COMBINATION
j

CLAPP’S BLOCK,

IVO. 8

Store,

SAFES, FACETS,

LAW,

—AND—

Ac.

Lillie’. Patent Combined Wr.agbl and
Chilled Iron

CEIFEORD,

Waterhouse,

Portland, Dec. 3d 1866.
Harris «& Waterhouse, wholesale Dealers
in Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New

GAYLORD~
AO ENT

II. C. PEABODY.

Hats, Caps and Furs.

BOSTON.

C. A.

8y* Particular attention given to writing Wiils,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal instruments.
JuiyGl.ltUtf.
dtf
\V. H.

Rough Flaie,

11,200,712
21.444,641

Bauk, Boston,

Cash value of real estate
owned by the Company?

JOBBERS OF

Glasss,

OppoHite Old City Hall,
POBTLAND, MAINE.
oclOeodti
Fred
Kimball, D. D. S.

C,

8. Clapp’* Block, Coagrc** Hi.

St.

PEABODY,

sepotftl

Harris &

Dentists.
Olapp’a Block, Congress Street,

!

customers

PAYSON,

the Court House

itOLDEN.

B.

U021dtf

Kimball &

(Opposi te the M arket.)

A.

No. 30 Elm St.,

SIW H17ILDVIVCI OJV LIME IT,,

M.

and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

Near

decleodlm

lound in their

Can be

HOLDEN &

of

Window

Manufacturers and dealers in

H.

Exehauge

oulOdtl

HILLS, TURNER & HARMON,

SON,-

A. N. NOYES &

MONDAY, Nov. 12, to the

cash la
riie surplus

l8li6>.*451,384

100

Bank, Boston,
100 shares Bay State National Bank, Lawrence,
160 shares ftailroad liaUonal Bank, Lowell,

Bank

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,

ME.

LT.por.ers

remove on

38

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

Portland.
C. L. Qtinby

W. P. Freeman,. D W. Deane.
n
auglutt

MAjBTIU WORKERS,

STOCK BROKER.

LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

National

OFFICE OF

H. M. FAYSON,

Manufacturers ot

and

H FURNITURE,

Will

May 22—dtl

Upholsterers

dti

THE

Merchants

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing piomptattended
to.
Orders
h om out ol town solicited.
y

CO.,

OF CHESTNNT
n

00

100

1000

REMOVAL,!

Middlo Streets.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Leather,

TAILOR,

HAS BEHOVED TO

PLASTERERS,

311 Couiirru Hirer!.

u

P.

Lace

da

DOWNES,

CORNER
August 30, I860

3-108,

Amount ot bank stocks?
State amuuntof each kind
and par value and market
value of each.
50 shares Third National
Bank, Spriugiield, Mass..
00 shares N. Eng. National

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

ROSS & FEEIS 1’,

,

O.

MERCHANT

Law«

sit

1ydJunction of Ftoe

sep&iaj

n

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
OTanutai'turer of I.rather Belling.
Also tor sale

Leather, Backs & Sides,

C.

10,243,829

--

SQUARE.

augPJ_n

SON,

00

110,000
53,000 58,000
25,000 25,000

1684, 5-20s,
7

400,000
100

stock or treasury notes
owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market Par
value of each.
Value,
Bonds 01 1881,
100,000

FIRE!

—AT—

NO. 16 MARKET

4000

outstanding?

Photograph Rooms,

ME.

OFFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S

M. M .BIIE WE R

Belt

New

McCOBB A- KINGSBURY.

ic.,

THE

$400,090 00

Total amount of outstanding risks?
Amount of United States

OAOE.

d&wtf

OF

Feb.

Amount of capital?
Amount of capital actually
paid in?
Number of shares, and par
valuo of each?
Amount of lire risks out
standing?
Amount of marine risks

B. F. SMITH St SON'S

«__

■N®. 45 Free Si., l*ortl<tu<i.

gSr^Kepairing done

O IT

No. 178-Fore Street.

*y~>

W.

11.

dec31_

BROKERS,

Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

EYE

Over Loriug’t Drag Store.

SQUARE,

U. WOOD A

Oitice

to

NAME AND LOCATION.
The name of this Company is the SEcotUTr 1,\si kam!e Com can v
Incorporated in 1850, and. located in the city of New York.
CAPITAL.
The capital of said Company actually paid up in

Co..

incorporated?
23, 1822,

GAGE,
AT LAW,

C. STEOUT.

6

t|

n

Dealer iu

.-3,

have removed

WHIPPLE,

PORTLAND,

surance

France aud

PORTLAND.

/ CONDENSED STATEMENT of the Con<<Ihe SKILBITV INSURANCE
LOME AN V or New Yoke, ou the first (lav of
November, i860, made to the State or Maine
pursuant to the Statute of that State.

Where located? Boston,

The

DAILY PRESS.

SECURITY.

ttETUBN of the Manufacturers’ Kuiuronce Company of Huston, on the First
dny of November, 1NU0.
State he name of the Company? Manulacturers’ InWhen

Corner Exchange and Federal Sts.,

PORTLAND, ME.

MARKET

au*2

tud Steel Spectacles, Tools,
ft1' tics, Aii
13 1KEJ3 STREET
d"m

>■

W.

&

COUNSELLORS

Wholesale Druggist,
21

and Plated

STROUT

HUDSON, J1L,

WM.

Dealers in

ver

LAW,

n

*ng21d6ui_

PEARSON,

d2w

REMOVED.

27 Market Square,

|

INVSS CAKI>S.

dec31

Terms Eight Dollars per

INSURANCE.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

PUTNAM

have removed to the

ARTIST,

—

&

Cor. of Federal and Exchange Sts.,
Over lioriug’s Apothecary Store.

Market, Square.

J. B.

Inserted in the “Maine State
has a large circulation in every parM.OO per square tor first insertion*
square tor each subsequent inter__L_

AT

Sept 24-da

VS

EVANS

CAItLETON,

ATTORNEY

MORNING, JANUARY 1, 1867.

INSURANCE

It E MOV A L

[Chadwick House,)
Congress Street.
L.

S.

TUESDAY

~

and Counseller at Law,

Attorney

THE MAINE STATE TRESS, is published at the
place c very Thursday morning ai $2.00 a year,
nvariably in advance.

1

REMOVALS.

W. w. THOMAS. Jr.,

aiuc

Laths

PORTLAND,

policy,

heralding. The shipping news of the weekpublished without abridgment in the
State Press, as will also
the review of the
Portland markets and the
Biighton market
reports- To country traders the weekly report of Portland prices current alone will be

that he intends to issue his much
talked of amnesty proclamation on New
Year's Day, but they are not credited.
are rumors

| will be

well worth the
subscriptiou|price. In additicn to a careful digest of
general and State
news, we shall also lUrnish weekly a page of
miscellaneous reading for the family.
The weekly edition is made up in eight
large pages, ol six columns each,and is the largest weekly paper in New England. It is offered
to the public at the low price of two dollars a
year, invariably in advance. To a club of new
subscribers, eleven copies will be sent for
twenty dollars, and the same discount is offered to larger elubs.

j

In
Prosecution Extraordinary.
the
Boston Municipal Court, on Friday. Harvey
D Parker, William Bingham and GeorgeYoung, the popular managers of tbe Parker,
Tremont and Revere Houses, aud Young’s
Hotel, appeared, with their counsel, to answer
to complaints made
against them under the
nuisance act. The reading of the complaints
was waived, and pro fornia judgments of guilty
taken, when they were severally sentenced to
pay a fine of fifty dollars and costs, and imprisonment in the House of Correction for the
term of three mouths.
They appealed, and gavo bonds in SoOO each
to prosecute the samo at tho January term of
the Superior Court, Messrs. Bingham and
Young being sureties for Mr. Parker, Messrs.
Parker aud Bingham for Mr. Young, and
Messrs. Young and Parker for Mr. Bingham.

know
song,
that my Redeemer liveth,” with a truthfirlanJ
sublime interpretation of its

lofty sentiments,

while the delicious

warbling

Rejoice Lreatly,

and her

of Mrs. Smith In

exquisite

sweCt-

of expression in “Come unto
Him,”
elicited rapturous applause. Her voice is
wonderfully flexible and bird-like, while that
of Miss Houston resembles more the
clear, tall
ness

notes of the flute.

They

were

true artists in

the lull stase ot the most cultured vocalism
and line appreciation of the oratorio.
The
audience were pleased and delighted,
yet
thiie is a general regret freely expressed that
Mrs.

Long has retired from the stage. She
only had the soul to understand, but the
power of voice to give the fullest aud most
satisfactoiy rendering of these classic songs.
I pou the highest notes she
overpowered your
utmost expectations with floods of
melody,
not

yet her greatest po

"er

to be in her

of expression seemed
rich contralto tones.

deep and
had no equal.

Here she
Not eveu Miss IUmetti, the new and young contralto, whose
voice possesses great depth and
power, hut no
sweetness, could equal Alls. Long’s lowest
notes; yet she rendered “He was despised and
rejected,” with much pathos and fine taste.
The

high

storm of

Thursday night made
among the shipping in pne
hafbvi.auJ untuon-J several i.umlings. The
liigli tides undermined the railroads in several
places, .'some imaginative persons aver that
Bunker iliii monument rocked in the
gale

considerable havoc

with considerable unsteadiness
Rut bttlc
tell here and the pleasure seekers who
were so disappointed of their
sleigh ride on

snow

Christmas, have
\\

ishiug you

no

all

a

promise ol it yet.
happy New if car,
I am yours truly,
C. L. A

The colliery Krple-i&a«iu Uuglau.i*
Our English tiles received by the Nova Scotian contain very little in relation to the disaster at the Oaks colliery in Yorkshire, beyond
what we have already laid before our readers in

telegraphic dispatches from Europe. Tire
Liverpool Courier of the loth inst., says of tho
Barnsley explosion:
our

The report was like that 01 a park of artillery, and tire sound was immediately followed by
a discharge from the
pit mouth as if a volcanic
irruption had occurred in the bowels of tho
earth. The pit is about 370 yards in depth, and
is not now for the first time the scene of a sad
disaster, inasmuch as about twenty years ago
an explosion took
place in the workings aud
killed «0 persous.
An explosion could not have happened at a
more unfortunate time than
yesterday, as that
was the “wake-up day” in the
pit, and the full
complement of between 300 and 400 men and
boys were at work. As 30011 as the expTosiom
was heard thousands of
people Hocked to the
pit bauk, including colliery owners, engineers,
surgeons, clergymen and colliers, and the scene
that presented itself was henrt-rendiug in the
extreme.
Only one shaft could be used, and
even
by this means entrance was impossible for
some time.
Up to last night twenty-five bodies
hail been brought to tho surface, but in
twenty
cases life was found to be extinct
The five
who were alive were dreadful sufferers, tlicir
bodies being an almost shapeless mass of burns.
The engineers are unanimous in their belief
that no one was still alive in tire pit, so that the
five wounded men may be considered the
only
survivors of the awful calamity.
The Post of the same date says:
An appalling announcement reaches us this
morning. An explosion occurred yesterday a!
ternoon at

a

Barnsley colliery, involving,

so

Wo

informed, the lives of over 300 persons. It
is only Thursday morning, and this is the second explosion tiiat has taken place duriug tho
week, the previous one having occurred at Bolton, and at which some 35 men were nearly
scalded to death. And this is the way almost
all the year round. Not. truly, ot so awful a
character as the catastrophe of yesterday prov
ed, aye the generality of colliery explosions, but
sufficiently fatal to warrant, in nine cases out
of ten, the circulation of the news all over the
kingdom. The cholera has left us, but a ghast
ly visitor is in our midst, who, if the unhappy
collier avoids it for a time, is almost sure to exercise his tenacious grip in the end. The event
of yesterday will fill the country with gloom,
for though iu times of epidemics and in times
of war people may become accustomed to thu
enumeration of the dead by thousands, yet the
fact of 300 men being swept to eternity while
pursuing their daily occupations is sufficient
to fill the breast of every one with horroiv—
Can nothing be devised to put an end to the
almost weekly occurrence of these colliery cat-

are

astrophes?

UnivebsalSiffrage

in

PRi.s3iA.-The Paris

the New York Evening Post
writes that universal suffrage is very rapidly
becoming a tired fact in European polities, and
the fundamental law of European evolution
Bismarck and King Wiland development.
liam give themselves to it, as unreservedly as
ICiug Victor Emmanuel. The draft of the electoral law recently submitted to the Prussian
Chandlers by Bismarck and adopted by them,

correspondent ol

provides:

First—That every Prussian of the age of 26
yeurs, not under tutelage, not uudcr judgment
of bankruptcy, not a pauper assisted
by the
public authorities, and not deprived or civil
rights by judgement of a competent tribunal,
is an elector.
Second—Every Prussian elector having been
a resident in the country for three years next
preceding any election is eligible as a deputy.
Third—The right of election shall he exercised by placing an unsigned ballot iu an urn
publicly aud under the inspection of person*
and who shall not be
specially appointed,
clothed with any other official authority at the
time.
Fourth—Every election shall be direct, according to the absolute majority ot the ballots.
So you see universal suffrage has no terrors
for Bismarck or his royal master. How much
is it to be regretted that a pitiful pride, or a
still more pitiful prejudice, should hinder its
adoption in our own country. I know that
sooner or later these same eternal Provideuces,
“that shape our ends, rough hew them as wo
will,” have it already in view for us also. But
if in the beginning it could have been adopted
thankfully and manfully, as the fundamental
process of reconstruction, how much turmoil,
trouble, not to say disgrace, it would have saved us from; for it would have rendered quits
unnecessary that late presidential and secretarial tour, in its essential characteristic: perhaps
the very vilest thing iu all our hi-tory. And
God only knows how much more there is to
come.
Enough doubtless to induce us to stand
up to, and lake the consequences of, the great
fundamental idea of our national life, "All
men are created equal and endowed by their
Creator with the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
—The cabalistic ciphei which appears upon
the title pages ol all the publications of Mr.
Carleton of New York, and in many of his ad-

vertisements,
for books.

is said to be the

Syriac symbol

The
Below we
cumstances
s’earner

lli

«

oiimioiloR.

&QETLA2fB

giveJRmc

fuller details of the ciriitttvudsrfcAlicloss of tlie Bound
ashore in the

New

Commodqj^^ffi^I^JPut

Hymeneal.—The
entered at the
past year was43°.

AMJ l iLJAJTl.

City^Clej^fc

AdvcriinfHwnl* To-Day.

These^^rrticulars

Saturday:
The Commodore was oHe of the regular boats
plying between New Y’ork and Stonington,
Connecticut, in connection with the Stcnington Railroad.
Bhe left Pier 18 North River, at

firaiid

ship, Esq.,

Mountfobt Street M. E. Church.—There
It lessens the
New Year’s Festival at this Church
curve, gives ' will he a
the engineer on the train a better view that he
this evening, to consist of a New Year’s Tree,
may see that the track is clear.
speaking and singing by the children and reThe increased activ ity in the ship yards for
lreshments. Come one, come all, and a good
the last year has induced a large immigration
time will be yours.
of mechanics, which, as a matter of course,
M. L. A. Lecture.—There Will be no lecture
makes a scarcity of rents.
this week before the Mercantile Library AssoThe steamboats being built lor the American
ciation. The third lecture will he delivered at
Steamboat Co. are pronounced by judges to be
Mechanics’ Hall
the most thoroughly buiit of any which are
Wednesday evening, January
9th, by Rev. H. M. Galiaher, of New York.
alloat. Such thoroughness will be

appreciated
by the travelling public and predict success for
Paint and putty has been

the appear-

of thrift
Some cl the cotton factories arc to be
enlarged next spring, while others are to be refitted
with new machinery. 1 lie stockholders fee) in
the best oi uliwor as they have received fat
dividends for the past year.
Tho Hat factory has not fully satisfied
the
expectation of the builder, but lias, nevertheless been the means of giving employment to
a large number of hands and been the means
of bringing a large amount of money into cir-

ance

culation.

Steve.

—“Der Frieschutz” at the Theatre
Lyrique
could not be produced at the appointed time,
a
moon
manufactured in London for
pecausc
tlie theatre did not arrive in time.

---

j

Clove Anodyne, an almost infallible specific for toothache, and for agne and neuralgic
pain induced by diseased teeth; prepared only
by J. R. Lunt & Co., MS Congress street.
Keep out the Cold by using Uradstrect's
Patent Weather Strip for doors and windows.
Orders left at Horse Railroad office will receive

prompt attention.

dcc31—2t

We never have found in our city a better assortment of toilet articles than can be found at
Crosman & Co.’s, 305 Congress street.
New Year’s Day.—Tbe Custom House will
be open to-day. The Post Office will be
open the usual holiday hours.
not

BOOK.

THIS

—“The Laughing Hyena” is the pleasiug title of anew paper recently started in Texns.
—The last new gun invented in Paris sends
out 8555 balls in a minute.
—One thousund

men

are

repairing

“Strumatic
iii bottles of
a

A

!

the

Requires
AND

only among the sad recollections
Bridgton, Dec. 29,1866.

uinuent

»

paid

to

HAVING

For Hi

j

days before she bad degenerated to her present
dry and dusty stupidity. The Sapphire, like
its predecessor the Emerald will be found very
pleasant reading.
Davis Brothers have it.
From

The New York Musical Gazette lor January contains some choice pieces of music, and a
variety of articles in the reading columns of in-

new

_

boilers.

BALSAM

CHERRY!

HAS BEEN USED NEARLY

HALF A CENTURY,
With the most astonishing success in curing

CoughH, Cold*, HoarMeiiPMA, More Tliroat,
lullncuza, Whooping Cough, Croup.
Liver CoraplaiutM, Brouchiias,
Uiili(uii) of Breathiug,
j
Asthma nud every
f
j
THROAT, LUNGS A.\D CHEST, !
INCLUDING EVEN
j
|
CONSUMPTION.
The unequalled success that has attended the appliTHE

cation

of this med cine iu all

cases ot

has induced many Tliysicians of high standing to
in their practice, some 01 whom advise us
of the fact under their own signatures. We have
space only for the names ot a few of these:—

employ it

E.

Boyden,

M. D..

Exeter, Me.

Hatch, M. D., China, Me.
R. Fellows, M. I)., Hirl, N. H.
W. H. Webb, M. D., Cape Vincent, N. V.
W. B. Lynch, M. D., Auburn, N. Y.
Abraham Skillman, M. D., Boundbreok, N. J.
H. D. Martin, M. D., Mansticld, Pa.
The proprietois have letters from all classes of our
fellow citizens, from the halls ot Congress to the
Alexander

humblest cottage, and even-beyond the seas; for the
fame and virtues of Wintar’t Baham have extended to the
uttermost bounds of the earth.”
without any attempt on our part to introduce it beyond the limits of our on n country.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLS & SON, 18 Tremont Street, Boston, and so'.d by all Di uggists and
Dealers generally,
G RAC E’ ft

CELEBRATED

Cures in a

HALVE!

very short time

OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS, CUTS,WOUNDS,
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS
CHILBLAINS, &c., &c
Grace’s

Celebrated

Babe!

Is prompt in action, soothes the pain, takes out the
soreness, and reduces the nio.-t angry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus- affording reliet and a complete cure.
Only 25 cento a box; sent by mail lor 35 cents.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, lSTremontSt. Boston,
Proprietors. Sold by Druggists and dealers gener-

ally.
Fehl9, '6o—3NeodT,T.s& weow
I'GLI.OW'N

ORIGINAL

WORM

LOZENGES.
can "ftk confidence point to FELLOW’S
\>ITE
T v
WORM LOZENGES as the
most

edy

for

pertect

rem-

city

following
Harmony Lodge
Gorham, Me.,
duly
by
Timothy Murray,
Lodge
Maine,
Friday evening,
28th,
Episcopal Church,
Village:
George
Lowell;
\V.,
Watson; Treasurer,
Hanson; Secretary,
Summersides;
D.,
Dingley; Chaplain,
Tyler,

I

Masonry,
which,

by

Fuller,

Colby,
pleasantly
ladies,

adjourned

landlord, Brother S. B.
which the guests did ample justice,
after which the bretnren departed to their
homes highly gratified with the evening’s entertainment.
J. C. S.
The

|

following

officers of

Temple Lodge, Sac-

carappa, were elected Dec. 27th:
H. P. Murcli, W. M.; C. W. Lane, S. W.;
Wni, L. Longley, J. W.; B. M. Edwards, Jr.,
Treasurer; D. W. Babb, Secretary: A. W.Pottle, Chaplain; William H. Bacon, S. D.; A. W.
Riggs, J. D.; Sewall S. Leighton, S.S.; Harlan
M. Raymond, J. S.; Ebeu H. Sturgis, Mar.;
Frederick Blood, Tyler.

|

THE WT.4TE.
—It appears that Judge. Tapley is compell
ing respect from all sides. An article in yes-

terday’s Argus

says, ‘Although not of the political school ol the present State administration, we must confess that the appointment of
Judge Tapley to the bench was creditable to

—The

oet5-deowCmsN

n

to

Larrabee, charged

with being one oi the Du’ham horse-butchers,
which ha? been going on at Lewiston lor more
than a week, was concluded ou Friday. Larrabcc was ordered to find bail in the sum of
five hundred dollars for his appearance at the
S. J. Court in
next. He is to be ar-

January
raigned on several other warrants.
—Tho Whig publishes a paper which was
laid before the Bangor City Council last week,
in relation to the proposed dam at Treat’s falls.

The substance of the proposition is that the
city shall gTant a subsidy when a first-class
dam is completed, and that the stock of the
company shall be thrown open to a free publio
subscription. Of course, the location of the
dam will be controlled by a majority vote of
those who shall contribute to its constrnction

Why Suffer from Sores ?

1

When by the use ot the ARNICA
OINTMENT,
you can easily be cured. It lias relieved thousands
from Bcbxs. Scalds, Chapped Hands, Spbai.nb,

Chilblains, Sobe Lips, Wabts, cots, Boils,
Ebdptions, and everu cmplaint of the Shin. ’Try
it for it costs but 25c. He sure to ask for HALE’S

ARNICA OINTMENT.—Tor sale by all Drugeists.
or send 38c to O. P. (Seymour A
Co., Boston.
Mass., and receive a box by return mail,
dec 29 sn dim
DR.
cures

A (Sure Pile Cure.
GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively

tlie worst

cases

of

piles.

Sent

by

mail

on

Allen.Westbrook.Portland.
Bowdoin.Westbrook.Portland..
Nellie Star.Port la* d.Portland.
Willie Martin.Ya.mouth.Yarmouth..
E N Ferry.Westbrook. ...Portland.
J B Curtis.Harpswell.Portland.
Ranger.Yarmouth.Yarmouth..
Lady Woodbury. .Cape Elizabeth Portland.
J G Craig.Cape Elizabeth Portland.
ToakoHtta.. Westbrook.Boothbay

TROCHES
PARTS,

WIlH ALWAYS

GOOD

SUCCESS,

...

Adda Emma.Brunswick.Harpswell
Ella L Trefetheu. .Georgetown_Portland.
Frank Skillings.. .Georgetown.
.Portland..
Pearl On ’s Island.Brunswick.Harpswell

Crystal Wave.Brunswick.Harpswell
City Point.Boothbay.Portlan

A nnie Harris.Weatbrook.Bremen_
Eastern Light.Kennebunk.
Portland.
First Tria'.Harpswell.Hari swell

Wni Fisher-Bristol.Portland_

ABLittejohn-Harpswell.Harpswell.
Willie Smith.Harpswell.Harpswell....
Adda Emma.Brunswick.Harpswell,

Long Sought

Y ank,

Come at Last l

Berry

Make

Your
LUNG

NO

and

By Saving

Own

Soap

l

NECESSARY!

Using

Tour Waste Grease

Wine.

100,000

Pennsylvania Salt M’ffr. Co’s

SA-POisrrFrER.

It will make 12 pounds excellent hard soap,

gallons of the

very
on eacn

Directions
Grocery stores.

or 25
best soft soap lor only about 30 cts.
box.
For sale at all Drug and

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
S3T*Be particular in a9kmg for Pennsylvania Salt
Manufhcturing Co’s Saponifler,
nol78Xeod&wly

formerly No.

United States 5-20s. 1864

July,

1865.
1865.

small.
Boston and Maine Pkailroad.
New Hampshire State Sixes,.
Vermont Central 2d mortgage bonds.
Eastern Railroad.

tons.

pretty,

NAME

FROM

FOR

«. C.

I

Miniature Almanac.January 1*

1

sun

rives.7.oU

Sun

set*.

Moon uses.i.iu am

1 Il'ich

water.£.00 AM

MAR INE_N EW8
PORT

OF

FORTRA.VD.

Monday, December
ARRIVED.

Sch
Sch
Sch
Scb

Harriet Fuller, Upton, Boston.
Ganges, Tale, Boston.
Jerusha Baker. Barberick, Boston.
Columbia, Brown, Boston.

|

Cl,

E.

I

BBC EIV £ D I

A

NEW

;

for sale by

i

O’BRION, PIERCE & CO.,
Wholcealc Dealers, 154 Commercial St.,
PORTLAND. Mr.
dec31dly

sraTesI
And

POCKET

CUTLERY

at

BAILEY’S Gun Store.
»

FREE

STREET

LADIES’

CLOAKINGS
At Lower Prices than Ever.
ALL

OTHER

Via

ked Oown'in

D.

A.

ot the

Free

December 17,I860.

FULL

New

Street.

d3w

Boy’s

SURELY

!

Clothiug

AT THE

England Clothing Com.,
48 Market Square.
E. LEVEEN & CO.

dcM3aa

FOB

READY

hynin fn*l

william

BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal street, is now
permanently located at his new store No G4 Federal st,

few doors below Lime street, lie is now prepared to
attend to the wants cf his uumeious customers and
a

Sawing

the

HANSON,

public generally

in the

cleaning

way of

and

re-

pairing Clothing of all kinds, and will be attended

WINSLOW.

to with liis usual
promptness.
Clothing for sale at fair prices.

Also

second-hand
no' Cdtf

Notice.
proprietors of Union Whan Corj oration
(HEhereby
notified that there Annual meeting will
are

holden at the counting-room of the Whar Unger,
on said wharf, on the tfrst TUESDAY, being tire
tirst day ot January, at 3 o'clock P. M., to act on the

following ar kies,

7 CENTS A

via:—

1st. To choote a President.
2d. To choose a Clerk tor the ensuing year, and
such other officers as may be deemed necessary.
3d. To receive and allow accounts against the cor-

COTTON!

poration.

4th. To appropriate any funds necessary ibr repairing the wharf or for other purposes: and, generally,

SPOOL !

to

act

all

on

matters

which may

be considered

sary for the interests of the proprietors,
JOSEPH li.

neces-

WHITE,

Clerk of Union Wharf Corporation

Portland, Dec. 24,186b.

DAVIS A CO/S.

Hoist

janl

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, &c,
FICKETT &
OFFPB

FOB

SALE

Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings,

Venetian Red, and a ftall assotment of Paint Stock of
every description, Window Glass, Sheet Lead, and
I^ead Pipe. Agents for Gardner’s celebrated

ENGRAVINGS, Oval, and other kinds of Picture
Frames, Arc., with a good variety of Fancy Article
suited to the times and the Holidays.
dc22d3w

Copper

Painting

To Rent,

WAREHOUSE
quire of
novldti

of the p. f. r>.

Annual Meeting.

OIL

Annual Meeting of the El.L.tl ASSOCIATION of the Portland Fite Department, will be
held at the Chief Engineer’s Office, (Old City Hall

THE

Sec’y.

Notice.

Gentlomen,
Monday and Saturday Evenings until
Tickets lor sale at the Vestry.

Dental
rons

have

that I

Dentistry,

DR.

ALBERT

aud

affords, and it will be their earnest
their customer; with promptness

serve

fidelity.

decl.uti

Great Fall in Furs !

TIHE

FROM AN

ASSIGNEE’S
of

port with quick dispatch, having most ot her
eugaged. For balance of freight or passage,
having tine accommodations.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
Apply to
Wharf.

NOTICE.
indebted to the late Dr. Charles W.
requested to make immediate pay>
undersigned, who is duly authorized to

person*
ALLThomas,
to the

same.

Office No. 188 Fore St reel, over Carnal National
Bank. House No. W Dauforth Street, corner of State
Street.
GEORGE A. THOMAS.
January 1, 1807. eod4w

Copartnership

and

elegant Furs

can

CASH,

be sold

than at any other store.

Hudson Bay and American Sable !
Nice Greq

Squirrel Sett*,

• 13.00, former price #10.00.

silk Velvet Hoods.Beaver trimmed,
FOB 04.00,
and other Goods in

SHAW

proportion.

BHOTHEHS,

OPPOSITE PRIBLE BOISE.

IRA J.

dec22

du

our

Dissolution.
mutual consent, JOHN H. HALL’S interest

tlnn
in
BY
The busincas will be
uartucrs
v

and alter this date.
Continued by the remaining
the name and stvle ot
N. P. RICHARDSON & CO.
ceases on

our

under

Jan 1—dlw

“Short Dresses.”
will find tho most convenient and expeditious way of making Walking Dresses is to
have a “SKIRT LIFTER” adjusted to the lloop
MRS. L. C. PENNELL.
Skirt.
It Brown Street.
Jan 1 dtt

LADIES

OLD
MACHINES !

PANT

tor

Her Stitching.

Tailoring,

ot any other in the world. Credit given to anv ore
who wants a Sewing Machine. Needles and 'Trimmings tor all Machines.

ICO Middle Street. UP Stairs.
W. S. DYEB.
gOI.E AGENT.
Do; 15

deed lm

__

Marbleized Slate Mantle3l
Superior in Appearance,
More Durable and at
Half the Brice of Marble.
T. B. STEWART.

Found.
OX CHAIN.

the new

.etna sewing MACHINES, Which have been provExchanged

ed to do the best tor

Wanted.

AN

Boston,

CHEAPER

Notice.

BATCHELER is admitted a nartuer I
tirm. and also the Ai m of Portland Pack- I
lug Company from this date.
D
DAVIS, BAA TER & CO.
dim
Portland, Jan. 1,1867.
lfr*~Star please copy._

SALE
In

FOR

And

;

above
cargo

MR.in

new

BOUGHT

For Cardenas.

j collect the

EVAN'S,

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c„
That the market

endeavor to

Let.

Loug

Notice !

This is to iufium my triends and patassociated w ith uie in the practice ot

ot Bangor, a skillful dentist ot Iona expci.
ence, and take pleasure in introducing au J recorn
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroform admin
(stored when desired.
C. H, OSGOOD,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.
octo d3m then %*ttf

GOTHIC STORE od Conaieii Street, opposite Lafayette Street. This I* one of the best
stands for the Grocery Buniuemi in the City,
having had a large trade for the past ten years.
S. L. ('ARLETON,
Apply to
27 Market Square.
jan 1 dedtf

Mead

nc«

Formerly

AST

THE

3.00
further
dc28dtd

tice.

A.

hue, newly copitered bark BRUNSWICK,
Capt. Geo. W. Davis, Master, will sail for the

School!

MB.

ATED MEETING of the MAINE CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION wUl be
held in MECHANICS’ HALL, on THURSDAY
EVENING, Jan. 3, at 71 o’clock.
STEPHEN MARSH. Secretary.
Jan 1 dtJ

janldtf

CMDLES.

OABDINEB will commence his second
term for instruction in Vocal Music at the Vestry of the Free Street Church, on MONDAY EVENING, January 7th, 1867, at 7$ o’clock.
$2.00
Terms, 21 Lessons, 1 unites,

< 'opart uc islii p.
tpiif undersigned have this day associated themX selves together uuder the firm name of
FICKKTT dt GBit,
to do a
Paint, Oil uad Varaiab Business
in all ils branches at 187 FORE STREET.
JEROME B. PICKETT,
Jan. 1, 1867—tf
WILLIAM GRAY.

Store to

and

Singing

ItHE

M.

Custom House Wharf.
EsLYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, it SOAP,
For sale by HBADNHAW A PATCH,
No. 7 Central Whari, Boston.
aug 9—6m

subscriber having disposed or his Stock In
store to Messrs Ul’BGkSS, KOhKS dt
< #
requests all persons inilebted to him to call at
their Counting Room No. (SO Com mere in I Ml..
(Thomas Block,! and Bettlc.
Thankful for (last favors, he commends to his
friends and former patrons their large and wellselected Stock of Leads, Oils, Colors, &c.
CHARLES FOBFS.
Portland, Jan. 1, 1867.
d2m

C.

on

LARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL,

building,) on Wednesday Evening, January Pth. at 7J
o’clock, tor the choice of Tr.ntecs and the transac-

M.

COLESWORTHY,

INVITES

Y seed Oil, Coach, Furniture and Florence Varnishes. Japau, Spirits Turpentine, French Yellow,

tion of other business.
Per order of the President.
JOHN C. TTTKESBUBY,
jan 1 1867. dtd

H.

his customers to the old stand now rebuilt, wheie be will on Monday, show them a
ffne stock of

No. 1ST ITore Street,
\\7HITE
LEAD, Foreign and American Zinc, LinV

rTa.

!

Flag

New Goods l

Jose’s Bloch.

S.

STORE,

Paint tor vessels’ bottoms.
All orders tor
executed at short notice and
satisfactorily.
January 1.1867. dtf

the

At 03 Exchange St.,

GUAY
THEIR

AT

dtd

Store Re-huilt I

dtf

public.

N. B.—For further information apply to the Superioress, No. 04 Free Street.
December 19. d3w

Proportion,

REEVES,

No. 36

A

MAKERS at 8* Free Street.
fTlHE Lulies of the Congregation dc Notre Dame,
J. E. FERNALD & SON.
I beg leave to inform llie public that they will re- i jan 1 d2w
open their Boarding School and Academy on the 2d
January, 1807.
Wanted.
Whilst acknowledging their fr ititude to the inA SMART, active Girl to do housework. Apply at
habitants of Portland for last tu.ors and patronage,
^ 408
8t.
janldtf
Congress
they hope in future to merit a liberal shave in the tavor

GOODS

AT

1

P_d2-v

Boarding School

LOT

—OF—

SPOOL

Street.

FLOIR A YD CORY !

hand.
dtf

now on

dec8

JUST

_

|

styles

of the newest

be

nunt

Choice Southern anil Western

large assortment

__

"A

;

Congress

A

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS is

are

BORDERING),

430

of

9ft Tork HU, Head of Smith’s Wharf.
1—dtf

Also

BEDLOW’8,

dec31d2w

dec21

Brig Hattie E Wheeler, Gnptili, New York.
Brig II Means. Hopk ns, Eliza be thpert.
Sch Sabine, (Br) Rav, St George, NB.
Sch Tilt, l'rescott,St John, Nil, Tor Baltimore.
Sell Marcus lluntcr, Orr, JNcw York.
Sch Olive Elizabeth. Hainii on. Boston.

I

M.

style.

able

Jan

SKIRTS Z

tor sale at

DATE.

Damascus.Portland... .Liverpool.Dec 29
City ot Boston.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 29
Corsica.Now Vork..Havana.Dec 31
Ocean Queen,.New Vork.. California.Dec 31
New York.New York. .A3pinwall.Dec 31
Java.Now York. .Liverpool.Jan 2
City o» Dublin.New York. .Liverpool..Jan 2
Moro Castle.New York Havana.Jan 3
Allemannia.... .New York. .Hamburg.Jan 5
.Jan 5
City of Cork.Ni/w York. Liverpool
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 9
Eagle.New York Havana.Jan 10
Pennsylvania.New York. Liverpool.Jan 12
Hanza..New York. Bremen.Jan 13

and

GOODS I

FURNISHING

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most iashion-

Ur* We are prepared to furnish Coalings tor Rail
Road Companies and Ship Builders.
J. W

stock of

a new

—AND—

Foundry,

Also, Plauing, Jointing, Matching
promptly done.

have

we

STREET,

Prehle Houset

the

CLOTHING

castings.

GLOVES AND MITTENS.

very

Where

TTTE would inform the public that we are prepar\V ed to furnish Castings of every description to
order at short notice. We now have on baud an assortment ot Window Weights. Sled Shoes and other

In this city, Dee. 29, ol consumption, Horace Harvey, Jr., aged 3t> years.
I.ADIKS’ AND CHILDREN’S
[Funeral this iTuesday) altcrnoon, at 2 o’clock, : CENTS’,
from No. 14 Lincoln Btreet. Relatives aud ti lends I
are invited to attend.
Ln this city, Dec. 29, Albert W. Tietethen, son ot 1
-ALSOGeorge and Al»by TieTethen, aged 13 years 1 month
and 0 days. [Corr ected. |
Breakfast
Sbawli, Hoods, Men and Boys’
InFlkton, Ind Dec. 24, Mrs. Mary, wife oi J. P.
Bradbury, Esq., tormerh of Portland.
Scarfs, Gcnaott Worsteds, Dress
In Capo Elizabeth, Dec. 29, Mr. Richard Landers,
Trimmings, Tidies, Knitting
lormerly of Portland, aged GO years.
At Mechanic1 Falls, Oct. 25, of typhoid fever, Susan
Cotton, Angola and other
J. Abbolr, daughter of Allen G. and Anna Abbott,
Factory Yarns*
of Sumner, aged 20 years * months 10 days.
New lot of Ladies’ and Children’s

UAL1HORAL

KNIGHT i

_&

•Opposite

Plough >1 aiiiiliu;toi\v,

YARNS !

late styles.

Block.

FIRM !

288 CONGRESS

Congress Street,

Steam Mills, Iron

assortment of

and

Street

We have taken the store

iiaxsox a mssLotr’s

YEW Y EAR’ S GIFTS

BALMORAL

Free

3w

CLOTHING!

1807.

Northeasterly

Rangoon.

1

4

CO.,

THE OLD STAND,

ROBINSON

an-

all styles and sizes are invited to call.
Pictares colored la Oil, Water Colors and
India Ink by tnc of the best Artists
In tbe Slate*
Special attention paid to Copying of ail descriptions.
Ur 'All work wai ranted to give satisikctlon.
N. B—Work done for Photographers in Ink or
Colors at reasonable rates.
janleodSm

GENTS’ COUNTRY KNIT HOSE !

ST GEORGE. Nil. Sch Sabine—49,000 It boards,
5u00 laths, to J B Knight.

PLACE t

THE

NEW

me in mortgage, to secure the sum of two hundred and titty dollars and interest, a certain
piece of
laid situated in said Wimlhain, together with tbs
buildings thereon, being a part of the lot numbered
one hundred and se\en in the second Division of hundred acre lots in said Windham, lying ou the Northeasterly side of the road leading from Windham corner to Groat Palls, being twelve rods in width on
said road and extending back sixteen
rods, and keeping the width of twelve rods; bounded Southeasterly by
land of John C. Cobb ;
by land of Jason
Webb, and Northwesterly by land occupied by Geo.
W. Davis. That there remains due and unpaid of
the sum secured by the said Mortgage the sum ot one
hundred and t wenty-four dollars and interest. That
the condition of tho said
Mortgage is broken—and
that by reason of the breach of the condition of said
Mortgage 1 claim a foreclosure thereof.
OLIVER P. HASKELL.
Dated Dec. 21, 1866.
wJwl*

ot

IMPORTS.

No.
decl2

ed to

Nov 2, Clytie, Whiting, for New
York.
Sid 1m Aden Nov 20, Sagamore, Pickering, for

DOMESTIC

Men am Bov’s wear, confident that t.
well as the goods, cannot lad to pie*.

Notice of Foreclosure of a Mortgage.
1
the subscriber, Olive a P. Haskell, of Windla ham, in the County of Cumberland
and Stale of
M.ilne. hereby give notice, that Abby Jordan, of
said Windham, ou the tenth day 01 August, A. D.
1*64, by her Deed of Mortgage of* that date, convey-

—

DIED.

our

\V O O la E 1
or

of

1

as.

We won
stock o.

attention to

AT

business u> merit a renewal ot the same.
Persons wishing for
FIRST CLASS P I C 1 IIRKS

£.
Sid Un Mauritius

good

ottered in the marker.

BE MEMBER

tention to

deiland,

A

JAN. 1,

la

of the largest

C. E. THRASHER &

WfBMELL

Middle street, takes pleasure
nouncing that be will ou

90

one

HOUSEKEEPING
ever

[Opposite Mechanics’ Hall,)
w ill be ploased to wait on his friends and
tho public
Grateful tor past patronage, he hopes by sttict at-

! Bombay.
Ar at Galle Nov 16, Kentuckian, Freeman, Sun-

Pownal.
In 13o ithhay, Dec. 10, Isaac L. Murrey and Miss
Ma y E. Sargent; 2i>tli, Joseph W. Davis and Miss !
Mary A. Reed; 2^th, licnaiah P. Dolloff and Miss
Mary F. Blake.

!

where he

Ar at Cadiz Dec 7th, Morning Light, Walter, from
New York.
Ar at Bordeaux 11th inst, T Cushing, Rogers, from
New Orleans.
Cld at Havre Dec 12 li, Wetterhorn, St uson, tor
Boston.
MARRIED.
Ramsgate. Dec 13. The Evening Star, Frye, from
Shields for Cuba, has put in here leaky, having struck
Iii this city, Dec. lb, by Rev. Win. H. Fenn. Chas
011 Shields bar coming out.
F. Dunlap, of Andover, and Miss Celia A. Stone, ol j
Singapore. Nov 29. The Am ship Martha Rideout
F.Jmouth.
will probably lie condemned.
In this city, Dee. 29, by Rev. Win. H. Fenn, Nich- j
olas J..Warren, of Lewiston, and Miss Delphina A.
SPOKEN*
Jordan, daughL r ot Deacon Timothy Jordan, of
Oct 3, lat 43 S, Ion 23 E, ship Taujore, Humphrey,
Greene.
from New York tor Australia.
in this city, Dee. 29, by Rev. E. Marlin, Daniel H.
Oct 20, lat 24 40, Ion 122 20 W, ship Midnight, from
Towle and Miss Kiumajane Greenlief. both ot PortSan Francisco for New York.
land.
Dec 26. no lat, &c, was passed, steamer Moravian,
In Pownal, Dee. 20, by Rev. Mr. Nichols, James E
from Portland lor Liverpool.
Cushing, o! Freeport, anil Miss Kvalina M. Harmon,
Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.

Also

very

TrtwmtMgw

At No. 316

Singapore.

108
128
100
414
107
100
|

branch will convince all that
low.

ALPACC

NEW PHOTOGRAPH GALLERV

Sid tin Hong Kong Nov 1, Martha Rideout, Jolier8on,
Ar at Nngpo Oct 19, Rover, Hunt, Hong Kong.
Sid ftn Manila Oct 18, Golden Hind, Davis, Straits
Malacca.
0
Sid An Calcutta Oct 22d, N Corwin, Chase, for

1071

all Descriptions.

<

EMPRESS

opon bis

shall, Lyttlcton.

1044
105
107 i

of

TUESDAY.

Ar at Auckland, NZ, Sept 26, Kate, Carter, from
San Franei co
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Sept 24, A H Badger, Mar-

1*1$

BARATHEA

PHOTOGRAPHS ?

Summer St.. Boston.

105

Z5
15
t 00
1.25

Clapp’s Black, Cougress Street.
January 1,18C7. dtf

by the Fire.

2d series.
3d scries.

DAY

stock of foreign and domestic

new

•*

GRUNTAL, now
DAVIS A CO.,

—

lltig

BLOCK,

DHESS c/O'

’•

••

ty Remember the place, old stand of HERMANN

DISASTERS.

1331
133*

very tine, '25

at pi ices to suit.
VELVET RIBBONS, black aud
colored,in any width; by the piece we make a discount. 1
tyAll our prices will prove to you beyond a doubt
that goods are sold here cheaper than elsewhere.

1

Portland,

making prices
Dress

DOMESTIC PORTS.
INDIANOUL—Ar 9th inst, sch Bedabedec, brown,
; Mobile.
MOBILE—Ar 221, ships Regent, Elliot, and Gertrude, Doane, Havre.
Piles. Mlus want no other where it has been introSAVANNAH—Ar 23d, sch Kate Walker, Tapley,
duced. Scud tor circulars and certificates. Ask the !
New York.
nearest Druggist to get the medicine for you.
CHARLESTON—Ar 3Gtl», ship Black Prince, irom
|
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and Valencia; barque Rising Sun, from Buckspoi r.
rapidly selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
NORFOLK—cld23tli,
brig Centaur, Marston, for
Proprietors, bold by tlie Proprietors, and by S. An- Bar'oadoes.
derson & Son, Bain; H. 11. Hay, Portland; B. F.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 2Cth, sch Grapeshot, DunBradbury, Bangor; Horace Barbour, Lewiston, and J bar, Providence.
other Druggists
BALTIMORE—Ar .7th, sch Valeria, Conkling, 1m
Wm. Carr &Co.
I Arecibo.
n
sepl9sN2tawti
Proprietors.
Ar 29th, barque Goodcll, Crockett, Scarsport.
I
Cld 29tb, brigChas Hcaib, Wyman, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 28th, barque J II McLaSome Folks Can’t Sleep Nigh-bs.—We are
ren. Corning, Havre; sch Fanny K Shaw, Sliaw, lor
now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the stand- j Charleston.
At Delaware Breakwater 25th, brig C H Kennedy,
ard and invaluable remedy, Dodd's Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations for tlie cure i from Portland lor Philadelphia; Win 11 Parks, trom
Philadelphia lor Havana, (ashore.)
oi all forms of Nervousness. It is rapidly superceding
NEW YORK—Cld _9th, ship Ma y Whitudge.Cutevery preparation of opium—the well-known result oi
ler, Shanghac; barque -Norton Stover. Stover, Mawhich is to produce costiveness and other serious
sobs JP Avcrv, Ryan, Galveston; Catatanzas;
it
difficulties; allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
wamteak, Jameson, Jacksonville; Annie Whiting.
and induces regular action of the bowel
and secreNorfolk.
Hutchinsoa,
tive organs.
PROVIDENCE—S d 29th, brig Nathaniel Stevens.
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
Rivtr, Aid, to load for Boston;
Samuiers,
Cnoptank
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
M S Lunt, Brown, Baltimore.
Sleeplessness, Loss of Eneigy, Peculiar Female sch
G
W
sch
Ar
Carpenter,
30th,
Fitzgerald, fm BaltiWeaknesses and Irregularities, aud all the .carful
more.
mental ami bodily symptoms that follow in the train
NEWPORT—in
29tli,
port
brigs
Manzoni, Car Ison,
ot nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remeBedford lor BucksviUe, SC; Mattano, Jorv s,
dy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1. I New
New
sch
Ellsworth
ioi
Teel, PortYork;
Sedona,
;
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
land for Chesapeake Bay; Hannibal, Cox, Fhiladel
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
augllsnlyd&w
I pbia tor Boston.
Ar 5otl», schs Andrev/ Peters, Lord, EUzabethport
for Fairbaven; Saxon. Cassidy, do tor Providence.
StHE REMEDIES.
BOSTON Ar 31st, schs Platten Sea, Poland, from
DR. T. IC. TAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
Damaxiscotta; Unison, Williams, Portsmouth.
has received the new Frencn Remedies aud modes ot
Cld 31st, barque St Dominique, (Br) Doane, (from
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas aud Ricord—Safe
Eastport) lor Montevideo; Enrique, Orcutt, Havana;
pleasant and warranted Positively effectual in all r>rig
Ambrose Llglit, Hamor, Loando, (Africa); sch
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary and Reproductive OrL A Orcutt, Haskell, Wilmington, NC.
gans, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
PORTSMOUTH.—Ar 29th, schs Platten Sea. Baito Women. l£nc\ose stamp and receive full partieuley, and Glide, Rollins, Damanscotta tor Boston
n
ars by mail.
oct3-d&w3m
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Bombay Nov 13, slaps Vicksburg, Boyd, tor
Liverp ol, ldg; Arabia, Hinckley; E<1dystone, Peundersigned have made arrangements under terson.
and Enterrriic. Dunbar, nnc.
the act of Congress approved July 27,1866, to
Ar at Malaga Out inst, barque G W Roseveit, Herfurnish parties building ou the burnt district with
riiuau, Bilboa.
English Pure Lead ami Linseed Oil,
At Mara iliam 25th ult, sch Eddie Waters, Folsom,
trom New Yrork,
DUTY FREE. Panics wishing to purchase Paint
Ar at Callao Nov 28, ships H B Wright. Park, fra
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Wellington, NZ, (and sailed Dec 1 lor Chinchas, to
BTRGE88, POSES & CO.
load tor Fiance); Dec 11, Eastern Star, Curtiss, Rio
decSsNlm
Janeiro; Metnnon, Baker, do.
Sid Dec 4,.Star, Loring. Gibraltar; David Brown.
Nichols, United States; oth, Reunion, Nichols, from
COLGATE & CO.’S,
Cbinchas, to load for Spain; barque Geo Treat. Killman, Cliinchas, to lead for United States; 6th, VirWINTER SO A P. ginia,
Weeks, Gi bra’tar.
At Berbiee Dec —, brig Kate Foster, Foster, for
Recommended for Chapped Sands and for
Demerara, to load tor Baltimore.
At Trm.dad Uth inst. brig Frank E Allen, Morgeneral Toilet use during Cold Weather. It
rill, for Portland, ready to load.
may be obtained of all druggists and fancy goods
Ar at Havana Dee 22, barque Arthur Kinsman,
Means. Portland; Anna Walsh, Coombs, New York;
dealers.
s>'dec24tofcbl0
brig Agenora, White, Portland; Mary A Reed, liecd.
Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas 22d, brig Mechanic. Merriman,
For Conglii), Cold* and Consumption,
St Marys.
Try the old and well known VEGETABLE
Ar at do 21st, brigs Paragon. Walsh, and Minna
PIJLIHONAKV BALM A HI, approved and used
Traub, Fredericks, Havana.
by our oldest and most celebrated Physicians tor forty
Ar at Si John, NB, 22d inst, sch Joseph Segar,
year’s past. Get tlic genuine.
irom Stockton.
REED, 0 U TLEii & CO., Druggists,
dec24sNd&w6m
Boston, Proprietors.
(Per steamer Australasian, at New Y'ork.)
Ar at liverpool 12th inst, Annie Sherwood,Teague,
New York; Alhambra, Morton, Pensacola.
Warren’s Cough Balsam.
Adv 15th, Hibernian, (ssi lor Portland 20th; CC
The best Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
Horton, Kelley, lor Baltimore immediately; Kate
Cnlarrh
mid
Coughs,
Consumption, and all Davenport, Otis, for Philadelphia Dec 16; Virginia,
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
Card, tor do 18th.
Ar at London 13th, Industry, Bennett, Akyah.
fiSSf^For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
II.
Siding Deal 14th, Josiab L Male, Nowclll, (from
BRADBUKV,
octlSd&wsNGm
Druggist, Bangor.
Shields) tor Madras.
Ar at Swansea 13th, Amie, Morse, trom Rotterdam.
For a Prettily Made
Sid I'm Glasgow 13?b, Clyde, Perry, Boston.
Off London'ierry 10th, Jane A Bishop, McLeilan,
Ladies’ Misses and Children’s Balmoral Boots, and
fo~ the latest novelties in Shoes or Slippers, your
Mayport; 13th. Bleiades, Bradlev, Baltimore.
Ar at Cork ICth, Good Hope, Miller, Callao.
should make your selection at T. E. MOSEL Y & CO'S

Boston Stock Li«t«
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Dec 31.
American Gold.k.
United States Coupons. Jan.
United States Coupon Sixes,1881.
United States 7 3-10tbs, 1st series.

Q00D8

An examination of this
we are

You ueed not Sutler with Piles
Since Carr’s Pile Remedy brings immediate relief, and s|»eedily cures both recent and inveterate
cases* The jftiily uniformly successful medicine for

Relief for the Sufferers

Gloves, fleece lined,

E. S.
45

l/

entire

an

every kind and sue, and

143
232
|‘«2
222
15?
198
105
90
75
77
61
no
si
49
3G
40
63
G1
79
17
63
23
32
37

87

THIS
with

store

new

opened

will be

Paus, Veils, Under (Garments, Corsets,

402
431
271

The brig reported ashore at Dutch Island, proves
to be the A mou Rowell, Capt Magune, from Turks
Islands for Portland. She has succeeding in getting
oil, badly damage and will be towed to Now]*ort for
repairs. She went on during the gale 01 Thursday
night and remained until Saturday morning. Her
cargo of salt is badly damaged.
Brig Wm H Parks, from Philadelphia for Havana,
was ashore in the Roadstead at Delaware Break
water 25th. No particulars.

MAINS* ELDERBEBBY WING.
nov 27 a n dctwif

(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb., 1S39.)
LYE.

290

Elizabeth.C Elisabeth

that their

FREE STREET

such as
I BLACK MILKS,
Children’s Gloves, fleece Lined.
!
BLACK KID GLOVES,
SILK AID U OOI. POP
Best French Kid Gloves,
ALL WOOL POPLL
of GERMAN ittPHVRWORS- 1
^^ll.aM0‘,m«nt
ltDs, Imported by us, and a superior article.
THIBET! ia all
...
Ladies’

327
396
451
393
40* 1

Girl.Harpwelll.Cumberland

vicinity

land and

NO. 4

SHALL SELL

extra,

Stock !

Hew

C. F. THRASHER & 00,

Good American Corsets ter
$ .75
Ladies’ Cotton and Wool Ribbed Hose,
.25
Children’s ALL Wool Hose,
.15
Best Shetland Clouds,
1.00
Ladles’ Hoods.
.88
Beautiful Breakiast Shawls now
1.15 to 5.50
Cue thousand Linen Collars for
.10 i
Ladies Paper Goods of all descriptions.
Rich Embroidered C .liars at
.25
250 Dozen Linen Handkerchiefs for
12! cents each.
’*
’■

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
BOOTHBAY, Dec. 2S—Ar, sells John Adams, Staplas, Rockland tor Boston; Savannah, —, Frank
tor: lor Boston; Active, Gilbert, Kocklcnd lor Baltimore; Red Robin, Blunt, Cutler for Portland.
Dec 28—Ar, sells P G Maddocks, Wylie, Bath;
Cora Linn, Kenniston, Edgcomb.

pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
among tlie best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
pulmonary complaints, a3 wed as one of the most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from tlie pure
We take

BUY ONE BOX OF THE

CONCENTRATED

e

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Batchelor's Hair Bye.
Tbis splendid Hair Dye is tlie best m the world.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless,
Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Natural Black or Brown.
Remedies the ill
effects of Bad Dyes.
Invigorates the hair, leaving
It soft and beautiful.
The genuine is signed William A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations,
and should he avoided.
Sold bv all Druggists and
Perfumers. Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
t4r“ Beware of a counterfeit.
November 10, 1866. dlysn

501
533
811
609
922
592
727
411
921
349
448
413
953

Total tonnage. 18,915
There are several new vessels now at this i>ort not
yet measured, which, if counted in the above list,
would make a total of over 20,000 tons lor IftfjG. In
1865, it was 12,791. The total tonnage built in the
State in 1865, was about 80,000, and if the increase
in the other Districts is any.liing like the increase iu
the Portland district, the tonnage for 1866 wi 1 exceed

For !

Mains’ Elder

1170
1237
1306

STORE !

take pleasure in announcing to the citizens of Port-

sell, until farther notice, gone, 4t flnm
’■tZ la 50 per cent, let* than formes Prices !
Please examine our prices and be convince^.

•LOOPS.

Rocky Mountain..Cape

stock oi

will

1‘ANOY

Mary Louise.Brunswick.Portland.

re-

ceipt of $4. Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMA1NE,
Manager, No. 5T5 Broadway, New-York. ocl’OdSmsN

Poole.Yarmouth.Yarmouth_

Emma.Yarmouth.Portland.
Etta M Tucker_Portland.Portland.

out

TROCHES ARE USED

j

SCHOONERS.

DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF,

j

provided by

Brown,

Gipsey Queen.Westbrook.Portland.

Charles

result.

a

THE

Pulmonary Complaints,

those troublesome pests, INTESTINAL
WORMS. Alter years of careful experiment, success
has crowned our efforts, and we now offer to the world
a confection without a single
iault, being safe, convenient, effectual aud pleasant. No injurious result
questions which divide the minds other friends. can occur, let them be used in whatever quantity.
Not a particle of calomel enters their composition,
Her
was
to this
for interThey may be used without further preparation, and
ment.
at any time.
Children will eagerly devour all you
give them, and ask for more. They never fail in exMasokic.—The
: tilee is elect of
pelling Worms from their dwelling place, aud they
will alwavs strengthen the weak and emaciated, even
No. .38,
were
when he is not aftticted with worms.
installed
Brother
Various remedies have from time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of wormseed, turpGrand Master of the Grand
ol
entine, <tc., producing dangerous, and sometimes iatal
on
Dec.
I860, at the Meth- consequences. After much research, study and exodist
periments, embracing several years, the proprietors
Gorham
of Fellow’s Worm Lozenges, liave succeeded in proW. M.,
W.
S.
John Rofcducing this remedy, free from all objections, and posiJona.
ets; J. W., John G.
tively sate, pleasant and effectual. They do not kill
John C.
S. j the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
Samuel
disagreeable to them. In order to assure consumers
Rev. CalebFulof the genuineness of these lozenges, the analysis ot
James C. Alexander.
ler;
Dr. A. A. iiAYES, State Assayer, is annexed:
Alter the officers were duly installed the
“I have analyzed the Worm
Lozenges, prepared
by Messrs. FELLOES & CO., and find that they are
brethren listened to an address on the beauties
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matof
! ter.
delivered
Rev. Caleb
These Lozenges are skilfully coinpoundc l, pleaswith some excellent vocal and instru- j ant to the taste, sale, yet sure and effective in their
action.
A. A. HAYES, M. D.
ltespectthlly,
mental music under the direction of William
Assayer to the State ot Mass.
j
the exercises at the church passed off j
Price 95 com* per Box ; Five for $1.
GEO. W. SWETX, Proprietor of the New England
to all. The brethren with their
very
Botanic Depot, 106 Hanover Street, Boston Mass.,
after the services closed,
to
Sole Agent for the United States, to whom all orders should be addressed.
the Gorham House, where a bountiful supper
$3r'Sold by dealers in Medicines everywhere.
was
the

brought

per

—

was

body

J C York.Kennebunk... Portland.
Anna M Knight.. Yarmouth.Yarmouth....

Agenora..Yarmouth.Portland.
J B Brown..Westbrook.Portland._
Lena Thuvlow—Pembroke.Portland.

the German of L. Muhlbach.
New York:
Harper & Brothers.
This is another translation from the volumi- i iuiceot' the
terry, and unadulterated by any impure
nous works of Muhlbach, whose historical novngredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
as a 'medicine, ami to the well, as a
beverage.
els have been received with so much favor
To the days of the aged it addeth length,
It forms number 284 of Harper’s Library of SeTo the mighty it addeth strength,”
lect Novels, sold in paper covers.
’Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy 'and sell
Find it at Davis Brothers’.

affection of

3.Freeport.Freeport.

Entire

CO.,

to£dnc|thclr
Furuishiug and Faucy Goods!

BRIGS.

j

zine by the famous Dr. Maginn, familiar to all
readers of the “Noetea Ambrosiame,” andfa
frequent contributor to “Maga" in those better

WILD

access was had to the window
discovered lying upon the
be^ap
parently lifeless. The door was burst open and
it was found that Mrs. Tompkins w as dead.—
Whether her death was occasioned by the
laughing gas she had inhaled the day previous,
or whether from
the gas irom the cylinder
stove in her room, or from botli combined, are

Jenuie Princ

will hud Troches

being locked,

and she

Stocker.Harpswcli.Portland.
Addie Decker.Brunswick.Brunswick..
Josephine.Westbrook.Portland.

liisis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive autl Throat Diseases,

—OF—

it,

Mal.evdle.Freeport.Freeport.
L T

ftingers and Public Speakers
useful in clearing the voice when
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
The Sapphire. Boston: John. L. Sliorey.
throat alter an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
This is number two of the Gem Series, a
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
collection of tales, poems and essays, gleaned
the country,
men
being an article of
chiefly from the fugitive literature of the nine- true throughout
merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test
It is edited by Epos Sargent,
teenth century.
ot many years, each year finds them in new localiand the selections are made with good taste,
i ties in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
embracing many entertaining sketches and I universally pronounced better than other articles.
other scraps which have long been half forgotObtain only ‘-Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
ten in the pages of old magazines and annuals. ; and do not take any of the worthless imitations
that may be offered, sold everwiieke
“Bob Burke’s Duel with Ensign Brady,” the
Dec 4—d&wGui sn
first story, was written for Blackwood’s Maga-

WI STAR’ft

Kinsman.. West!* 00k.Portland.

Arthur

Ethan

BltONtHIAL

Publications.

Bernthal; or, The Sou's Revenge.

Freeport.Boston.

Etibrt.Yarmouth.Yarmouth..

continue,

the

Merry man

Ella & Anna.Westbrook.Portland.

BROWN’S

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Not makiug her appearance
the next morning, and the door of her room
was

P C

Throat Disease,

_is often

and to receive two
On the 20th of March next she
will leave to commence plying between New
York and Brest, under the command ot Sir
James Anderson,’

Cutter Mahoning, hail laughing
gas administered to her in Boston, for the
purpose of having a tooth extracted. She inhaled three bags
lull of the gas and it seemed to have no effect
upon her only to render her more rigid and
resolute. Ou the|eveuing of the same day, after engaging in conversation with the
family,
she retired to her room locking the door after
she had entered. There was a small
cylinder
stove in the room which contained anthracite
coal which was burning. She partially removed the cover of the stove aud retired to bed.
In the course of the night a noise was heard
proceeding from her room, but as she was frequently troubled with nightmare, it was supposed to proceed from that, and no attention

Iatria.Biunswick.New York
Woodside.Cumberland. ..Portland.

&

NEW

Prices t

extensive

WE

Orniua.Pembroke.Portland.

!

Consumption,

or

thoroughly overhauled,

Sudden and Singular Death.—One
day
last week Mrs. Tompkins, of Boston,
daughter
of Capt. Totman oi this city, pilot of Revenue

j

or

a

DAVis
Having determined

HARQC ES.

Tliroat,

Irritation of the Lungs,

and build a decent shed for

New

new

of the past.
S.

Cold,

Toby.Freeport.Freeport.

Lizzie H Jackson..Cape Elizabeth Portland.

immediate attention,
SHOULD BE CHECKED.

If allowed to

The Great Eastern.—There are now about
one thousand men employed
upon the Great
She is to be
Eastern, lying in the Mersey.

localities in this part of the
county, which
meetings will be duly called and notified by
the Executive Committee. It is hoped that ail
who feel interested in the good of
humanity,
and the well-being of society around
us, will
lend their influence in this
movement, will see
that these meetings are attended and made interesting. And may the ball continue to roll
until temperance shall rule aud
reign in every
village and household, and intemperance be

Sore

A

|

was

to

Cougii, A

AT

SHIPS.

Majestic.Portland.Portland.
Oakland.Brunswick.Brunswick...
Unde

Lost!

(jJoods!

Greatly Reduced

Barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, Caibaiien—
Ph.nney & Jackson.

Waters!”

no20SNeod&w1y

l^ancy

Barque C V Minot, Blethen, Matanzas— E Chur- j

half pints. One suilicient for

f- Nuumalic stalls anil Striiumlic .11 ineral Waters, just received and for sale by
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
No 86 Commercial St.
no248Neowdswly

the Great

Brooklyn
Long Island railroad.”

come

a

t’

asked by a committee of the residents to incite our Brooklyn friends to help
build a church near that Western depot. I declined the proposal until the committee should

yet 1

and

ADVERTISEMENT#.

sale”

annual

& Fox.

use.

Agents.

—Glycerine prevents gas meters from freezing.
—Theodore Tilton lately said: “1 know of a
Western city, whose railroad depot cost more
money than Trinity church, New York; and

York.

ent

day’s

one

Mineral

NEW

Free-

chill & Co.

SALTS !”

jpir Sold by Druggists generally.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 State st., Boston: Kaynolds,
Pratt ok Co, No. 10G Fulton st., New York, Wholesale

combinations and compositions, by
Mr. T. Seward, the editor. The Gazette is published monthly by Mason Brothers’, New

productive good, amply paid us for all our
efforts ill the undertaking, and gave us cheering assurance of future success. This Association is to hold its meetings monthly in differ-

S I R UMATIC

"first

CLEARED.
Stoamer Chesapeake, Johnson. New York—Ewer-

with

Eastern.
“It is stated that Gen. McClellan will short
ly return to this country.

Gorham,

j

applied pretty
the dilapidated

thoroughly last fali to many of
buildings of this city giving them

of

the State.”
Resignation —Rev. Dr.
—The young ladfes of Dover have to clear their
Graham, Pastor of
the Casco street (Free
Baptist) Church, has 1 own sidewalks. The Observer says they are
tendered his resignation. We UDderstand that
getting up a levee to pay the expense of the
he contemplates taking up his residence at the
job for the winter.
West.
examination of

them.

DEDIKASHUN UV

the

ou

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

List of VcMrla built and registered in the DisThese SALTS are made from the concentrated
trict of Portland during the year I860.
Liquors of the Mineral Well ofthe Penn’a Salt Mouth* -filling Co., in Pittsburg, and are packed in air- I
STEAMERS.
boxes.
One
suilicient
for
a
bath.
Ditight
always
Name.
Where built,
rections aro attached.
Hailiny port. Titus
New England.Cape Elizabeth.East
port. 1021
INTERNALLY USE
Starl ght.Portland.Boston. 261

To Androo Johnson, the Pride and Hope uv
Dimocrisy, who hez bin Alderman uv his native village, Guvuer uv his State, member uv
the lower house uv Congris and likewise uv
the Senit, Vice President and President, and
mitehev bin Diktater, hut who is, nevertheless,
who hez swung
Humble Individooal;
a
around the intire cirkle uv offishl honor without feelin his Oats much; the first public nun
who considered my servises worth payin for;
and to Alex.W. Randall, Postmaster-General,
his most devoted servant, whose autograph
adorns my Commishn uv Postmastar, this Volume is respectfully dedikatod.

ant

Hon. Luke Brown, Rev.
F. E. Fellows, Col. James Webb, E. R. Staples,
Esq., and Rufus Gibbs, Esq., of Bridgton, Hon.
S. F. Perley, of Naples, and T. W.
Larrabee, of
Sebago. The full attendance, the deep interest
manifested in the meeting, and other tokens of

Friday night.

practical utility.

“

terest to musical readers.
Among the former
selections from the works of Spohr, Hirumel, Czerny, Naomi and others, with some pleas-

Executive Committee—Dr. J. U. Kimball, D.
H. Cole, Esq., O. D. Dyke, Esq.
Enthusiastic and cheering speeches were made
during the afternoon and evening by J. O. Win-

stated in the Press of yesterday, was, that
she came to her death from excessive use of
| intoxicating liquors and from exposure to the

j

prepared

thusly:

book runs

KHECMAT4N.II

CURED
PACK CURED
NtKOFII.A CURED
BV TREAT,MEN'T WITH MINERAL WATERS.
Do away with all
your various and c.fUn pernicious drugs ami quack medicines, and use a lew baths
ERUPTIONS

Secretary—E. A. Gibbs*.

were

on

Mrs. C. was go-

Mas3.

new

Sch Bello, Dun ton, Weeiport.
Sch Ida Moitcn. Winclienbach. Wahloboro.
S hs Texas, Day, and Henrietta, Stoddard,
port lor Boston.

DVHPEPMIA (TBED

arc

of tlie “West Cumberland Temperance Association:” The following is a list of its
officers,
as ebosen at its organization:
President—Hon. Samuel F. Perley.
Vice Presidents—Lulus Gibbs, Esq.. Col J
P. Perley, Col. James Webb, Nathan Church
Lyman Hall, T. W.Larrabeo, Kimball J. Dyke,
Almon Young, Lutlier Fitch.

Coroner’s Verdict—The verdict of the
Coroner’s jury in the case of Mrs. David Small,
the particulars of whose death, by freezing,

cold weather

at

Nasby’s

Sch Pints, Bryant, Boston.
Sch Susan Frances, Smith, Boston for Tronton.
Sch Red Beach. Agnew, Boston tor Calais.
Sch Leesburg, Davis. Portsmouth.
Sch Ossian L Dodge, Hinckley, Westport.

NOTICES.

MINERAL BJ. TilS AT HOME.

She was a very young
bride, being only fifteen, and was prostra'ed
by the long sea voyage from California. She
died almost in sight of the home she hoped to
visit on Christmas day.
—The ‘‘dedikashun" of Petroleum Vesuvius

Dartmouth,

gether at Bridgton Centre, on Wednesday, the
26th inst., for the purpose of organizing a Temperance Association for this part of Cumberlaud County, and to awaken a deeper interest,
and to pledge auew their united efforts tor the
promotion of this good cause.
The Association is to be known by the name

a desperate conflict:
has been foreman in the paint shop of the
Grand Trunk Company for a long time, and
On the 7th instant Frank Osgood and John
Dixon si acted up Crow Creek to hunt ducks.—
j some specimens of his skill may be seen on the
They had proceeded about live miles, and were I steamers Lady
Lang and Regulator. We wish
near Arnold's
runche, when they discoverJd
plenty of Indian signs. Osgood said to Dixon, the new firm much success.
"L: t us make lor a rocky mound,” that was
near by, "and have a look lor
them,” when a
In the early settlement of our country the
dog that was with them gave the alarm. They
then started to run back, and the Indians comgreatest anxiety was, how our people could ge t
menced tiii lg on them. At the fourth shot
enough of good wholesome food. Now the
Dixon fell, being shot through the heart. (>3manner of living has changed, so that many
suco
1
ede
in
to
good
getting the stream, which
really suffer, and enough of every kind
people
is lined with large tules and
generally deep.— around them.
Here one of tlieir boldest warriors sallied in afWhy is this? It is because their
ter him, parting the tules with his
liow, and food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
when within ten feet of him, Osgood shot him
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then
through the breast with tine shot. The lndiau
dec4tt
died immediately. He then shifted his
buy a case.
position, but the red devils were bent on getting
him. They reals up and down the creek, yellNow that the ladies have really decided that
ing like deniouc, for some time, until another it will uot do to clean the snow from the sidemade a similar attempt to find their intended
walks any longer with their beat clothes, they
piey, and, luckily far Osgood, came again within a tew feet, dividing the tules as
before, will find the “skirt-lifter,” advertised in anothwhen Osgood sent him to his long home, after
er column, the most elegant and approved
way
which they Were mare cautious, and gave him
of arranging any dress they may wish, into a
a better chance to crawl down the creek.
For tour miles the Indians were all the time
walking dress lor the street, and instantly on
riding up and down the stream, on both sides. entering the house it may be let down without
They followed iu this way to within a mile of
any inconvenience.
the house, and at niglit made several attempts
to get to Ihe house, lint were repulsed.
On the
We would call the attention of our readers
8th inst., at noon, a freight train of United
to the New Year’s Festival, advertised to be
States wagon, with an escort of soldiers, under Wa gnnmastcr William DeMosis, came
held at the West Congregational Church this
here and camped, and we went with him and
evening. It will be one of the last opportunitot the body. It was stripped but not niutilluted, as is usually tbc case. We buried him | ties in the holidays for social eujuyiuui t and
m ar the house.
Dixon was lately from Culiior- 1 judging from the programme, those who avail
nia, and had been engagsd here as a work themselves of it, will be well entertained, and
hand, and, so far as we c in learn, he lias borne make a
good beginning for a “Happy New
a good
reputation whenever lie has lived.—
Many friends will mourn his loss.
A^ear.”

!

Mce.Uug

station.

:

ing with her husband to visit his homo in

number of true and tried friends of temperance
from the surrounding community gathered to-

ter

to be the motto of the
designers as well
The change of the location
ns the builders.
from the spot where the old one stands is of

Ttiniii'niiKt
lli-idgiou.

Msm

Kingston

reached the

In response to a call signed by numerous citizens of Bridgton, Naples and Sebago, a
goodly

1

seems

| /I

A Kiiilroatl

!

j
!

—Tue Providence Journal states that Mrs.
John H. Crapo of California, died on the
steamboat train, Sunday morning, just as it

[From the Waterville Mail.]
Some excitement was produced in our village
one day last week, by a report that Mr. John
Davis was “tearing up the track at the Lower
Depot.” Mr. Davis is a respectable young mechanic. known from childhood in our village,
against whose good character nobody ever whispered ; and it was only alter deliberate enquiry
into the ease, that there was method in what
liad seemed like madness in the young man.—
It was found that instead of injuring the track,
lie was only removing the platform, and with
careful reference to the boundaries of land lie |
owned on each side of the road. Remonstrance
and persuasion, with a slight sprinkling ot
threats produced no effect, and in the course I
of the forenoon Mr. Davis seemed to have tin- |
ished his job according to his plan.
Orders !
came from Augusta for his arrest, hut nobody I
here thought it duty to meddle with him; and j
on the following day lie was quietly taken to j
that place on civil process, where he gave bonds
for his future appearance for trial, and returnHe had acted under advice of legal
ed home.
counsel.
Further examination of circumstances, added to what was before generally known, has j
awakened marked sympathy for Mr. Davis and
his family, under the wrongs they claim to have
suffered from the Somerset & Kennebec RailOn whichever side rests the legal agroad.
gression, it is well known that great suffering
lias resulted to # family now consisting of a
widow and her four children, of whom the actor in the above case is one.
At the time the
road was laid out, Mr. James Davis, the husband and father, owned a neat little bouse on
| the banks of the river, consisting of a cottage,
It w as the saving
i carpenter’s shop and barn.
i of years of labor, and constituted liis all. It
was necessary that this road should have a pass
1
through this property, and it was so taken as
to cut out the shi p and baru, leaving the naked house on one side and a worthless strip ot
land on the other, Mr, Davis, in the face of his
known helplessness, protested against this
tearing process, and offered to sell the property at a price which the road declined. The extreme excitement produced by this case upon
Mr. Davis, added to previous infirmity, led to
occasional periods of mental aberration, at
which times liis rage against the authors of his
real or fancied wrongs mastered all prudence;
and luring one of them he was charged with
1
some attempt to destroy the property of the
He was taken to
road.
Augusta, and while
there removal of bis shop and barn was effected by the officials ol the road.
Mr. Davis
claimed that they also took his tools, stock and
fixtures, in violation of his legal rights, and for
which he had no just compensation.
After
years of vexation, his mental infirmities increasing, Mr. Davis was found one morning
upon the ice under the railroad bridge, dead,
having, as was supposed, fallen through its
timbers and broken his neck.
It would be strange indeed if, with the little
inheritance lie left his widow and children,
they did not inherit both his claim against and
his quarrel with the railroad company! and it
is in pursuance of this claim that Mr. John
Davis has taken the aggressive steps mentioned above.
We know nothing of the precise legal points
involved iu this case, but we assure those directly responsible, that this community must
earnestly sympathize with the suffering famiThey believe that the agents of the road
ly.
should long ago have adjusted the matter in
dispute, before such terrible wreck was made
of the hopes of an otherwise happy house.—
This prosperous road is now able to be even
more than just, and we cannot doubt that the
honorable men concerned in its management
will avail themselves of the present opportunity, even at some sacrifice, to carry peace and
comfort where none has been known for many
long years.

th^kindness

SPECLtt

VARIETIES.
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Year’s

New

four o’clock on Thursday evening, under com•
mand of Capt. E. F. Curtis, having on board
about one hundred passengers and a light
freight, consisting of dry goods, merchandise,
leather, &c., valued at $300,000, and proceeded
well until about 8: 30 p.in., when :l“terrifie gale
arose from the northwest and caught the vessel off the Stratford Light-house. The gale inCopartnership—Fickett & Gray.
creased in l'ury every moment, hut for some
Copartnership Notice—Davis, Baxter & Co.
time the Commodore braved it finely, though
tiinborin
her
shukThe Nrcuuil Parish,
laboring heavily and every
ingin such a manner as to create in the minds
Agreeably to notice the members of the
of the passengers apprehensions of her immeSecond Parish Church and Society assembled
diately going to pieces in the open sea, many
at the Chapel of the State Street Church, Monof them averring “that she eould not be a sound
Btill she continued
boat to shake so much."
day evening, Dee. 31st. Notwithstanding the
fair on her course, answering her helm perfectstorm there was a goodly gathering of the
ly, being handled in a very fine manner, meeting with neither accident or mishap until she members, both male and female.
came near the Cornfield Lightship, beyond New
The meeting was called to order by Dr. PerHaven, when the wind began to blow iu a terand Joshua F. Weeks, Esq, was appointed
ry,
rific maimer, attacking the skip with tremenchairman. Prayer was offered by Mr. Newdous fury, rendering her utterly unmanageable.
In a few moments she refused to obey her
The letter of Rev. Dr. Carruthers, reman,
helm, and could not by any means be kept on signing his pastoral charge, was read by the
her course. She was completely at the mercy
chairman,
of the winds and waves, which played with her
Dr. Perry then offered the following preamble
for a short time as if she were but a feather oil
the sui'face of the water. Soon the trying moand resolutions:
ment for all came, when one breaker, more furWhereas, The Rev. Dr. Carruthers has statedly
ious than all before, struck her with terrific
ministered to us the Word of Life for nearly twentyviolence, "stove iu” her bulwarks and washed one years, and has laitlilully, earnestly and intelligibly set before u-, in their purity, the great cardinal
the torwaril decks quite cleau.
Her smokedoctrines and precepts of the everlasting Gospel, and
stacks next went by the board, and the din
has at all times been the faithful aud sympathizing
and contusion caused by this accident and the
servant of our Divine Master, ever
faithhilly pointing
noise of the breaking of furniture, the crashthe enquirer to the Wav of Life: while ever at the
ing of lamps, tables uud almost every movable bedside of the sick and dying, his words have been
article in tlie saloon hall, staterooms and cabin, light to the soul:And whereas, In ail the relations of Pastor we
was only excelled when it was announced that
deeply and sincerely llcel aud acknowledge that his
the stoves were toppling over and that there
duties
have been faithfully aud tearlessly performed:
was every danger of fire.
therefore
Many "who before remained comparatively
That we cannot consent that his relations
cool and quiet now became intensely excited, to Resolved,
us as Pastor should cease at this time, when we so
and the thought that the most destructive of much need his counsels and aid.
all the elements had conspired to cause their
Resolved, That we hereby request him to reconsider
his resignation, and to withdraw the same ; while we
total destruction took from them most of the
that God will watch over and direct his
intrepidity which so distinguished their behav- ever pray
8tej>s, and continue him yet many years a succe.ssiul
ior before.
It was a trying moment, indeed—
minister
of His Word.
the winds roaring with their utmost fury, the
Brief remarks were made by Mr. Chas.
snow falling in thick and
dampening flakes, to
be frozen immediately by the peirciiig wintry
Farley, Deacon Larrabee, Mr. Newman, J. F.
blasts, which with all the attendant dangers Weeks, Mr.
Brock, Mr. S. Lincoln, Mr. Gwyun,
was enough to chill and freeze the highest and
Mr. C. H. Farley, Mr. Choate, and Mr. Soule,
most courageous spirit, and to add to these
all to one point, viz: that the preamble and
leasffll trials came the cry of fire, and then the
moment came which would shake the noblest
resolutions expressed thoir views completely.
and strongest of all on board.
Some portions
The preamble aud resolutions were unaniof the ship did catch fire, and were only saved
lrom this danger by the almost superhuman
mously adopted by a rising vote.
exertions of the persons on board, who, after
Messrs. C. H. Farley and Daniel Reed were
the greatest exertions, succeeded iu subduing
appointed a committee to wait upon Dr. Carthe flames, which, with all the danger and the
rutbers and proseut him with the resolutions
terror they inspired, were almost preferable to
and request him to visit the meeting.
the gloomy darkness which followed.
The
stoves were upset, the tire put out, the lamps
In a short time the committee returned, acsmashed and lights .completely extinguished,
companied by Dr. Carruthers, who thanked
and theii in the darkness of a cold and snowy
the meeting for
and consideraDecember night the ship Commodore was
left to he played with by a most fearful and
tion manifested towards him.
merciless gale; and in this way did the unfortIn relation to the resolutions the Doctor subunate vessel continue for two Lours, until one
stantially said: As you have left me to take
o’clock in the morning, during which period
sho was, as before stated, completaly unmanmy own time lor reconsidering my resignation,
ageable, and all on beard expecting her at each and stating the conclusion at which I arrive, I
moment to go down.
can only say, that, as in all
personal and offilho deck hands, whose duty it was to attend
cial questions of duty, I shall lay this before
to the comfort and guard the salety of the passengers, were not only the most useless in the
God, and notify you when I am ready to
hour of need, but their conduct added materigive
my decision.”
to
the
of
the
vessel
and
the
terror
ally
danger
Ur. (.arruiiiers then gave an interesting acof those on hoard. Almost trout the first moment many of these men went to their
berths, count ol his mission work in behalf of the 2d
rolled themselves in their blankets, and left
several incidents that had nctil,- vessel to her fate. When tbe pumps had | Parish, relating
i curred while lie was engaged in behalf of raisto be worked, and other courses taken for her
safety, they refused to work, and only lent ; ing funds for the erection of the Payson Meli ip when paid by several of the
inorial Church. H e said that from all that had
passengers.
One gentleman gave his last #20 to one fellow,
and another refused $o, as he said there was | come before him, and from what he had heard,
“no use in working now.” Another party pro- | there was no doubt the Second Parish would
em ed, ill some portion of the vessel, a jar of
| he sustained.
whiskey, brought it on deck, and had a noisy
A vote was taken that it was expedient some
and uproarious carousal; and one of them beshould be secured for meetings of the
came ;o unmanageable that Lieut.
U. ! place
Noyes,
S. N had to tie him up to jr vent further
Society and the Sabbath School. The meeting
damage. The work at trie pumps anil else- then adjourned.
where, was mainly effected by the passengers,
At the dose of the meeting two of the young
many of the women included.'
ladies of the Parish presented Dr. Carruthers
About tour o’clock iu the morning the gale
became still more furious, and every effort
with an envelope containing $118 which they
was made to launch the
lile-boats, at which had collected in a very brief time.
the passengers, almost unassisted by the deck
The meeting throughout was a pleasant and
hands, worked with all their might. Several
attempts proved unsuccessful, but at last they united one.
succeeded iu gettiug out om- of them into the
breakers with twenty or thirty passengers iu
Portland Aiimy and Navy Union.—At a
it, and bearing a hawser ashore which being
general meeting of the Union, held on Saturattached at tlie other eud to the Commodore,
and the other hoars being properly manned,
day night, Messrs. E. B. Houghton, Dr. G. F.
the passengers were all lauded
safely,though
French, A. \V. Bradbury, F. M. Smith and G.
in a wretched condition.
Many of them in Thornes were appointed a committee to make
their excitement to enter the boats .jumped inthe necessary arrangements lor the dedication
to the sea, hut were immediately rescued with
the exception ot one man who up to a late
of the new hall leased by the Association, in
hour last night was still missing.
the First Natioual Bunk building. It is exThe passengers, though safe from the wreck,
pected that it will he ready for occupancy about
were many of them benumbed aiul almost
paralized from the cold and wet. Not one
the 1st of February.
person
saved his baggage or a change ol clothes, and
A badge of membership v. as also adopted,
the ladies suffered severely from their wet
dtsciihcd as follorvs: A square of silver, a sixclothes under clothing and all being
completesoaked, and turning into ice from the keen teenth of an inch thick and seven-eighths of
ly
fro t which prevailed at the time. One of an inch on each
side, with the letters, “P. A. &
them landed with nothing on save a blanket
N. U.,” engraved on the obverse, with the name
with which sho provided herself from the
of the wearer, his company, regiment and army
wrecked vessel, as did others, but these lilaukets were afterwards taken from them when on
corps on the reverse; to be suspended from a
board the qars, by direction of an official of
pin, with a globe head, bj a silk cord and tasthe company. Another woman di -located her
leg while getting from the steamer into the sel, blue for infantry, red tor artillery, yellow
boat. All wcic wretched in the extreme.—
for cavalry, green for rides, dark blue for staff
Cold, wet, ami after having lost all their prop- officers, gold bullion for general officers, and a
erty they had on board, in thin sorrowful silver cable for sailors and
marines.
plight, alter partaking of some poor refreshments, Uiv took their places in the cars and
Splendid
Mechanism.—We saw yesterday
s ar;ed tor New Y ork.
at the manufactory of Mr. C. P. Kimball, two
Another account says:
The boat was leaking very
badly. The don- single and two double sliighs, which, in our
key pump was out ol order, and the passen- opinion, are among the finest specimens of megers comment-! d working the bilge pumps. A
chanical skill of the times. They are new and
passenger offered one of the crew #20 to go inbeautiful in design, of exquisite taste, elegant
to tlie lower cabin and assist the
i
at
passengers
hailing. Tlie deck hand accepted the money J in finish, and are indeed a splendid luxury
and went below. The colored waiters also rewhich cannot fail to still further enhance the
fused to work; they, having procured life
prereputation of the builder—a reputation uot exservers, were seated about the stoves, trying to
keep themselves wa: m. The officers did every- celled, if equalled, in the Union.
thing in their power to keep the boat afloat.
These sleighs may be seen at Kimball’s reTlie crew filled themselves witli liquor from the
pository to-day. This evening they .will be sent
bar room, most of them becoming
hopelessly
drunk
By tlie constant exertions of the pas- to Boston to Messrs. Kimball Brothers & Co.,
and will be exhibited at their repository in that
sengers the vessel was kept afloat until she
drifted into a small cove on Long Island shore,
j
city for a few days. We say to all our friends
Here she was anchored until
morning when i in this
city and Boston, do not fail to see these
she was beached and the
passengeas safely j
landed. After having landed I saw some of the
truly splendid sleighs. They do honor to the
liog-franie.s of the boat, and ton ml that they j builder and to Portland mechanics.
were entirely rotten. 1 do not think that the I
boat was seaworthy, and think the owuers cul- 1
New i'iiiM.—By reference to our advertising
pable lor allowing her to leave in such weath- |
columns it will be noticed that Mr. Jerome
or.. The Old Colony and City of Boston
which were ahead ol us, reached their destiuaPickett and Mr William Gray have formed a
tion svitliout difficulty.
copartnership for the purpose of transacting
the paint and varnish business in all itFighi mill: ludinuH.
An Idaho paper contains an account of a
branches, and have taken the store No. 187 Fore
hard light with a party of Indians, in that terstreet, for that purpose. Both of them are men
ritory, on the 7th of November, iu which one of experience in the business. Everybody
Maine man John Dixon, was killed, and anknows Jerome, who for two decades past has
been in the stoic of Charles Fobes. Mr. Gray
other, Frank Osgood, had a narrow escape, af

!Vcwluiry|toiT Item*.
JsEWUL'RYPOET, MASS., j
Dee. 31, lwiti.J
They have wade goad progress on the Railroad Budge being built
by the Eastern R. R.
over the hlcrriinac.
Strength and durability

of publishment*
office during the

GiftsT—Scotchwood
paper-knives, pen-wipers, and^rinkete oi all
sorts suitable ior gifts, at Grosman's.

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Wanted—Pant Makers.
Found—Ox Chain.
M. C. y. A.—staled Meeting.
For Cardenas—Bark Brunswick.
Store to Let.
Short Dresses—Mrs. L. C. Pennell.
It. A. of the P. F. D—Annual Meeting.
Iron Foundry—Han.son & Winslow.
Notice—Charles Fobes.
Dissolution—N. P. Richardson & Co.
Wanted—Girl.
First Annual Sale of Fancy Goods.
Paints, ,V'c—Fickett & Gray.
Notice—George A. Thomas.
Spool < 'otton—Davis & Co.
Photographs—F. S. Worm well.
Lost—Note.
NEW

are gathered
late storm.
from the Herald aim other New York papers of

Jumbcr

003 Sixth Are. New Work.
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Send for Descriptive Cxtaloguewith price*,
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WASHINGTON.
Decision of ihe ‘Supreme Court.
BUI tor the lieorgnnizaliitn of the
southern States.
THE

1.ATE

INDIAN

MASSACRE.

Washington, Dec. 31.
of the Supreme Court in the
of Lunbden P. Milligiu, petitioner on
certificates of divisions of opinion between the
Circuit Court ot the United States for the district of Indiana, has been published. Milligan,
it will be recollected, was tried and convicted
by a military commission. The opinions of the
judges of the Circuit Court are opposed on
throe questions, as follows: First, on the facts
stated iu the petition and exhibits, ought a writ
of habeas corpus to be issued? Second, on the
tacts stated, ought said Lambden P. Milligan
to be'discharged from custody as iu said petition prayed? Third, whether, upon the facts
stated in said petition and exhibits, the military commission mentioned therein had Jurisdiction legally to try and sentence said Milligan
in the manner and form as in said petition and
exhibits it is stated. Justice Davis delivered
the opinion of the court, in which he said one
of the plainest constitutional provisions was
infringed when Milligan was tried by a court
not ordained and established by
Congress. No
reason of
necessity could bo urged why lie was
not delivered to the Circuit Court of Indiana,
be proceeded against according to laws; and
another guarantee of lreedom was broken when
he was denied a trial by Jury. To the fiist two
4questions the court give an affirmative answer
and a negative to the last one. Chief Justice
Chase for himself, and Justices Wayne, Swaine
and Miller being unable to concur in some important particulars with the opinion which had
been read, made a separate statement of their
■views of the whole case. He said the trial and
sentence of Milligan were by a military commission convenediu Iudiana during the tail of
1861 The action of the commission bad been
under consideration by President Lincoln for
some time, when be himself became the victim
of an abhorred conspiracy. It was approved
by his successor in May, 1863, and sentence was
fifordered to be carried into execution. The proceedings, therefore, had the fullest sanction of
the executive department of the Government.
It was clear the writ ought to issue, and that
Milligan was entitled to the discharge prayed
for. The third question must be answered negatively as an unavoidable interference from affirmative answers to ilie other two. We do
not, he said, doubt that the positive provisions
of the act of Congress requires such answers.
We do not think it necessary to look beyond
these provisions. In them we find sufficient
and controlling reasons for our conclusions.—
But we could not
agree to the opinion of the
majority that not only was the military commission not authorized by Congress, but that it
was not In the power of Congress to authorize
it from which it may be thought to follow. The
dissenting Judges maintain ihat peace exists
the laws ot peace must prevail. What they do
maintain is that when the nation is involved in
war and some
portions of the country ate invaded, and all are exposed to invasion, it is
within the power of Congress to determine in
what States or districts such great and imminent public danger exists as justifies the authorization of military tribunals for tlie trials of
crime and offences against the discipline or security of the army, or against the public safety.
We cannot doubt that in such a time of
public
danger, when conspiracies existed in Indiana,
power under the Constitution to
Congressforhail
the Organization of a military comprovide
mission, and for the trial by that commission of
persons engaged in the conspiracy.
Gen. Ashley has prepared a bill to bs reported ou the re-assembling of Congress, having in
view the reorganization of the Southern States,
not, however, remanding them to a territorial
condition, but recognizing their present arrangements until conventions can be called to
remodel the respective State, Governments.
The Commissioner of Indian Afliiirs has
^>ceived the following telegram:
“Fort Lamarie, Dec 27
Hon. Lewis Bogy,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs:—An Indian
arrived from Tongue river, reported that a
larg party of Meuneeojons, Butes, Ogollalas,
C ows, UnkaphappoijBl ickfeetanrt Sausaracks
left Tongue river on the 12th inst for Fort Phil
Kearney, and on the 22d the Indians were discovered near the fort. Brevet Lieut. Col. Fetterman, Capt. Brown and Lieut. Granmond,
with 90 men, left the tort to give them battle.—
Nothing more was beard from them until a party sent out flora the fort found them at a distance of four miles, all lying dead, Col. Fetterman and bis entire command having been massacred.
M. F. Patrick,
(Signed,)
Upper Platte Agent”
Secretaries Seward and Wells will not receive visitors to-morrow, owing to recent domestic afflictions.
The

opinion

matter

Vto

—

Panama.
From San Francisco
Nkw Yoke, Dec. 81.
The steamer Henry Chaunrey, with San
Francisco dates of the 13ili, and Panama of the
23d, arrived this morning.
The United States flagship Powhattau, Admiral Dahlgren, sailed from Panama for Callao on the i6th.
The brig Jacmel Packet was seized at Aspinwall Uy United States Consul Rice, on suspi
cion that the captain, who was offering the
cargo, consisting of spices, for sale at half its
value, was a runaway. The vessel jbad sailed
from Singapore for Melbourne, but had been
run off her course.
Matters were very quiet on the Isthmus.—
Mosquera continued his war against the
Church, and had ordered another conflcntion
and sale of church property.
He has also ordered the seizure of all war materials crossing
the Isthmus foi the Pacific Republics at war
with Spain.
He has decreed neutrality and
gives liberty to both belligerents to bring prizes into the ports of the Republic for sale
No final decision has yet been arrived at regarding the peace proposition of England and
France.
Peru still talks war, though a Minin.
ter of Chili has been sent to Lima to consult
and advise.
San Francisco, Dec. 31.
The late hurricane passed within halt a mile
of the town of Nevada, levelling some houses.
In other places large houses were picked up
and dashed violently to pieces. Its course was
northward, and its width fire hundred feet.
The steamer Colorado’ of the Chinese line,
will take to-morrow |3fi3,00() to China.
The steamer Golden City, from Panama, has
arrived.
The bark Bogota, for Liverpool, took 1,500
barrels of flour.
and

rr

New York, Dec. 31
A Washington special says Mr. Stevens'is
preparing radical changes in both the execu
tive and judicial
departments, made necessary
by tlio recent decisions of the Supreme Court,
ill regard to military
trials, and a report oi other important decisions is
shortly to he made declaring seveial 1 iw.\ unconstitutional.
When the President announced to Mr.
Weatherly, of South Carolina, that the Supreme Court would declare the constitutioual
amendment unconstitutional, he is thought to
have spoken by the card.
Mr. Hooper will press his bond bill on the
will oppose an inopening of Congress, and
crease of the capital of national hanks. A
from tlio Northwest lias been
strong pressure
brought to bear upon the committee for a moderate increase, but Mr. Hooper, backed by the
committee, strenuously opposes it. The Northwestern members allege that Massachusetts
has sixty millions invested in national banks
while the entire Northwest have only
fifty millions and are debarred getting more.
A Washington dispatch
says instructions
have been sent to Minister Campbell, and ere
this be is en route for Chihuahua to find Juarez. Gen. Sherman has arrived in Washiucb

Liverpool, Dec. 28, Evening.
market is easier: sales lu.oOU bales at
quotations. Breadstuff, firm.
London, Dec. 29, Evening.
Cons ils lor money are quoted at 90.
American securities—United States 5-20’e
72*. Ulinoi* Central Railroad shares at 793.
Erie Railroad
shares 45.
Liverpool, Dec. 29, Evening.
....
lhe Cotton market rules firm Sales of the
day 20,090 bales. Middling Kew Grloans at 15d.
T1
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European

suit /srllt Ainet ieuit

Jirsumplion

ISailrouti Travel.
Buffalo, Dec. 31
•‘■ravel has been resumed on all the roads
leading to and from this city, except on the
Like Shore Toad.
if
Syracuse, Deo. 31.
-* he Nov
jB>rk^Centra! Railroad is cleai of
snow tlio ennro length.
Trains aft punning
on thne.
_

_

SSank Failurr_

„.®YbArusE. N.Y.,

Dec. 31.

Ttie Central \1t i Bank tailed to open its
It is con jectured
»v nsaaLthis forenoon.
riu.r bills
3p;i'.'e been thrown out by the
etning agency iu New York, and the hauls
lias suspi uded Operations because of its inability to meet the government tax levied upon its

notes.

Fire at NewporiPeovidevct, R.

I., Dec. 31,
The Fark Mouse, Newport, was
partially destroyed by fire oa Saturday morning. Loss
$0,000; insured.
°

Store

Oculist and Aui'ist,

Year’s Festival!

ARRIVED

THE

Lots

SALE,

EYE,

|
Lectures. |

Library

THE

Wanted.

DEAFNESS.

fA.

Hill

Farm

&

tT

Ocean

Association, Ex-No.

4,

HALL,

A

The Gothic

Ball

Furnace!

Thanksgiving Night!

FIR

I

CiTlSjliil,

R

1

for

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Iron Founders,

|

Sleigh

Popular Life Insurance Companys

Iron Store Fronts and Columns

BARBOUR,

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

REDUCED

PRICES.

THE

EXTEA INDUCEMENTS

ONp

HOLMES,

AUCTIONEER,

Polish,

Daily Press^Job Office,
Street.

BOOK, ( Mil,

& JOB

THE

Crossman’s Union Furniture Polish!

THE

MB,
Despatch,

11HE

••

Posters, Programmes,

dec28dtt_Portland,

Snuff!

TU1IS

Coughs, Catarrh,Bronchitis,

PriiUing.

FALD

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, &c.,

goods

Daily
179 fomniereial St., Portland,

N, A. POSTER, Proprietor

Oysters,

tors

and the transaction of such business

Oysters,

NECK

4.%-D

—

dressed,

TIES!

ELEGANT

new

gloves
in

Cumberland National Bank.

styles.
mitts

the boot
qualities, just received.

Charles Custis & Co.,
dec29d3t

Cumlierland National
are hereby notified that there
a
Stoeklnjder9 held at their
Banking Room, on .Monday, the 21st day of January,
1867, at 3 o clock Pt M., for the choice of Directors,
and the transaction ot any other business that mat
then come before them.
Cashier.
rx
SAMUEL SMALL,declfiJtd
Portland, Dec. 18,1866.

SCARFS

BLOCK,

COIVfiKESS STREET.

Tor Sale.
A SUI1 of Hrils. Rigging and Clocks, nearly new,
■Lm.
ti'oin a

iislmiq; Schooner of 100 tons; also Top•alls. Fore and Mainsails, second liaiid.
SAMPSON & CONANT,
,...
aocldtl
No. 19 A 20 Commercial Wliarf.

Boat

Company.

dec22dl^

lOl

LOT of

WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.

ya
™
Dec.
23, 1866.

dtd

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and Marine
Kailway Company.
ftfotire of the Annual

illceting.

Stockholder:; of the ab >ve Corporation are
•hereby notified iliar their Annual Meeting will
t>c hold ot the Counting Room of J. W. Dyer.
Esq.,
)n Commercial Street, on
Monday Jan. 1th. 1nG7., at
o'clock in tho evening, for the puri>ose of
choosing
three Directors, Cleik and Treasurer lor the e
suing
year, and to act on any other business that may legally come before the meeting,
LEMUEL COBB, Clerk.
^
3 ^
Portland, Dec. 27, I860.
dtd*
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•
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Fade it iiair to ; its

Hair

Dressing,

PROVED TO BE THE

Best and Cheapest |n the
Market.

MAGIC

hair
is

done;

no

washing.

is hereby given that the partnership lateNOTICE
ly existing between Clias. F. Davis and Albert

Stephenson. both otDeer Isle. Maine.undor the name
Mid stylo of DAVIS* CO, Green’s Lauding,
Maine,
was dissolved December twelfth, A. D. one
thousand
sight hundred and sixty-six, by mutual Consent All
and
leLuanda due said partnership,
all demands on
laid partnership, as shown by their books will be
lettlcd by Richards. Adams * Co, or their represen:ut!vcs.

dye

Has only to be applied to the Hair

the work

We

_OCtfi.eodCm
Dissolution of Copartnership.

or

HP* For sale by all Druggists.

Whiskers and

,f

Daimler,rAfD.S1^6

SCa'3 thU fourteenlh J;>>'

Signed,

CHARLES F. DAVIS.
(spal.I
ALBERT STEPHENSON, seal.]
turned, to
Ehptjalet F. Davis, Win. M. Folsom.

The firai will continue under the name and stvle of
Hilaries F. Davis
Co,, to whom all demands should

CHARLES IVEWnALL, Proprietor, 1 repaid.
CHARLES F. DAVIS & CO.
Signed,
3m |
octlocori_ 47 Hanover st, Boston.
^Dec 21—dlaw3w
^ob work neatly executed at
St>le
j .^SF'Send your orders for Job Work to Dally Fres

khK^er>

lot

M

U.

district,

WEBB

_Kobl

and_

&

Family Flour and
Bye Flour.

Commercial st.

Buckwheat! 10( )

Pcc

|
|

Urail l.oiig Wharf.

Holiday

FIXTJJRES!

Presents!

At Mrs. L. Walker's, 30 Center St.,
orroSITE LANCASTER

j E.

BALL,

Wo.

Ilki. and Perfumery Boxes, Album., Work Bern. Writing Desk*,
I
Portfolios, Kparinu Nfnluten,
WORSTED

HOODS, BREAKFAST SHAWLS
AND WORSTEDS,
Together with a large variety of Dolls, Toys. &c., «fcc.
Dec (J—eodIw&wlt

COOPER A

7

at

ICCCO.tll'lKI.n STREET,

BOSTON,
1

manufacturers

and

their

in

Lt rackets,

Lamps,

i

streets,
best as-

dealers

Chandeliers,

TITTIHfCJ

patrons and

resumed business
thej
OLD STAND, turner ur Market and Milk
whore they will keep constantly on hand the
•ortment of

TARHEEL & SON,
II

I

MORSE,

informing their old
pleasure in have
friends Hint
TAKE

RYE FLOUR, just recoived and
CHASE BROTHERS.
Head Long Wharf.

GAS AND COAL OIL

BROTHERS,

IS, 18C6.—T,T&S2w

BBIiS* BALTIMORE FAMILY floub,

15 BBLS.
lor sale bv
dccJJ STTtf

received and for pale by

CHASE
*.

shoes, Tubing,

Baltimore
CO.,

NEW oat meal.
SO .*£*£•
SVPERI01J
Alt Barrels
Southern Buckwheat.
Just

and

Spittoons, Syringes,
Gloves and Mittens, Elastic
Kings and Bands, I^ano
Covers, Horse Covers with and without hood, Wagon
cover.*, Air Bods, Pillows, Cushions, and Lite Preservers, Mechanics' Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, ol
beautiful patters, and all kiwis of Rubber Goods that
iiihv be desired all of which I will «..dl at manufacturers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders for the present to
H. A. HALL,
jul IGoodtf
85 Milk Street, Boston.

free, for

just received by

Oat Meal

Bulk, Coal,

n

Strengthens

Splendid

in

J. W. MUXGEE <£• soy

COLOR,

tho hair anil gives nour'anment to the
roots. Makes tlio hair soil and moist.
Prevents
and cures Dandruff

Choice
dc2tfdlw

public patronage.
OIBce I OB Fore Street, Portland.

EITHER BLACK OR BROWN.

A

charge for Cargoes Grain

Copper ««!. Marble or Slate coastwise.
,tron;
pleased to secure n share of

ihali he

the burnt

duty

Hurts*

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17
No

! !

extra

or

BEDFORD.

NEW BEDFORD.

1,

received in bond, and lor sale

Strictly Pnre Kagliah Lend nnd Oil !
Kebnihlors will effect a great saving by purchasing
iu this way.
Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
rates by
J. W. PEHKINH A CO.,
«loc29d3t
Commercial si rent.

Oceau Mutual Insurance
Coiup’y,

HAIR

Restorative

THE

that may coino before them.

—BY—

Pacific Mutual Insurance
Coinp’y,

MAGIC

Will Brsierc Cray

Just

use on

Federal Street.

very choice Dressed Hogs, just received,
A and tor sale
low by

NO.

Boots

Schooners !

Dressed Hogs!

ORIGINAL

Stockholders of the above named Companv
are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting
will be held at the oflice of Kams A’ Sturdivant.
7 i Commercial Street, on
Tuesday the 8th day of
•January, J8e7, at 2 o'clock P. M,, lor the purpose of
;hobsirtg five Directors, and to transact nuy other business

Marine Insurance

H. FREEMAN <$ CO.,

the

Portland <£• Machias Steam

a>d

MORTON

may le-

—

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS

HAVING

Ships, Barques, Brigs

as

gally be brought before them, will be holdcn on Tuesday, January 6th, 1867, at 3 o'clock P. M„ at the office now occupied by flic Bank, No. 32
Exchange St
PHAS, PAYSQN, Cashier.
1 ortlapd, Dec 7.1866.
dc8-2awfjfm8

Stockholders of
THE
Bank ot Portland,
HOLIDAY will
he
meeting of the

a I F T 8 !

.Yaluabto

..

THE

Pi»e*s Jol> Oflice

I

Jackson’s Catarrh

FROST,
Merchant Tailor,

,,

j

GOODff

N EW

THE

j Cartls, Tags, Blanks, Labels,

£^12^

New Orleans Market..
New Orleans, Dec. 31.
Cotter.—active and advanced 2c; sales of the day 8
300bales; low Middling at 31J (aj 32fc: Middling at
331c. Beceipts 7,970 bales.
Sugar—in.good demand and advanced Jc; sales of
l»irut
; prime to choice at 11 j @ Ujc. Molasses in
good demand and higher; sales of good at 02c; prime
to choice at Cl® 70c,
Sterliug Exchange iff; New
York sight
discount. Gold 132$ ® log j. Freights
and tonnage scarce,

New

ifilLODiYESS.

the btoruin

Mobile. Doc. 31
Cotton—sales 3,400 bales.
Middling uplands at 30
® 31c. Tile market closed firm.

ON

,,

New Vsik Weekly Cattle Harket.
New York, Dec. 31.

Mobile narkels.

oihcc.__

BETWEEN

Sugar—unchanged.
Coffee—heavy.

caS

The Irish American Relief Associa’n

Ear and Throat.

O

notified by the iaw officer of the Grown that
they
must all be ready for trial then. No delay will
be consented to unless special cause be shown.

Chicago. Dec, 3i.
Flour steady.
Spring extras 9 25 @ 10 25. Wheat
@ 2c higher; sales 2 15$ lor No. 1, and 1 92for No.
2. Corn quiet and unchanged; sales No-1 at
74k,—
°f N°‘ 2 at illj ®
42c-McssI>^at

A.

PICKED

com-

Chicago Mariitis.

dec31d«t

It.

A.

THE

Toronto, Doc. 30.
the Fenians here, number*

G*.c; live b$ rUi 8$c; receipts 14,090.

I.

WAR.”’

Grove

Rice—dull and nominal.

of

ti ig„ i. ,riG lV,sc»buiil
HJ?G
'°7kI sholsiiow loading there lorUalAto®»o*ie sixteenth (1-10) part of Brig
built iu'UCl, 262 W-lUU tons N. M
TzV**iner,
*^0 ca**4®

Henry Vincent,

The Veninu Prisoner*.

Ojmmon
light

WANTED,

J7IVE

from JVcw Orleans.
New Orleans. Dec. 31.
It is whispered that the congressional committee has declined an invitation to the city
banquet, for tl,e reason that it did not want to
compromise itself by being present. Want of
time, however, is the reason alleged by the committee.
Two ships cleared cn Saturday for Bremen,
with partial cargoes of cotton.

f

reserve, as follows, viz:—One sixbuilt in 1861,
tons \. M., to bv f*ol<l as she tome from sea
and oL*charg«d in t)ie
0f
New
who is now
York;
port
loading there for Matunzas. One eighth D) part ot
1,1 Mi, Mi lb-100 tout N. M.,
as
c*me from »ea and discliargod in the
without

(1-lti) part of Bark Norton Sbn er,

ject/**ilttacks

_

STSISPiEITi**1

AncUwf^f,

11HE

Baltimore, Dec. 31.
Six inches of snow have fallen here to-day.
Montreal, C. E., Dec. 31.
Vv eather clear and cold.
The channel is
blocked with ice.
Quebec, Dec. 31.
-thermometer four degrees celow.

The market for
Wot**- Extra good 100
80 ^ 100» common to medium
®
50
15, \ eai -<uves not active, but
good veals bemg scarce, they arc firmly HUpi>(>rted
13c
8 @ l0c. The market
good 10 @ 12c,
f.i sheep is dull, with verj
common to
demand;
to
lair 4 u} 5c p fa.; good
prunec$ ^ GJc ; extra C$ 'a
Hogs were dull during the
<c; receipts 3,800 lieod.
V-eek, but have levived with the return otc old weather, best quality 7 @ 7$; live 8| % 9c;
to
7cc; live 8$ 1$ 8k; dressed, common. 64 6L
g xwl 0$

qual-

ii
(Tuesday) Sew Year's Cay nmmfUS'
SSL?

on

_(9^See Daily Programme,.

HOUSE

M.

hieiith

Fashion,’

“BEJiI.k of TIIE Ni’ASO.V,”
“Iiacrelin Borgia,”
Arc., Ac., Are.

Grand Matinea

ami of the host

“eia sea and
in Portdischarged
*
land, and now lying theie.
of the New York Yacht Club has been
PMUcnhM cull on the Auctioneers at Plum
4 Furnished Room with or without Board, for a
.21”
poststreet
dec‘25dtd
single Gentleman.
poned until Saturday, to allow them to enjoy
Address
G. B. L.,” Box 1717.
dec 28 dlw#
the hospitalities of the civil authorities cf the
X Mluulde Real Estate at Auction.
town of Cowes to-night.
will give a course of
MONDAY, Jan. 7th, at 3 o’clock P. M., on the
Keening.—The yachting party visited OsSIX ASSEMBLIES,
premises, 1 shall otter lor Bale the valuable lot of
borne House, one of. the residences of the
land
on
Congress street, between tho Amos Grover
For Frank Moore’s New Work
Queen, this morning, and were courteously reAT MECHANICS’ HALL, ami Natld. ltedlon lots, nearly opposite
tho IUUse.
ceived by .Major General Seymour, who conJones hoarding house, known hb the Randall
Jan.
Commencing
propMonday
7lh,
Erc’g,
ducted them about the palace and
ol knowing the virt uesoi the various mederty. It is about tie loot on Congress by 170 teetdeep.
grounds,
First Class Houses for Sale.
icines sold, and pronounce LAROOKAH’S
after which a sumptuous lunch was served tor
and
There
are two tenements on the lot, now
with a GRAND BALL.
SYRUP,
closing
at
renting
Tin:
best ol any article ever presented to the
offer for sale the eight first class brick
about 1050 per annum. It is one of tho most desirawill find this a book o( real merit ami inthe party.
Tickets for the Course, including the Ball, will be
\\rL
houses, public.
ble pieces oi prope ty in the market. Title clear.
trinsic value—'Subject new—in tensely inter11 recently built by u», situated ou Pine Street,
Cowes, Dec SB)—Moon.— The vessels iu the
Ball
Evening
*0.00;
Tickets, JUKI;
W. R. BOWEN, e(i Hanover St.
Yours,
Tickets, *1.50.
For particulars and flans call on
eating and exciting. No Work ever attracted arid | between Clark and CaMetufc Street*.
Roads are everywhere displaying the “Stars
s F-Musif lor Chandler’s fttll Quadrille Baud, D.
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate
engaged the public mind like thi9. Everybody w ants !
J. h. BAILEY, Auctioneer,
and Stripes” alongside the Union Jack in
H. Chandler, Prompter. Dancing to commence at 8
rooft,
CROUP.
brick drains, and maible
it. and thousands will purchase it as soon as an opOffice
170 Fore street, at Carter Jk Dresser’s Book
mantelpieces throughout.—
o’clock precisely.
««K**t m St., N. Y., writes
honor of tlie American yacht fleet. A subThey will be sold at a low price, and on very tavoraStore.
portunity is alfoided them. Read what Agents say
decSldtd
Oct.
ltC4:
u,
last
Floor
Thomas
waiter
James
"During
three of inv chilMaiuiytrsParker,
Rooney
scription has been started for the families of of it.
blo terms. Apply at our olhce, No. 27* Danfortb St.
"'ere attacked with
Croup, and from the vlolcnco James E. Marshall, Robert Dow, Patrick McCat'ertv
the men lost from the Flcetwing. It was headOne experienced Agent writes: It is the easiest !
y
J. M. BROWN & SONS,
ot the symptoms, they were
William
H.
Dier.
pionouucuel to be in
ed by the gentlemen on the
pleasantest Book lie ever canvassed for; and says j or W M. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the
much danger. At tlie iustaneo of our
Messrs. O’Riley and Bodkin will take charge of the
Henrietta, who and
pastor. Key.
Proble House.
people are delighted with it, the Ladies especially.
subscribed jp300 in gold. Only four (?) persons
Mr. Stiles, I tried r.uookali’s Pulmonic
decOhltt
Syrup, wliieli clothing.
Another
“Women
of
tlm
War”
is
the
book
October
says:
10,1860.
were drowned from the yacht
dtt
i promptly relieved them, :md in a very short
Two
time they
Fleetwing.
of the season.
others were washed overboard, but
entirely recovered. In gratitude lor the honelit eouto
GRAND
Auot her, 137 Orders in Four Days.
clung
House Lots on India St., for Sale.
1 eatmot lefrain trom
the
making this testimony
One reports 17 orders the first day of canvassing.
rigging and were dragged on board. SailCON ANT & RAND,
ing othcer Staples acted with the greatest i Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the T-'NQUIKE ot
AJ
163
WHOOPING
Commercial
COUGH.
sale
ot
this
work a pleasant and lucrative employment.
Street,
courage in attempting to rescue the unfortuor on
It. W. 1I.IVKH Of Carlo!on, N. |»., writes I
H. M. PAYSON,
nate men. A corrected list of the lost is as fol- 1 This book has no comiietitor—it comes lresh and new j
Dec.,
at the V. S. HOTEL, Portland, Nov.
lsul:
KoTs
21.
dtf
hvo
sou,
was
Street.
‘My
years
a lew months since
to the people. The territory is clean and clear.—
old,
Exchange
Annual Festival of the West Pongregational
lows:—Captains Wood and Hazelton, and sea- Agents
23d, andean be consulted a short lime longer,
sintering greatly from WHOOPING COCCI). I nevuuderstaud the advantages in this particular.
Sabbath School and Society will be held at their
men Mayall and
er saw a more
upon
Bluuintbs,Deafness.
Kelley of New York, Bowen
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Nasal
1
For full particulars send for Circular.
ilisUessingcaso. gave him Inrookah’s Church, on
and Aural Polypus, Discharge iVoni the Ears, Noises
oi Boston, and Nessou of Norway.
Pulmonic syrup according to directions ami soon
Address
C. A. CllAPIN,
bein the head, Scrofula, Sore
to
see
Dec.
28gan
The
improvement.
Eyes, Films and all DisParis,
Phmnix Building, Room 13, Boston, Mass.
Cough became easier—
Tuesday Evening, Jau’y 1, 1867. eases of the
Evening.—The United States :
Ihe expectoration fr eei, and in two weeks the
ironclad Muantonomah, and her consort, the
decl7d&wlm
waiadv
Exercises to consist of
was entirely overcome.”
steamer Augusta, arrived at Gibraltar on the
N tOnnEBCUL BTIIEBT.
Singing and Speaking by ike Sabbath
Aid inst., on the way to the Mediterranean
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.
School.
rnHf: subscribers after for sale the lot of land on
A W. Harris, writes from whalo-sldp “Eldora
ports.
SSf^Distoibution of Gills from heavily laden trees,
A Lite southerly side ot Commercial
Maicii It. ltCO:
Street, headot
sulioied for four years
Madrid, Dec. 28.—It is currently stated that
‘-Having
and after January 2d, 18G7, we shall resume
Social
Dana’s Wharf, measuring 7J
Enjoyment, &c.f Sec.
by 15(1 feet. For fur- with bronchitis and Caturrli in their most aggravatthe Queen of Spain will dissolve the Cortes.
the purchase of Flour Brls. FOR CASH, at the
ther partisulars inquire
JONAS H. PEHLEY,
Refreshment Tables abundantly provided with
ing forms, 1 feel it my duty to stalo that Ilia" been
Dec.
28.—It
is
Office
feared
of
the
Luudon,
that seven of
Out M
permanently emod by the use or frarookah’s pul- good things, Oysters, lcc Cream and Confectionery.
tf__or W. S. DANA.
the crew of the Ross Winaus Cigar steamer
6 o’clock. Exercises to commence at
monic Syrup. I had jiaid
large sums to physicians 7. Doors open atSabbath
Poi*tland Sugar Co.,
have been drowned, a small boat having
Valuable
and
School Children Free. All
lor so caled Calarrah ltemedios, but unlit £ used
Real
Admisbiou,
Estate
on
Elm
capSt.
sized in the Thames, and the men
others
15
cents.
tlie Syrup I experienced no relief.”
ZST’ In moat cases the remedies can be applied at
4/ 1-4 Daufoi'th St.
being misDec 28th, 1866.
dc29dtd
sing. One of them was an American.
°F lit/jon, PIsEURISY, lNFf.AFOB SALE.
home without interfering with the patients occupaS£P”ITI«CJ
An arrival from Alexandria states that addc27dlm_J. B. BKOWN & SONS.
IION OF THE frCNUS,
PAIN
fN THE
A PORTION of the *’1)A Y” Estate on Elm street,
SIDE
tion.
vices had been received that the French fleets
NIGHT SWEATS, HOAK3EBook Agents Wanted.
comprising over 2b0fll) feet of laud, together
NESS. btc.
had taken the forts at Kanghow, and that the
Artificial Eyes inserted Without Pata.
with Brick Houses, Stable Sc. This l roperty is loriOlt every town in the State. For terms apply tc
Bowles,
N.
was
in
H.:
their
Manchester,
«-S*0?1
*5CV\-Fr‘
city
cated on Elm and Cumberland s’rods all
possession.
X or address,
‘•Ihebottle
oi Dr. Larookah’s Pulmonic
susceptible
Svrun,
you
Fourteenth
Annual
Series
of
Public
CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,
ru improvement, anti has a liont orr Elm street oi "82
Lectures
Paris, Dec. 28.—It is rumored that the UniJ. PATTEN FITCH,
so kindly sent me, has l»eeu triod tor
hoarseness, with
under the direction of the Mercantile Library Asfeel.
ted States have entered into negotiations with
dc20d2w*
No 233$ Congress Street, Portland, Me.
lcs“ltH; lor tbis1 would coniideufly recomsociation
will
be
delivered
at
Letters must contain One Dollar to ensure
The
alrovo
is
inr*But
ottered
the Spanish Government tor the cession of the
for tale either in porproperty
an answer.
tions or enIJcelively, on liberal terms. Apr ly to
From Uov. L. A.
Island of Minorca.
North Hero, Vt. *•!
L.vmi*iiek,
JOHN
UUgttll—tf
C. PROCTOR.
MECHANICS’ HALL.
lave usoULarookali’s Syrup. and loci under
London, Dec. 28.—We have a repetition of
obligaHOWE TESTIMONY.
tion frankly to acknowledge Us excellence.
the rumor that Hie Christian powers will interWhile
The course will consist of Six Lectures, lor which
For Lease.
w ill pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
using your syrup, I lave enjoyed better he;Uth tlau I i
vene in the affairs; of tlie Greek
The Testimonials below are all received in tins
the following gentlemen have been engaged
subjects of
lad
for
I
Barrels suitable foi sugar.
▼ T
enjoyed
have
|
years,
had slight attacks of
valuable lot of land oornor ot Middle and
I State, and can be readily invest igated by those desirTurkey. The Times ot this morning expresses
hoarseness, but the Syrup would soon remove it. 1
Plumb Streets, lor a term of tears, louquire
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
Deut y Vincent, E<u|.,
| ous of so doing. Hundreds ot other certificates can
a belief that a colli-ion is daily
hndUwa mild and safe remody also in Spasmodic
novl3dtf
139 Commercial street.
growing less
Of
c. c. mitciu'll a-son,
Kev.
f>r.
II.
be seen at the Dr.’s Office.
Hepworib,
t0 which 1
likely, hut adds: “If the Eastern question
KS Fore Street.
Aug. 28, KCC-dtt
constitutionally subHer. II. HI, Gallaher,
should come up, England will be disposed to
$5! Agents Wanted! $10
J.
B.
Caagb, Ksq.,
House lor Sale, No 32 Mvitfe Street. Enlet events take their course without any effort
?• W. Fu-ili), Fsrj., writes from Virginia City,
1». W. Curtia.
to Ten Dollars per ilay, by the Hartford
,,
quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
Colorado.
to shape them to her wishes.”
March 11, k<’3: “I leel very grateful lor
Her. E. If, Chapin.
Publishing Co. Box 1006 Portland, Maine.
J uly 13—«lti
iL
Belfast, Me., Nov 27, I860.
Laroukahs
l*ulmnnic Syrup near me. mv
London, Dec. 29.—Orders have been issued
jiaving
Portland Dec. 17
During 1U years 1 grew totally dear in one ear and
dint*
The Opening Lecture will be dcliverod on
weak and demanding the most
lungs
being
for the retnrn of two regiments pf regular
igilant
so deaf in the other that 1 was unable to hear unless
for Males
The subscriber offers hia
care.
I believe the
Syrup the surest remedy for pul- Friday Evening, December
A
iaiui for salo or will exchange for city property.
troops from Ireland.
vory loudly, and had disagreeable noises in
Wanted Immediately.
21st, addresad
monary Complaints that lias ever been made availaIt la a first rate farm oi 110 acres, with a two story
my head. Was obliged to absent my self from church
ole to the alilielcd.”
Florence, Dec. 29.—The bad feeling between -i
flood American, Nova Scotia and Irish
-BYin
and
on that account.
and
a
I consulted an eminent
new
House,
Born
with
good
lepair
society
Greece and Turkey is increasing, and war becellar,
J- KJ V/ (iiils to do housework, cook, $c., in pu- ! 40xG0. There is a never
CONSUMPTION
physician in Boston without relief, and supposed J
tailing supply ol good water
tween the two powers is seriously threatened.
vate families and hotels in tliis city and country.
and wood lot. Said larm is situated on the road
must always remain deaf, but about two tears
IYondfrfiii, Cure of a Child Two and a
J
ago 1
London, Dec. 30.—It is now- said that Queen Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Jrom Saccarappa to Gorham Corner, about one mile
lTwj- 4 i:xi:s Old. <lt;.x"fs:—
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after the application of a
My grandchild, a iilAiso 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Victoria will open Parliament in February in
from the latter place. For further particulars annlv
°* 2 1-- years old, wus taken sick in
course
of
his
TILE
1
coultl
hear
a
watch
tick
6
ENGLISH
treatment,
ELOQUENT
REFORMER.
V®
e*}1
Port’ami.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
to DOW & JOHNSON, Moulton 9treet, or J. H.
feet from either ear, and my hearing remains perfect.
Are., m January, DC8. No one could tell what was
person.
will do well to call on us, a? we will supply them flee I Cook, on the
Subject—“
The
Late
American
mat
Conflict
ami
1
A Belgian paper of character says the Govthq
ter'with
the
am
66
her.
liut
ot
and
reside
premises.
on
she
Belwas much pressed for
years
age,
jy27-eodtf
High street,
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency 1
breath; had a hard, tight rmigh; could not raise; her Friends anil Enemies of America in England.1’
ernment of France has asked those of
fast, Marne, where any person can see or hear from
Eng- Employment Office, 3511 Congress Street, up stairs.
throat troubled her greatly; she seemed to bchlliiur
ESf Tickets for the Course at SI.25 can be hail at
me.
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.
FOB SALE.
land, Austria and Italy to form an alliance in
COX & POWARS.
Ibms
Brothers, Fore Street; Short Ar Luring, corner
up, and though attended by the best physicians in
We have been acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for years
view of the troubles apprehended in the matlate WHITNEY & CO.
Free anil Center St. ; at Bailer &
sept2Gdtt
Portland, they could not help her, and she declined;
Noyes, at then- and know she
ter of tlie Eastern question, but it is said the
—————i mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmma
new Store, Exchange Street, alter Dee. 17.
was (leaf and now hears, and believe
and lor some tineo months was not
to live.
expected
Each member Is entitled to two tickets at *1
11 erdoctors, and at length her IViomls,
great powers ot Europe havo no present inteneach, the above statement to be correct.
gv.eupali
above
Farm
which
is
situated
on
can
be
an eminence over- j hopes ol her
bad at tbo Library Rooms on Lime St.,
tion of interfering.
LOST AND FOUND.
It says that the British
recovery. She was brought home to my
REV. C. PALFREY,
from Federal St. Owing to the limited
looking the beautiful and thriving village of I house in
minister in Greece has been ordered to talk seMe, We trie*l Cod Liver Oil, but second door
Pastor of 1st Parish, Beliiut
Bridgion Center and within one halt a mile ol the the oi:cutPhipsburg,
calamity of the Hall, members must ms-urc their tick
seemed
rather
from
to
that
opposite
She
Government
now
relative
the
good.
riously
to
MR. W. M. RUST,
warbusiness portion. It is pronounce l by all who have
eta hy Wednesday, l>oc. 1#. The Library Room* will
could not move hor hand, so reduced was she. 1 was
Fistol Found.
like acts of bands of Greece entering Thessal y
Editor of “Belfast Age.”
seen it to be the beat and most desirable 1
be
open every evening from 7 until 8 ; also Wednescation in
taking Larookuh’a Syrup al the time, act! commenced
the County. It comprises 110 acres, corYcnieiitlvdiup in the street, a PISTOL. Apply to
Florence, Dec. 29.—Rumors of change in tlie
giving it to her, and in a week, she showed unite a day and Saturday afternoons.
J. W. CLARK,
Italian Cabinet are entirely' false.
vided inio tillage, pasturage, wood laud and timber
[ from the lianyor Whin tf Courier.)
change tor the better, ami we continued giving it to
LECTURE COMMITTEE :
dec31d3t*
No. 7 Portland street.
laud: cuts Iroin 45 to 50 t*ius first
TROY, Me., Oct. 30.
Dublin, Dec. 29.—Ail election riot occurred
quality ol hay. her. she gradually improved, and fc now a nefieclly
The buildings consist of a two story house, built in
E. COREY,
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Shareholders in this Bank are hereby notified
Combs, Balls, Toys,
that the Annual Meeting for tho choice of DirecOysters delivered in any part of the city.
and PAINTS AND OIL CHEAP L iider:>heeting fir neds in cases of sickness,
Rubber

Wanted.

Flour Barrels

The Weather,
New York. Dec. 31.
It has been snowing all day. It is gusty tonight. Thermometer 20 degrees above. There
is a prospect of sleighing to-morrow.

head.

produced

“Nell Owynue,” “The
llnuchback,”
‘Borneo nud Joliet,’ ‘World of

moiufit

New lfoilt Ileum.
New York, Dec. 31.
John Gleason was stabbed and beaten so
badly yesterday by George Wilson and two
others, that he is not expected to recover. Wilson was arrested.
'Sim
Ellen Alcom was burned to death in Brooklyn yesterday, her clothes taking fire from the
explosion of kerosene she was pouring on a
fire.
Annette L. Ponteu is also dead in this city
from burns, her dress taking fire from a range.
Both were 16 years of age.

La r*5e^clpts

D.

the week will be

new

H. H VILEY Jr SON, Auctioneer*.
FATTEN A to.,
plum street.

Parts ol Bark Norton Stoner,
Brigs
Prairie Rose and Mary C. Mariner at Auction.
January 2d, at 12 o’clock M..
ONatWEDNESDAY,
Merchants’ Exchange, No. 2 Long Wharf, wiii
be Hold

MACAULEY.

Mercantile

Mexicon Alioii-.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 30.
Late Mexican advices at New Orleans make
no mention of the execution ot
E.scohado, and
the previous report is, therefore, held to he unfounded.
The co-operation of Marshal Bazaine with
Maximilian is regarded with distrust, as the
two have been little better than open enemies
for nearly a year.
Trade is without any symptoms of
recovery.
Juarez was expected at Durango in a week,
and would make that place his seat of government for the present.

/v,

a

C., Box 270,
Saint Johu, New Brunswick.

Apply to
dc2M3w

K.

Johnson,

ON

Dec. 31.
The dispatch purporting to have been received by the Atlantic cable, which gave a report of the death ot the Empress Garlotta, was
furnished to the newspapers of this city by the
United States and European newsageucy here,
and was published by the only paper adhering
to that concern in this city.

light, owing

Seminary.

During

til"’''i,ock is

_

supported by the talented young American actor

Mr. B.

111081 01

itylb“

Flour Barrels Wanted.

Philadelphia,

SJJJJ V!Kxtrain>» Jet the market declined still farther
10 modium 9@ 10c \> fa.; me5iV,m to fair ti ^ Poor
dium
13c. good 13$ @ 15$: prime steers

Teacher!

FOR

Richmond, Dec. 31.
Gen. Grant telegraphed here to-ilay to send
the 11th and 110th regiments to some other
points. These are all the military around
Richmond. Gen. Schofield replied, asking that
one regiment might be retained here.

to

Lady

during the week.

JWiss Rachel

Portland,

mediately repaired.

“apply

Class

Desirable

Minccllaueous Dispatches.
Dee. 31.
Oswego, N.
Hamilton Murray, President of the City
Bank, died to-day.
Chicago, Dec. 31.
On Friday afternoon the ice crowded arourd
around the point of Hook Island and piled up
along the Illinois shore, knocking out a portion
of the trestle work of the bridge, and rendering the structure so unsafe that it must be im-

»»

CABLE.

First

To take charge of the English Department in

and every Evening

Engagement of the brilliant and accomplished Artiste

j°rr^t,

London, C. W., Dec. 31.
At the railroad accident at Sarnia Junction,
Saturday night, Miss Campbell, of Port Huron,
had her thigh broken, which will prove fatal.—
Several employees were badly bruised, one, Mr.
Daley, fatally.

p

T II £

AS Y

A

l

Asthma,

Bronchitis, Spitting of Bleed,
of the Lungs or
Chest, Pain in
side, Night Sweets, Hoarseness, Consumption in
all

its early
Diseases of the Tliroat and
stages, and
VERY desirable and convenient 1£ story house,
Lungs.
with barn, wood shed and
carriage house, all in
Tins remedy is too well known and too
good order, with seven acres ot land, only one mile teemed to require commendation hcic. ft isliighlv esrcgaidcd
outside oi' city, upon which there arc oOO choice fruit
a liecossity in
every household, and is heartily endorstrees, consisting of apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
ed by the medical faculty,
clergymen of every denomialso an abundance of currants, gooseberry, atrawbernation, mothers, odious, members of Congress, and
ry, &c., with very best ot water, large brick cistern 1 many of our most
distinguished men in public and
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in
life.
private
a tirst rate neighborhood, and in
every way a desiraSore Throats, 4c.
ble property. Immediate possession
Golds,
Goughs,
i
given. Priae
Letter from Hon. 1). IV. Gooch, Member qf Congress
only $5U00.
II INBOX At
Massachusetts.
BOW,
Heal Estate Agents, No. 345 Congress Street.
Melrose, July 19 l€Co.
Dr. E. R. Kxkjiits—Dear .Sir*
dec3—dim
I have used Dr. furookuh’s Syiup in my family for
"Vf OTICE. 1 will sell on lavorablo terms as to
six years, and have found it an excellent remedy lor
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
Coughs. Colds, Sore Throats nd all consumptive
the corner oi Middle and Irankliii streets, and on
Complaints. Arc. X have recommended it to several
I rrankliu street,including tliecorner ot' h ranklinand
friends, who have received groat bonents from its use.
Apply »° WM. HILLIARD, Baugor, Letter jYoni a well known Boston
or sMl IH & REED
Druggist if twenty
Portland,
Attorneys,
jylztt
years expeiience. and steward of Hanover Street
M. E. Church
AND LOT tor sale at Cape RlizaU-tb Kerry,— house nearly new. Enquireol A.P. COLE
Boston, March 9, Hun.
at the Kerry,or W. H.
Dr. E. R. Kniuiits: Having used LAKOoKAH’S
MANSFELI), Pottland Steam
Packet
PULMONIC SIKUi* myself and in my family for
11 Ju
the past six years, 1 am
pi red to say that it is suAAIiK, in Gorham, tljteen minutes walk I»crior to any medicine pro
j
1 have ever known, for the
liom the Depot, a nearly new, neat
cure oi coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and all
Cottage
positixo
House, bam and outbulldmgsjinving all the eonven*
similar complaints. As l take cold very easily, I
iencesaud in prime condition. Ii is situated near a
Ime kid meat
opportunity to test the VIRTUES of
grove and a snort distance Item the Countv road.
this valuable remedy, and it has never failed me
Apply to
J.E. STEVENS.
yet, however violent the disease. Having been in the
Gorham, July 17.
Drug business for over 20 years, X have had good opiK>rt unit ies

A

Manager*.
•

ileurisv, Jniljiiuttion
the

For Sale.

to take the Agency of Iligciow’* PuClothe* Fmitie tor the State o' Maine.
Whole capital required not over £500.
llu*iue«* will pay £iOOO per Tear.
Apply to or adnress
HI NT, hOODVOW A CO.,
Patent Agents, 10 Court Street, Boston, Mass.
dec 29 dlw

Immediately

Catarrh,

l.e»*ee» A

Pimgs, Robes, &<■.,
At Auction.
I P,? L'LSOAY, .Tan 1st, at 11 o’clock A. M, on
*ot’ Lime 8t, wo m 1ml 1 soil two
mTw im!*6*,
1
h “ooml-LaiiU
Neighs and
Pnm.« \i'li!c<rl"‘e'v
WolC Coon, White Astrb-an, Bullalo,
Fancy
f“,nfS 1 b IIorse 3,1,1 Arn,y
Blankets, Harness
es

CONTimm NOVELTY
MONDAY EVESIXG, Dec. 31st,

FOR TICE CURE OF

Coughs, Col»ls, Whooping Cough, Croup,
Imlucn^a,

Sleighs,

Portland Theatre.
Bidwell Ac Browne,

drTcarpenter,

Butter—steady.
Whiskey—quiet.

iiailitliy.
Bangor, Dec. 31.
Ground will be broken on the
European &
North American Railw-ay in this city
Tuesday
first.
Thu
January
Mayor, City Council anil
other prominent citizens will he present. The
bridges are being built and the work of grading will be commenced r-ar|v in the spring.—
No doubt this great national enterprise will be
rapidly pushed to completion.

CO.,
BOSTON, Mass.

DR LAROOKAH'S
Pulmonic
Syrup.

Lincoln ami Ander-

of

n,7lu- ;!rp- .IV™2,9>

Boston, eu route to England.
By the accident on the Grand Trunk Hailroad Saturday, one passenger was severely injured, and several badly bruised. Cause of the
accident, spreading of the rails from frost.

ing 32, wjll be tried at the next assizes,
mencing January 10th. They have been'

DAMhl.s Si.

man
lent

Wanted

comer

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Dealers in Real Estate, “Morton Block,”
dc29dlw
Next above the “Preble House."

WANTED!

A

to

the

It is a new house, one nud a half
ell—good well of water, &c. House
Lot 30 by 6a. Price *1,600.
Terms

AUCTION SALKS.

AGENTS

Molasses—dull and heavy.
nies here on New
day. Tliere will be a
Naval Stores—quiet; Spirits Turpentine at 66 & 67.
grand procession of civil and| military organiRosin at 4 37 @ 9 00.
zations, the occasion being the funeral of E. R,
Petroleum—heavy and dull: crude at 20; Refined
Lanigau, killed at Ridgeway June 2d, when a bonded 29 ® 30c.
Tallow—firmer; sales 87,600 lbs. at 11 % 11$.
splendid monument of Italian marble will t,e I
Freights to ^iyerpool^dqjl, Cotton $d@ 9-92d.
erected to his memory at the cemetery of the

Limestone Hill.

GBO88,

Apply

easy.

None others need apply.

_dec31d2t

an

nearly finished.

THE—

Dry Goods Jobbing Business!

“WOMEN OF THE

of the

Holy Cross,

FURORE

son

stories,

EXTERT AIX STENTS.

Co.___jut

—

eitinns

—IN

on

Streets.
SITUATED
with

Salesman

HiscEvxAiraoirs

i7*OK

loss of $10,000.
On Saturday night a collision occurred between the express train from House's Point
and a freight train drawn by two engines, from
the west.
They came together with treglitftil
force, the engine of the express train rrushing
the engineer into a shapeless mass.
The chief of police has arrived here having
in custody Lieut. Col. Browne, late Assistant
Adjutant General of the militia, who absconded with a large amount of funds.
He had an
exciting chase of four months over Great Britain and the Continent oi Europe, finally securing him at Hamburg. Browne was examined to-day, and committed for trial at the
next assizes.
Quebec, Dec. 31.
The method of distributing the relief fund is
causing considerable discussion. The Chronicle says three-fourths of the people in the burnt
district are professional beggars, and to give
them money would be to waste it.
•
Toronto, C. W., Dec. 31.
-Gen. Napier, commanding the military forces
in Upper Canada left in the noon train fo

THE MARKETS.
The iVew Flat Tragedy.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 31.
Eiunucial.
The latest particulars of the New Ulm barNew York, Dec. 31.
barity show that Lipcouib, one of the men
The Post says the Money market Is fully supplied
huug, was already mortally wounded by blows at ti jer rent. Railroads opened strong, declined on
on liis head with a liatehet, so that the brains
the announcement of the Rank Statement, but imran out. He also had one eye cut out, which ! proved slightly at ngon.
Government bonds firm,
was hanging over his cheek.
with moderate transactions.
He could not
Gold closed ar 1331
have lived an hour in the condition in which
Money 7 per cent. At the Second Board stocks were
strong.
he was wheD hung. The party from Menkato
which went to bring down the bodies, could
New York Market.
not find them and got no explanations, but
Netv York Due 31
found a hole in the ice and numerous bloody
Cotton—$ (g> 1c higher: sales 3.009 bales*: Middling
marks. Other indications show plainly that
uplands at 34$ ® 35c.
the bodies were put in there.
Flour—quiet and firm, but prices are unchanged;
sa’es 3,600 ouis. State at 8<0 @ 1210; Hound Horn,
Ohio at 1110 ® 1360; Western at 8 50 @ 13 00; Southlfrai rtictive File iu ITcvclnutfl.
ern, sales at 1110 <w 17 00.
Cleveland, Dee. 31.
Wheat—quiet ajnl thin; sales 16,600 bush. No. 2
A file broke out last evening in tlic crockery" Milwaukee at 2 39 Amber State 3 15. Amber Michbud glass ware impelling bouse of W. O.Fausigan 3 00. White Canada 3 10.
Corn—dull and nominal; Mixed Western at 110 @
Ier, on Hirer Street, and burned for five hours.
The loss on the stock and building will reach
and more active; sales 29,000 bush.—
Oats—firm
flora $50,000 to $ii0.000, which is well insured
Cldcago 03 (ft 65; State 67 @ 69.
in Eastern
companies. At one time a terrific
Beef—heavy.
fire was threatened, as there are several oil I
Pork—tinner but quiet; sales 3,600 bbls.
works and liquor stores in the
Lard—firmer; sales 650 bbls. at 11$ @ 13c.
yicinity.

r

Experienced

Cowes, Dec. 28- Afternoon—The grand banquet of the Royal \ucht Club to the members

ure.

ihe

An

~

be Cotton

a

Bnffalo, Dec 31.
art to have
imposing coremoYear’s

WANTED!

House for Sale,

AGENTS

Montreal, Dec. 31.
The fire at Edwards' safe factory involved

Feuiau Demonstration,

RR.lL estate.

London, Dee. 28, Evening.

former

Explosion iu au Oil Reiuarry.
Exrite halt.
New Haven, Dec. 31.
Au explosion took place at the oil refinery of
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 31.
Cowles & Leite, on Long wharf, this afternoon,
The Supreme Court has given its decision
instantly killing the foremau, Frederick Thompupon the constitutionality ot the excise law in
son. The building
the case of the Board of Excise vs. Jackson S.
immediately took fire and
was
Schultz. Several other cases are on the dockwholly consumed. Loss about $15,000. insured for $4000,
et involving the same points. The court unanimously affirms the judgment of the court of
the general term. Tie court held that the proDestructive Eire in Minneapolis,
visions of that act were within the scope of legChicago, 111., Dec. 31.
islative autority, which extended to all subjects
A destructive lire yesterday morning at
not prohibited by the Constitution; that there
Minneapolis burned down the Chronicle office
is no constitutional restriction prohibiting the
and nine
on
Washington Avenue,
right of the legislative to regulate the traffic- ! Helen andbuildings
Minnetoni streets. Loss $100,000;
ing in intoxicating liquors; ligt such regulations insurance $50,000.
do not interfere with or restrain him of lus
liberty or property within the prohibitions of
the Constitution; that licenses to sell liquor are
Pennsylvania Sranloraltip.
mere temporary permits todo that
which, withPhiladelphia, Nov 31.
out such permit, would lie an offense.
Such
Forney’s Press of to-morrow will contain an
license is not a Contract between the State and
article strongly urging the claims of Thaddeus
license, giving to the latter any vested right
Stevens for the Pennsylvania Senatorship.
that such licenses are a part of the internal
the
State, shell as are useful
police system of
m the exercise of police powers, and are
Navigation Closed.
always
subject to the control of the Legislature, which
Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 31.
The navigation of lake Erie is closed.
may revoke, modify or continue them at pleasConstiluiiouuiity

79J.
Liverpool, Dee. 28. Noon.

Railroad shares at

..

Cauadinn Attain..

ol

Illinois

The Money market is unchanged. Consols closo at
90 for money.
American Securities.—Erie Railroad Shares
45;
Illinois Central Railroad Shares
79J. United States
5-20 8 72$.

ton.

The remainder

are

Cotton has lalten off a little in consequence of the
discovery that the stock ou hand was UO.OoO hales over
The sales of the week were
the estimated quantity.
71,000 bales. Rrcadstulls quiet.

MR. HOOPER’S BOND UII.l..

1, 1867.

Erie Railroad shares at 48.

quoted at 721.

----

5-20’n

WANTED.

CiAB

STOVES,

In all

lor

&c,

itj branches.

Cooking and Heating.
LAMPS, Ac., He-GUt

rilAKDELIEU^
u
Bronzed,

Btf^VodJm

---iZ

----

rcicdixo.

JJisccllany.

L UMBER,
Wholesale and Retail.

Trail.

Oil il>e

[From Chambers’* Journal. |
a

Plank, Shingles
Land.
HOARDS.
constantly
material sawed to order.

Police

Buihling

The peculiar avocations o l the
people supply ample disguise for criminals in hiding. Who would look lor a runaway clerk in
the black face and coal-stained garments of a
collier? It may be assumed, therefore,that
many a strange incident ha* come under iny
notice in the course of so long a service.
One in particular I remember well, its practically illustrating a remark made in (he
Times on the conviction of Muller, that
crimes of a conspicuous character are generally committed by a class that is least suspected. I was called one evening to quell a disturbance between several colliers and a party
of Irishmen. The colliers, it appears,maddened by drink, had assailed the latter, driven
them into a dwelling, and would speedily have
killed one or mote, but for tbe opportune arrival of the police. The night afterwards, 1
received a note trom the authorities that a
coal-train had been thrown off the line by
some miscreant or other, who had
placed
sleepers along the rails. Knowing that colliers working at a distance
invariably returned
by the trains, and remembering the struggle
ol the night before, I at once concluded this
to he an attempt at Irish
revenge, and pursued my investigations
accordingly.
A few nights
alter, another coal-train was
thrown ofl the rails, as in the former
case,
without
harm to men; but this sechowever,
ond attempt spurred me on so that certain
suspected persons were speedily in custody.—
But 1 soon found that these were not "my
men.’
It is useless for me to expatiate on the
unerring signs by which innocence invariably
asserts ilseif.
The Irishmen were violent in
1 heir cups, but most
certainly incapable of the
atrocious act of which they were accused.
Scarcely had a week passed when tbe whole
neighborhood was thrilled with horror. At a
distance of twelve miles from the town where
I live, there was another town to which our
tradesmen resorted in numbers every Wednesday to market. In the evening, the last train
as usual, bore its numerous
passengers to
their homes. It was summer-time, and merrily they dashed along the rugged hank' of a
mountain-river, winding in amougst the hills.
Bui soon the picture was
changeil: turning a
curve in lull career, the
engine left the rails.
and cutting deeply into the
embankment, rolled on its side,
fortunately having continued
juit a sufficient time in progress to break the
sboclt ol the carriages. 1 here was an awtul
ers oi lamentation, a wild
medley, a hurried
scene: men and women
seeking to clamber
through tbe opening above the locked doors,
too inleut on personal
safety to think ol anything else. Most were bruised and ail were

frightened.

ed lor

While messengers

were

uk

ueiaus

mis

oi

inducements

trreat
I.

Ihev will sell on a credit oi from one to ten years,
it desirou uy the purchasers. From
parties who
build
KOCisu p.wmlm’s reqi nu'i>.
at
o!
the
office
the
Apply
subscribers, where lull
particulars may be obtained.
B.
J.
BROWN & SONS.
uia 3tl
Portland, May 3, 1803.

jy. M. PERKINS d204

Foi-c

assortment

lloii.r

»l

Nails,
White Lead, Oil, and a large
Locks, Latches, Knobs, Butts and

prices—Consisting
Pipe, Zinc and Glass,

Mountain.
Ki:d Asn—New

J

BROKEN

AfrAu

dk

Magnolia.—The prettiest thing, the

“sweetest tluug,” and

tne

most

of it for the

least
softper-

We shall make

u

Coal.

E.

and Gloves at

BIG

BREAK IN

PRICES,

Astonishing-

T.

MACHINES.

ELDEIV A

BAY

FREE

STREET,

STATE

LUMBER

ITS EFFECT IS

The old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

,

HALL’S

Office, No. 441 Tremont St., Boston.
rnHE

have established in connection wit li tbeirwell-kuown "Bay State
Moulding Mancyard for the purchase and sale of Lumber, giving especial attention to SEASON\V OODS and now otler lor sale a large and well-selected Stock of

ED HA HD

Cedar,

Maple,

Cherry,

Sycamore,

Oak,

Chestnut,

HAIR RENEWER.

Ash,

Butternut, Whiteivood,

It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

Ac.

In Boards, Plank. Joist, &c., to which they
respectfully invite the attention of purchasers.
Also common and Hard Pine, all qualities,
rough or dressed for Floors, Sheathing, &c. Spruce
Floor
v
Boards worked and kiln-dried, ready lor immediate use.
^“l'.faci>i,je» f°r.9“PI>>y‘“g the * an» of Builders are unsurpasseii, and parties at a distance ordering by

Address

$1,000

manner-^

a

^

orders and communications to

JOSEPH

Nov 29—eod3in

F. PAUL & CO.

HALL’S
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new lifo and coloring matter.

H A It <« A I IV S !

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,
Wharf,

HAVE
now

COAL AND

COREV

&

Are prepared to offer to their friends and the
public

taken the stand formerly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and are
prepared to furnish the different varieties oi

CO.,

V*

BARGAINS in

FURNITURE!

WOOD!

OP THE BEST QUALITY,

I

FOR

” ~

All who value a valuable head of hair, and 1U pies- !
urvatiou from premature baldness and turning
grey,
will not tail to use Lyon’s celebrated Katkariou. it
makes the hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates «landruu, and causes Lie hair to" grow with luxuriant
beauty. It is sold everywhere.
E. laoUAS L*on, Chemist, N.

The subscribers has

NO VA

just received

SCOTIA

Lower

tlia.11

tlie

HEAD

PARLOR

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING!
No person, old or young should fail to use U.
It is recommended and used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

““ “ "*•

Renewer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Rjnewer to the public, entirely confident that it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote Its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
off will restore it unless the person is very ag*d.

Dining Chairs,

she really appeared but 17. She told them plainly
she used Aagau’s Magnolia Balm, and would not be
without it. Any lady can improve her appearance
very much by using this article. It can be ordered
of any druggist for 5J cents

Saratoga Spring Water,

sold by

Trinidad

says’

Philadelphia

Oak Tanned Leather

FIRE

1IOSE!

EQUIPMENTS

Co.,

hlioes.

store of

CORNER

lil.VIE

AND

I^ea

Having prepared

liiiadelphia,
ders for

thev

a

Worcestershire Sauce !

Stp'im Fb'r

tau

ot

all

sizes,

And

applicable

—{Philadelphia Ledger.

as

OF

D I S Iff.

TLe

the

^

ftimished and Hose repaired.

are

upon

Manufactured by
J-'EA A'

John

George

ocl7(U*W

as

Seeing

Elsworth

the Wrap-

Nice

Sons,

To Please

Son’s,

Constantly on hand

hay

Every Style

&

fcmtr_83

at

PERRY’S,

TRY

Preserver!

Shoes <t

PEN

Morton’s
uw

101 k

ai,d

Builder, is prepared lo lake
building, either bv .ltd? or by

C. E.

STTLL
YOU

SALE All

September 17. !£CG.

CAN

DEALER

BARNES, Agent.

,G

OLeapost

Gold Penis!

Headquarters, Ko

:

!

BUY

LABOR

A

SIZED

Blanket !

Per

yearly sale of

j

XO.

M.

CORSETS,
To

Continue Thirty Days i

Vcry Large

Digcoant

Our present stock of Corsets, comprises a jrreat
in both style and finish.

va-

riety

L.

I

331

B.

FOLLETTE,

CONGRESS

Pair,

STREET, 331

1,

I860,

dtf

BLANO HARD’S

Improvement

BLOCK,

on

Steam Boilers!

boileTs 700 degs. of heat is thrown a way,
making a loss ot 1-3 the iUel. The question is
Mr Blanchard
oltcn asked how can this be saved.
GGATLEiilEA WUiflTG
has invented a boiler that takes peigttt cont rol ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in tj^iginc. This is
very sirnpie in its construction; after the engine is in
! motion the unoke pipe is dosed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
AND REPAIRED.
any temperature desired; the remainder tarried
Cannot finu a place where it can be done more to
through the water heater, using up all the waste
their satisfaction than at
heat but 200dogs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting Arcs by sparks
No. 20 Temple Street,
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
Second Door from Congress st.
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
'Evcr> Garment will receive prompt and faith- ! For particulars inquire of
\VM. WILLARD,
fill attention.
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Ladies’ Sacqucs l
Feb 21—(fiv
CONGRESS STREET.

Clothing

CLEANSED
I5F* Give me

IN'
a

ON

some

Cleansed I

FIRST CLASS STYLE!
will endeavor to please,

trial and I

wMf?r-ls

Notice.

j

j

hiruish First
..‘.‘V na,"
description.

motoiial oi nil

|

Comi*ny

( ttuiiou lo llic Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out lor general use should have
their efflcacy established by well tested
experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
tullil; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
ami cure-alls, purporting to lie the best in the
world,
which are not only useless, but
always injurious.
The unfortunate should bo particular In
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; lor
it is a poi ut generally conceded
by the best svphilographers, that the study and management of the*e come
plaruts should engross the whole time of those w ho
would be competent and suecesMul in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced
general pjactitiouer, having neither opportunity nor time to makhi ui sell acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

■ in. ,.

meeting of the Relief Committee hniden on
Monday last, ii was voted that all applications
for aid, in rebuilding dwelling houses J® coming
vear must be madeouj or before the first jflonday of

j

AT

a

1101

are

i'e*|)onsiblo for baggage

to

ill V.'iluc- land il.at
|*i«,u
exceeding *5)iand
l«i'l lor at iho rata ol

lL .llotu-'t,‘llH|V"'.
lor

every *5011 additional value.

regularly

PORTLAND! ROCHESTER R.r!
WINTER

There

are

Staudish, steep Falla, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, OomUh,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
llonny-Eagle,
South Lunington. Limington, Limerick,
Nowfield,
Par«on3field and Osaipee
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Oili
•ad North YV lndhain, daily
By order ol the President.
Portland, Dec. 14, I860—dtf

SPECIAL

to tlie breaking of
Driver
OWING
“Westbrook,” the regular freight
a

of the age of

men

thirty

who

fin

intermediatestations.

W. HATCH* Suprrinteudeaia
Augusta, Oct. 27,1SCQ.
novl2dtl

WINTER

uud alter Monday,Noveinlier Lilli,
fur

tm

thin lino

Liu p. M.
7.40 A. M.

at

daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at

Freight trains for Watervilleand all intermastations, leave Portland ai S.ro A. M,
Tr:un iroiu Bangor is due at Portland at 1.45 P. M,
in season to oirnect with train tor Boston.
Flout Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8‘.Li A. M
EDW IN NOYES,bnpt.
..oss
Nov, t,
1866

dlate

1

_uoUdtf

PORTLAND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Counneuciaji Monday, Nor. l^h, 1988.
CT
I Passenger Trains leave Portland for
vW
yr*fio»ton at 8.40 A. M., and 2.20 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.do A.
At., and|2.dQ
^

Ittyulalor,

Suppressed, Fxcessite and
Painful Menstruation, Own

fections.

Dr. W. E, 11EEWIN, 37 Walker St., H.Y.
B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
special canes, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5,
the price of each boa.

ARRANGEMENT.

Gains will leave Poitland
jpUBSSBEtcurieni,
Bungor and all intermediate station on

Cure

perfectly

r7

MAINE CENTRAL R.

PILLS,

that sprain fnnn im^ularity,
by removing the muse and all the
effects that arise from it
They
are
sate in all coses, except when for hidden hy dirtotions, and are easy to administer,
1
ns they are nicely suaar coated.
They should be in the hands of
• every Maiden, Wife, and
Mother
| In the land.
•
Ladies can address us in perfect
confidence, and stato their courplaints in full, ns we treat ail Female Complaints,
and prepare Medicines suitable tor all diseases to
which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee Fills art soi«l by all druggists at f 1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

this route

Freight Train, with passenger ear attached, wdi
leave Portland tor Skowhegan and into mediate stations
every morning at 7 o'clock.
Trains from Brunswick and Lewiston are due at
Portland at y.2u A. M., uud irom Skowhegan and
sarmiugtou aud alliutcrmediaie stations at 2.00 P.
M. to connect with trains for Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at bath; and tor BeiUstat Augusta, leaving daily or. arrival oi train irom
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon, Anson,
Norridgewock, Athens ami Moose Head Lake at
Skowhegan, ami lor China, Fast and North Vassalborn' at Vassalboro': for Unity at Kendall’s
Mill's,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.

No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

eases

ly

Mixed Train leaves Portland for Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturuay, at 5.30 P.

HUGHES,

Sickness, Btrvous amt Spinal AfPains in the Back. Sickand all disJJiuUiuhe, Ciddine

Idttia.

Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 7.45 P. M.

La,lies desiring may consult one of their
own sex.
A lady of experience in constant attendjanl.l8G5d&tv.
ance_

.Or M'eutale

Uik,

Farts aslow

any other.
Leave Portland lor

—

CHEROKEE

IV«t.

as

Electic Medical Injiemary,
TO THE LADIES.
J>li. HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladies, who
ne«l a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will lind arranged lor their

N. B

the

Paascngcr Trains leave Portland dallv
sSBeStts! *t 1.U0 P. M.,lor Bath, Augusta, Watervilte, Kendall’s Mills,Skowhegan, and intermeiliata
btations,(connecting at Brunswick with AndfoacogR. R., for Lewiston and
Farmington, and at
lend all’s Mills with Maine Central It
It.) lor Bangor
aud

1
cases, and u
full and healthy restoration of the urinarv
organs.
Persons who cannot
personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a
plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the
appropriate renmdies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
and wUl
confidential,
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to tiro Preble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

DR.

ou

retnflir5.S3

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
can warrant a perfect cure in such

by adilressing

the Engine

train

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Coiuiururiujt Mouday,

are

especial accommodation.
Id. H.’s Electic Renovating Mo Urines are unrivalled iu efficacy and superior virtue iu
regulating all
Female IriegulariUes. 'i'heir action is
spectBc and
certain oi’ producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have heeu tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least Injurious to the health, and mav lie taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with
full/lireetions,

on

PORTUNDSKENNEBECR. R.

Middle-Aged Men.
many

NOTICE.

Portland and Rochester R. it. will be discontinued
lor a lew days.
dcttOutf

with U»o frequent evacuations from Hie bladder, often accompanied by a slight smaiting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary debits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin liulkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who «lie of this
difficulty
ignorant of the cause, w liich is the
troubled

ARRANGEMENT*

On and after Monday, Dec 17. larat
** 1%6;
trains will run as lolh,w8
nraknjgv r trains leavo Saco Kiver for Port and at
5.10 an'l J.no A. M., ami 2.40 P. M. Leave
Portland
for Saco ltiver 7.15 A. M., 2.01 and 5.45 P. 61.
Freight train* with lassengcr car attached will
leave Saco ltiver for Portland. 6.50 A. 61. Leave
Portland for Saco Klver 12.15 P. M.
Mr~&cages connect at Uurham tor West Gorham,
EflTi^rjn

1

A Mechanic's and Laborer’s Train will leave
Uidtlelorti daily, Sundays excepted, at 0 A. M., and
Saco at 6 08, arriving in Portland at 6.40.
Returning, will leave Portland for Saco and Biddelord and iniet mediate stations at 5.d0 p. Ai.
A
freight train, w itli passenger ear attached, will leave Portland at 7.10 A. AI. tor Saco aud
Biddeford, and returning, leave Biddelord at 8.3U
and Saco at 8 40 A. M.

special

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland. Oct 20, 16&1.
noldti

TO

PAiPUEM

Through Tickets from Portland
To all Points West & South,
VIA

THE

New York formal,
Erie & fake Shore,
And I’ermsylvania Central

Kniiroads,

For Hale at IH, Lawni lain at the West*
UailwaT Ticket Office,—LANCASTER

era

BUILDING, Market Square.
W. JJ. LITTLE
CO.,
General Ticket Agent*.
Passage Tickets Ibr California, via steamers
New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each

HALL

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
Or, Essence

of Life,
Cures Central Debility. Weaknet*, Hyeteric* in female*.

the Ihari and
Palpitation
all Ne< rout Di'taxt*. It restores new life und \igor to the
Aged, causing the hot blood ol
A* the phen*x rrie*
youth to course tho veins, resfrom the a*ht$ of if*
toring the Organ* of Generaanimated
with
fire,
tion*
removing Im potency and
ncic i>fe ”—10 doe*
tht* E'txir rejuven Debility, restoring Jlanlint**
a/e the itjttem and and full rigor, thus proving a
overcon e dutoMreperfect Ehxir of
moving MeriiU}, ana uarrencess in ooui sexes, io
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there biu> greater
boon than tills Elixir of Life.” It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
Lave renewed strength and vigor.

from
month for

sale at this office,as heretofore.

de26d&wtt

STEAMEMS.

FIRE REDUCE!) TO BOSTON.
Sum mer

Lore,"

globe;

unprincipled dealers, however, try

7

i.

W. R.

MERWTn!

clock.
same days at 5 P M
Cabin lari',. »L3o

o

•l>eck,.
I 00
H7 Package tickets to be had ot tic A lent* at re-

duced rates.

Freight

to

deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be rot
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. It' the druggi-t does net keep them, write
to us. and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be plcas« d
to receive letters with full statements m regard to
any disease with which ladles or cr nllcmen are
afflicted
Address all letters for medicines, i**inpii*e**-or advice, to the sole proprietor

Mar

W.

Medical

Easlporl
ONE

\

hesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures oi the cl.est, aiul all forms of female
complaints.
The

Electricity

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy

leap with joy,
ity of youth;

and move with the agility and elasticthe heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, tho dcat to hi ur and
the palsied form to move upright; tho blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; the accidents oi mature liic
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained,

IMPORTANT

to

ready

Monday,

l.7,1.*1- -,he
,1

a’mi

Eastport Stage Coachee

culae.

will connect

lor Ma-

At St John tho E. dt N. A.
Kadway will connect
..
lur
bhediac.

'(freight

_

received

on

day* of sailing until 4 o’clk.

P^o-dii_CC^,
PORTLAND

NEW

AND

YORK

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
The splendid and last Steam
ships DIHIGO. (.apt. H. SmutfcsWoob, and EKANCONIA, Capr.

"•
shebwood, will, udtil
'iurrher notice, run as (allows:
Leave Brow,.’s U hart, Portland.every
WELiNESand S.4TCKDA Y, a! 4 B. M„ and leave
Bier
end

£AY

SATURDAY'’ utToV^kVrj.W^E^AY

These vessel-are titled up with hue
accommodations tor passengers,
making this the most si*edv
sale and comfortable rouie tor travellers
between
a,,<l
Pa5'»Ce. in SI a to Room.
iaan Cabin
»6.«0
passage Ss.Oo. Meals extra.
Goods mrw allied by this line to
lrom Mon

ami

treat, Gucboc, Bangoi, Bath, skngusta.
Ea-tpoitaad

die «i 011 11-

Shippers are requested to send their liei- ht to the
steamers as early us 3 F.M.on the
day that they
leave Portland.
For Ire I eh. or pa
apply to
age
lr,X, Brown’s Whan. Poitiaud.
J. F. AMES, ^Pier 38 East River.

May’JS

I8fcj._-_

dll

HOTELS.

STATES^

UNITED

HOTEL,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
recently Proprietor of the CO.vi
NEUIAi. HOUSK. (wlii. il was destroyed in
grc.it lire.)
to announce to his old j*atrons
Mw public that lie has leased (lie uIniyo hold aud
Wl{*
will open for llie accommodation 01 the public renernily, on Saturday August 1L
Thankful to hi* eld customers for past ntranm.
he would soli. it a continuance of the same.
X

tlie

TFIi MS FA von A blk.
*N.

Mug'JiMtoa

MILLS

.T.‘DAVIS.

HOUSE,

CHARLESTON,.SO. CAROLINA.
THE proprietor lias ihe pleasure l lutorm tbe
that the

t*‘iiVeUnkr public
above house is now open
reception of guests, having made extensive alterations. improvements, and refurnished it throughout, it is now iu capital order, and every exertion will
be made to render it acceptable to his
pa' on*.
nol0cod6m
JOSEPH PllrC/i L.
e

for the

expensive,

freight
The Company docs not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but wW grant exclusive privilege to manufacture In certain localities, charging a small royalty per
gallon on the amount manufactured.
Tlic Company w ill scud competcut lucu to superintend tlic construction of the works, where panics desire to enter into the bu'unoae, ami to instruct in tho
manufacture of tho Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
this business, the Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fltlv
coots per gallon, doliverod in Boston or New York.
parties in Maine deshing further information as to
terms, Xc., may call upon or address CHARLES
HALE, General Agent for Maine, 24 Maine sircct,
Bangor, w here models of the apparatus mav bo seen
novl3d3ra
S. H. KENNEDY,' Pres’t.

WEEK.

XtSfSf^Sk
l“Me“Ve St' j0Un ™*> XHUESAt

Owners of Hemlock Lands!

Boston',

PER

On amt alter
December
Meamer NEW BltL'NSCapt. E B. WINUHESLit. will leave Hail Hoad Wbari

M

at 5 o'clock P.

LUMBERMEN

milE AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
L TANNING COMPANY, of New York, own the
exclusive light in the United States for the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purposes.
The Bark Extract is
now- extensively used
and the deamong Tanners,
mand lor it rapidly increasing. It commands a
s;dc in the
and
Philadelphia marNew Y ork
kets, at sixtv cents per gallon. The appliances for
not
and
costing
manufacturing are simple
but little more than the ordinary leaches used byTanof Bark may be reners.
By tills process, H cords
duced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
iortv gallons oi extract, w ithout in tlic slightest deand at a cost not
gree injuriLg its tanning qualities,
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving iu freight
alone, between the transportation of the Extract and
the bark, w ill range from six to eight dollars per cord,
so that any one who may get out l.ut three hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five hundred dollais in tho difference in

**««•

SbS.}J'K-

palsy or orparalysis, St. olVitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering

BnjJKflS’

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

N.

DEMING,
Electrician

L

Calais and St. Jobu

WESTER

37 Walker at, N. Y.

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the Baited States Hotel
YVrHKRE lie would respccttully announce to
▼ ▼
citizens ot Portland and vicinity, that he 9
permanently located in this city. During the three
year3 we have been in this city, we have cared some
ot the worst forms of disease in persons w ho have
tried other forms oi treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short.a time that the question is oiler
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this questioi
we will say that, all that do not stay
cured, we
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Elcctiu.ian tor twenty
one years, and is also a regular graduated
physiciai *
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the foim of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia u
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption\bi
in the acute stages or where the lungs arc not
lull)
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hq
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ol the spine, contracted muscles, distorted
limb-,

Bv

taken a* usual.

22nt). 1866—dtf

International Steamship Oo.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
DR.

tollows:—

run a*

Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston

,eve>*y evening, (except Sumter) at
T
Leave Boston the

_

Price,

respectable
some

ill

w

**

one bottle $2, three bottle* $5; sent by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized

A r range went!

Until luitUcr notice the Steamer*
ol the Bortiand Steam Backet Co.

dtf

Cor. Tollman Place.
liclSdlm
Store to be Let.
CDARLEN A. IVIAIfOMEY.
Cfass workmen i (JTORE No. 206 Fore
street, toot of Pirn nb, now ocNotice.
<
k?
Cash price paid for cast-off Clothing.
upied by Heald Brothers, will be li »r rent and i
Cg^Higbest
Residence, AMERICAN JIOtXSE.
Nov 21—d3m
occupancy on or about tliellth December proiimo, : PERSONS clearing the mins or dialing: cellars can
January next.
India Street, Portland,
X
nnd ugood place to deposit their rubbish on
to ,I. R. BRAZIER, 47
j
Blank applications can he had at the Office of the
Apply
*
or
Brackett
at
1WG
1
street,
August 1.lb,
orders for Job Work to Daily Pres
Franklin Wharf.
E. M. 1 ATTLN & CO., Plumb
your
J3F“Send
augZO—tf
S.
Treasurer pf the Committee at Market Hall,
ROUNDS.
I
nov2Ttf
street.
*
Office.
joptia—dtf
Dec G—dtojanl
Wharfinger.
t
V
e-

cess.

AS

REUBEN KENT.

October 1.1860,

FROST’S,

4 DEEJRIXG

IN

The subscriber having disposed of bis Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully recommend them to his former pwiTonff, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue
the business acceptably.
And he will Lake this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many favors bestowed upon him by
his patrons for many vears.

-—AT-

JP.

'loiadny,

FROM FORMER PRICES.

25 Mai (ion Lane,
tent at the

MORTON.

gs

—AT A—

by every duly-appointedA

A.

n,?

ffeet and pkkmankxt CURE.
lie would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of his long-standing and woll-eam.nl
reputation
furnishing suilicieut assurance of his skill ana suc.

THE

October

follow*:—

ufoml

Z
uineii^i

LADIES
Who have cold hanos ana icet; weak stomachs, lam
aud weak backs; nervous and skk
headache; doziness and swimming in the head, with
aud
FIXTURES constipation ol the bowels ; pain iu theindigestion
side and back;
leuconlitt>a, (or whites); tailing of the w omb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypus, and all that long
—AT—
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
oi cure.
For paiuiul menstruation, too r.otuse
25 Union St.,
menstruation, and all ot those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
PORTLAND.
|
vigor of health.
dtt
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
Aug 20
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without PAIN. Persons having decayed
Notice.
stumps they wish to have removed for resetundersigned having purchased the Bakery, teeth orwould
give a polite invitation to call,
ting he
&c., of Mr. li. Kent, will continue the
Superior Electro MaunetK' Machines lor salt
BAKING BUSINESS
lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. c.qn accommodate a lew patients with board
AT THE OLD STAND,
«ml treatment at his bouse.
NO. 107 FORE, COR. VINE STREET,
Office hours from 9 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
Where we shall be haapy to see our old customers,
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in rhe evening.
and as many new ones as mav favor us with their j*atConsultation lice.
novltl
PEARSON & SMITH.
ronage.

decMdlm*

Wool

uc-l-urt

1

of Pen?.

•hall,

eod&wtt

JOHN KINSMAN

CHEAPER!

$4.50

December J7«b 3 coannciicr

THAN

MVORD.”

_noaottewcm_

ronage.

WINDOWS.

B LAJXKETS

CORSETS.
We

[ */

Holders,

AND

THIS

GOODS, Ac,

ANNUAL

and Patterns,

Within the Reach of All ! !
and trusts that the superior excellence of tone, as well
as the excellence ot his workmanship, may, as heivtoroio, commend liiiu to the public lavor and pat-

PATENT JI NX HMCED.

GRAND

j

Approved Styles

Price**

EGG BEATER is made ol Steel wire rolled
Hat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire is spring
temper, I eing tempered with oil. This gives toughness and elasticity to the Beater, and ease to the
opeaator. The shank Is iinned together solid, and the
whole is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
or break, with any thir
usago. The elastic loops
readily aecommodatc themselves to any dish.
The subscriber having purchased the patent
right
of Maine to tins great invention, offers the State lor
sale by Counties, and asks immediate attention to
K.
\V. A. RAND.
To be seen at Inventor’s Exchange.
doc ltulm

CONGRESS STREET,

Moccasins,

prices.
A Catalogue, with full
description c »f Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt ct letter postage
same

at

jyCOdtf

The Best Pens in the World!
For sale at his

Most

-FOB-

.niCBTIEB

The Gold Pen-Best and

DOORS

C^Ajents Wanted.

Wholesale only.

IS

CAKE!

New, Clean and Desirable.

the above celebrated

ORGANS,

the

save 50 per cent, in Fuel, and last a life time.
Simple, Cheap and Durable. The best Weather Strip
invented. Examine Testimonials and Specimens at
the Real Estate Agency of W. II. JERRIS, at Horse
Railroad office, opposite Preble House.

Pmvlmsers of the above goods arc rosootttullv invited to examine our stock which is

!

liis inslruiueats, especially

Will

L

CURTAIN

of

which in si vie ol finish resemble the upright Plano, is
too well known to require an extended notice.
lie
will keep on hand a full assortment of instruments ot

prevent the rattle of Sashes with

UPON YOUR

Young!

C ARPETIiVGS!
Paper Hangings

-and-

tend to

to at

snjierior cbaractci

UPRIGHT

Improved Rubber Moulding

ADJOINING .MECHANICS' HAM.
Are now iirenarcd to ofler their friends and
the nubile a large and well averted stixk cf

HELL A MI E ’S PATENT
WATER PROOE,

Also

bis

BRADSTREET’S

Having taken the Chambers

311

~~

Agency prices.

The

AND AT

of

older,

WILLIAM P. HASTINGS

now

PiK'rnve.ton’s,
VIease Read this Attentively!
dellttojag_Under Lancaster Ball.
Marrett, Boor & Co., Prize Egg Beater!

FEDERAL ST.

Leather

ami made to

Portland.
Me.

tlie wants of his former
prcfnicil
ISpatrons
and customers, and the public generally

TusF&weow

Gold, Rain, Wind and Dust!

j.

OYSTERS,
Is

Old and

large assortment

Chestnut
►

KEEP OFT THE

Goods!

NEW YEAR'S

No. IS

ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

Articles

the

A

20 Market Square.
jgy'OXPQsite Entrance to Deering Hall. dcl9d2w
NEW VO UK AND VIRGINIA

THE

prepared without Black, expresriv lor
Gentlemen’s Morocco, ktd. C\li
and Patent Leather Shoes,
On trial it
commends itself. Sold by WM. D. TRUE <& CO..
Boot and Shoe Dealers, "18 Congress street, opposite
Mechanics* Hall.
UccSdlm

doc 18

Holiday Trade!
Fancy

MANUFACTOKY

Sold by nil Druggists.

Price 25 rents.

STOCK OP

Sweet

Melodeon

ntic Pains, Arc. A c. Henls permanently tlld
For Frosted
Sores and Fresh Wounds.
Iambs, Burns, or Scalds, it has uo equal iu
the World. Give it a trinl.

FOR THE

our

!

Believing,

CHRISTMAS GOODS !

AT

&

AND

Salt Rheum, Scrofula, Ulcers, Small Fox,
Sore Nipple** itfercinial Sore*, Erysipelas,
Carbuncles. Corns, Bunions, and all lllieiim-

Tasting is Positive Proof!

GIFTS!

ISIAL,

ORGAN

Never Fails to Care.

And

novnutt

PRESERVATIVE

is

Y0EK> Agents lor tlie United States.

AS

“TIIE

& Co,

BUT

Oct 10—d3mos

lea

Burroughs

A NEW

#/f>/>!#>. / P
N.

T.

OCtl2dtf

PERRIN^ Worcester*

Duncan’s

SALVE

OR WORLDS

MUSTER'S ALL SEALING OINTMENT

per, Label, Stopper and Bottle.

Iii Bottlfs.
Ladies' ami

111

i

Perrins

THE

397 Commercial St, 47 Si 49 Beach Street,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
March 2C—(it I

Has been an old family nurse for the past twenty years,
and known all around the world as the most soothing and healing Ointment in existence

CASH.

BTEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE.
33 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

PinivK iniu.l’K's

;and

was, the

oi Lea &

GORE’S

Heatho & Gore,

-FOR-

1851.

respectfully and earnestly requested to' see that

names

A

STEAM REFINED SOAPS!

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious
Compounds, the public is

LEATHE

his

this most delicious aud unrivaled

At

ATDUnociIETJ.
lor

pro-

ol

success

Hoots,

__

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged ar.d erected NEW
WORKS, ccntaing all the modern improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a supply ol
Soaps of the
Best Ciualilics, adapted to the demand, for Export and Domestic Cou*umptiou.

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Stale

“Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce
is highly esteemed in
India, and 19 in my
opinion the most palatable ns well as the
most wliol esome
Sauce that is made.”

to

VARIETY

EVERY

At

used on
and

CiJFnll&AL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT.
AND
AMERICAN
SODA,
CASTILE,
Allot
SUPERIOR
QUALITIES, in packages suita;
j ble for the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
materials, and as our goods are manutactuicd
| best
under the personal supervision ol our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with coudence that we can and will furnish the

stock

run us

or

VO. I.

a

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES„

clLnbere^d “°1a "T

Notice to Land

—An illiterate character has the
following
conundrum: “What is the difference between
Ag, the Canaanitc, and a certain learned

Worcester, May,

A lull assortment oi

Spanner Beta,
|
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes. I'isffi Flexible
dtc., ma.de to order. Coup lings, Pipes and

PALE

to

SOAPS,

-VIZ:-

SOLD BY ALL

Gentleman

Madras,

REFINED

I
t EXTRA.
FAMILY,

Furniture

Brother at

Suairtout,

Cities, Tonus nud lo,„„Ialious
be supplied with a strong and dur ,1.1. u™

Minister,

at

Good Sauce !’*

stock of Oak tanned Leather in
ready to execute all or-

ranted equal to any made
soiiable term s.
N. B-—Fire Buckets.

letter from

a

Medical

To be

Tlic “©cily

are now

and
Kn-;'' llvjled
Hand

of

GORE,

Monday, Nov. ILleOv,

alter

Train for South Paris and Lewiston, at 7.10
Ay \J
Mail Train for Watcrville,
Bangor, Durham,
Pond, Montreal and Quelle at 1. lo P. M.
This train con me is with Express train
»r Toiow
to, Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping car* attached troth
Islam! Pond to Qitclice and Montreal.
Train for South Paris at 6.00 P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive os folio**:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 a. m.
•rom Montreal,
1.45 P ai.
Quebec, dr©.,

Dg. WEIGHT’S

LEATHE~A

EXTRACT

Couuai«»ciir^

SOAPS ?

1TTOULD solicit the attention ol the trade and
consumers to their Standard Bi ands of
v V

OF

We offer to the trade

Thila leljthla Out: Tanned L eaChei•
Tire Engine Hose,

REFINED

WALTER COREY & CO.

CO.,

Hayward’s Rubbers

ITBEET8,

STEAM

Street

STEAM

extensive

arc

N.

The undersigned will sell from their

Commercial Street.

PRONOUNCED BY

y,

by day or night.

DAYS

Perrius’

Ac

old

e

Mr. Charles B. Greenlcat, who has been at this
l stand ior a number ot years, will remain as preserfptlon clerk*
wfI
sc pi' I -cod

offer such in-

CELEBRATED

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.
1

139

A

a
« i l k
stand ol E. Dana. Jr

”

HU3IP 1 l

St, opposite foot of Chestnut

SIXTY

of

FORE

we can

FOR XHE NEXT

Munson

HHDS. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD

OU MOLASSES for sale by
LYNCH, BARKER

all

OLEINE,

Orders may be left at W. W. RUBY’S. 42
Sumner St, Portland, Me.
dc27dlw*

J. TEWKSBURY «fc C#„

MANUFACTURE,

think

REDUCED PRICES

Molasses.

nov23dtf

carpenter's’

we

at

augTdtf

A

e

OWN

FOB SALE BY

i

¥3

OUR

—AT-—

Churchill,Browns &

N. B.

Block, Corner ol Congress and PieMeSU.,
PORTLAND, ME
Foreign and 4DomesticDrugs, Cbemicds, Fluid ExToilet
tracts,
'deles, Perfumery, and Fancy Goods.
Physician’s prescriptions carelully prepared, either

FURNITURE

Dictator,
Tropical,
Ainaranto,
Whitmore,

all Druggists.

Eton’s Extract op Poke Jamaica Gis'teu—
articles ; tor Indigestion, Nausea. Heartburn, Sick Headache,
Cholera
Moi bus, &c., where a warming, genial slim
haudperson 1 lound two !
yn
required. Its caretul preparation and entire
pocket knives, each of which would have ; ulant ismakes
it a cheap and reliable article lor culipurity
served to cut the stake. As I
nary purposes. Sold everywhere at 50cents per butpaused a momeiu ami held them in
my hand, lie heedlessly observed: 1 hat knife” (pointing to one)
SaratogaSpring Water,sold by ail Druggists.
1
into
n
bhly put
ray pocket this iiiQrokg, as I
June 14, *GG—eod&wly
at
it
home.”
i opened the
generally keep
finite. The blade was notched; and looking
VINELANl).
up from the at tide to the carpenter, caught
TUK1I AND «HHT L,AND.*,inaniildani
Ins eye. We knew one auo hears
thought in *■ healthful climate. Thirty miles south of Philan instant; hut lie
adelph a, by Railroad, in New dorsev, on the same
accompanied me tranquilly
line ol latitude as Baltimore. Md.
enough to the town. At tlie trial the kuite
The soil is rich and productive,
varying from a clav
figured in evidence; various corroborating to a sundy Ion d suitable
tor Wheat, Grass. Com
matter satisfied the jury oi his
and vegetables
This is a (treat fruit
guilt; he was Tobacco, Fruit
found guiily, and sentenced to seven
mxaiiry. five hundred Vineyards ami Orchards
years* have
been planted ort by experienced fruit
growers.
transportation. Ittunied out afterwards that Grapes Peaches,
Pears &c., produce immense i>roflie loved the faun-girl, and was incited
J s,
\ ineland is already one of the in os; beautiful
by
jealousy to the act which so nearly caused such places in the United States The entire territory
a Irigbtlul accident.
consisting fef filly square miles of land, is laid out
For alii know,the drivupon a general h stem oi improvements. The land
er still dwells in
single blessedness, tor tlie is only sold to actual settlers
with provision for pubdc
maid is slid a maid, as
rosy-cheeked a» ever, adommc.it. The placeon account of ilsgreat beauty
as well as other advantages, has become the
and, it is said, is waiting lor the
resort
ol ijcupte qt
It has increased five thousand
return!
people within tin past three years. Churches. Store*
Schools, Academies, Societies of Art and Learning’
I ilvcTIcal Joking. We had na idea
they ami oilier eionmnts of roliiieuient and culture have
had sucii wags away up in Wisconsin. The
been introduced. Hundred* ot people are
folconstantly
lowing anecdote we pick up as an astray :
settling. Hundreds of new houses are bein conJoe and Commodore
structed.
Price of Farm Land, tv. >ntv acre lots and
brother blackKodgera,
smiths, m Whitewater, Wis., have a great rep- upwards, $25 iK-r acre. Five and ten acre and Villots for sale.
utation for being practical
jokers. Last sum- lage
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this distiict
mer Joe bought an old lashioned
for the
than in any other 1 cality, norih of Nortbik. Va.Imchum,
purpose ot manufacturing their own butter
proved iilaccslor sale
and as the Commodore was a
openings lor all kinds of business, Lunilier Yards,
widower, and’
lived with Joe, all such work, us churniu0- natManu.actories, Foundries, Stores and the lik auu
Steam
Power with room can be rented.
urally fell to him. Ouo day, after supper, the
For persons who desire mild
first churning was got ready and the
winters, a healthful
Commo*
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautifully imdore was invited to churn.
d. abounding in iruits, and possessing all ether
prov
“Hold on,” says he, “till I
go down and get
social privileges, in the heart of
civilization, it is
some tobacco.
worthy of a visit.
lie Went, and while gone Joe did the churnLetters answered, and the Vineland Rural a
panel
gn mg lull information. and containing reports oi Soing, took out the butter, and left the butterlon Rob nsun, sent to applicants.
milk in the churn. The Commodore returned
Address CHAS K.
looked at the churn, took off his coat, and
LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
| Landis
1 ownship, New Jersey.
“Wa’al, old churn, it’s you and I, and here’s j
From
ot Solon Robinson, Agricultural EdiReport
for ye r and commenced his labor.
tor of the Tribune; “It is one of the most e\t< nsii
e
After churning a couple of hours, he remarkfertile tracts, mau almost, level
position and suitable
ed tiiut lie “guessed it would be
for pleasant farming that we know oi thicheaper to buy condition
side oi the Weslern Prairies.1*
butter than to make it.” "1 think so
too," said
Mtp.lbdtfcwGm ;->7
Joe “if you are going to churn it out of buttermilk!”
A few days after that
churning proeesss, Joe
put one end of a small bar of iron into his forge
tire, gave the bellows three or four pumps, and
stepped into the hack shop.
While goue, the
Commodore heated tile iron to a black heat,
then changed cuds with it and
stepped out of Military, Masonic anti Firemen’s
the front door to watch the
progress. In came
Joe, took up the iron, hut dropped it instantly,
!
holding up his burned hand, and roared with
pain. Tut on some buttermilk, Joe—it’s good
tor a burn. said the
Commodore, as lie made a Messrs. John L. Shaw Amasterly retreat amid a shower of bouquets utter
having been burned out of Federal street, July
ot
composed
hammers, hard coal and horse 4th, liaye resumed business in the room
over the.

THE

ON

_

T. Harrison & Co.,
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

Heimstreet’s inimitable Hair Coloring has been
in favor for over twenty years, it
acts upon the absorbents at the roots of the
hair, and
changes to its original color by degrees. All instantaneous dyes deaden and injure the hair,
liciinstrocts is not a dye but is certlin in its results, promotes its growth, and is a beautiful Hair Dressing,
i’rice 50 cents and £1.00. Sold by all dealers.

Woo,l'Seat Chairs of

"le

ocits eodct

) celebrated brands.
ClIlOiCE

Steadily growiug

man, who seemed
read my errand in a moment
yet asked me
what i wanted, without the
change of a muscle. 1 entered into his little
room, and told
him 1 had a suspicion he could
enlighten me
on the cause ot ihe
railway accident.
he
No,
couldn't; he heard ol it. like the
rest.
Would he allow me to search him ?
Certainly: and forthwith various

66

Flour ! ! Kennebec

Louis

Nashua,

us,

New Wheat Family Flour of the most

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

;

J^Reteit

RYAN A DAVIS
101 Commercial St.

Saint

R. P. HALL & CO. ProprietouS

SUITS!

&c.

Wholesale
EST* Although temporarily removed from the center of
ducements that our friends will take the trouble to visit trade,

prepared lo execute orders for SOUTHT f ERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at aDy convenient port.
are

April 17—dtf

Stock,

At tin

UNION WHAKF.

Southern Pine Lumber
What Did if? A young lady returning to her
Country homo alter a sojourn ofa lew months in New
York, was hardly recognized by her friends. In place
of a rustic* hushed tare, she lia*l a soft ruby complexion of almost marble smoothness, and instead of 2o,

CHAMBER

our

Sold

2dil

\\,rE

AND

Please call and examine

Druggists.
by
Sofas, Easy Chairs, Centre Tables, Etargeres,
Rollins
What-Kots, Extension Tables,
APOTHECARIES,
Deering

SIMEO.V SlilRTLKFF & CO.

j

TO

makes the Hair
It cleanses the Scalp,
SOFT, LUSTROUS, AtNIt SILKEN

J .owpst l

city.

On uml
rreagmfpdrain*

su,,irine under the
rinttou
iiiliuhou id 1 fiv'io
diseases, whether arlsine iv,,n,
impure onnei tion or ti„. uirihie vi ou n
Devoting U» enure time to that panieular
the Medical proleitsion, he teel, warranto.! iu lituiANTKEIMO A CUBE I>’ AI.E CASES, whether of hum
standing or recently controcted.ei,ullly
dregs of disease iroiu the system, ana making moet^

Ask for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian

8“y °thSr e8taWi8l“u,iUt iu tu«

WOOD !

and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to offer their customers at the lowest cash price.

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

nation "on

Trains.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
will

"ho

Haik

lot of good

a

Y\

RAILWAY,

Cumida.

Alteration of

Vo. 14 Preble Street.
Nrnr ik«r l*rrbl«! HauNr,
'u.Jjf'f *M> V'o«A»ulte<l privatoly, and wit!,

and

CASH!

tCL’SiSEiSSESi!“t"“,a

WOOD] coMfrX^partof

WOOD! WOOD!

WILL

It will keep the Hair from falling out.

Delivered in any part ot the city, which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH TRICES.
Wc arc now disfrom vessels Red Ash, Egg anil Stove, fiee
chargingand
Also
b.urning
pure: While Ash. Epg and Stove
Lehigh, of theuiiferent sizes, for furnace and stove.
Our Coals arc kept under cover, screened and deliverod in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effor onourpavt to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.

»

RESTORE GRAY HAIR
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

IT

June II— dtl

:

Sicilian Hair Renewer

Vegetable

WALTER

Reward

If the Sicilian Hair Renewer does not give satisfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our instructions.

■

-AND-

!

^ ^mi°J to

XtWcXT

COAL, COAL, COAL, ©araaaas
W O O I>

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

undersigned

Black Walnut,

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

ITKIRACULOUS.

I> E U» O T

Ot

by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions m sleep,—a
complaint generally the leault of a bad habit m
youth,—treated scientific ally and a perfect urc warranted or no charge made.
§1Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young nic-u with the abovt
disease, some of
whom arc as weak and emaciated as though
they had
tire consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
have it. Ail such cases yield to the proper aud only
correct course of treatment, aud in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

CO.,
5

GRAND TRUNK

i'OU.ND AT 11 [.

SEEK FOR Asi ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude aud Nervous
Prostration tliat may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do uot wait tor the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly (J leers, lor
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
■low .finny TIiou.nn.M’un Tettiify to This

Bargains may be expected!

aud

BE

tfnve Confidence.
AH who have committed an excess of
kind,
whether it twj the solitary vice of youth, or any
the stiugiug rebuke oi misplaced comidence iu maturer years,

GOODS

Dec 10—dtf

S. ROUNDS & SON.

I
“In lifting the kettle ftoin the tire 1 scalded
mysell
very severely—one hand almost to a cusp. The torture was unbearable. * * * The Mexican Mustang Liniment relieved the pain almost immediately.
It healed rapidly and left
very lit tie scar.
Chas. Fostek, 420 Broad street, Philadelphia.”
This is merely a sample of what tlie Mustang Linimeat will do. It is mvaluabe in all cam of wounds,
swellings, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., either
upon man or beast.
Beware of counterfeits. None is genuine unless
wrapped in tne steel-plate engravings, bearing the
signature of G. W. Westbrook, Chemist, and the private stamp of Demis Bahnes & Co, New York.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

system.

83/“ For internal and external use. it is, in fact, the
eilcctual family Mediciuc now known in Ameraug 22 eod&wt,m

t?P“AFull Assortment at all times ot the Celebrated GKOVKK & BAKER, Manufacturing anl Family Sewing Machines, and Machine Findings, at Manufacturers’ Prices. Even- Machine Warranted to give
satisfaction.

Wliite and Red Asli Coal.

pring Water, sold by all Druggist j.

&

SEWING

These Coals are o» the very best quality, and waranted (ogive sati^taction.
Also, 500 cords ot host quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price ami deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
EF'Qive us a call and try ns.
15th—dtf

the

must
ica*

SIZE.

Mead Union

to

professor Ag-as-is.

01 every Description.

and

200 TONS LOBERY,

Jan

TO ll

Prices !

MOURNING

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
S. i.—lbbu.—X.—The amount of Plantation Bi(1
tors sold hi one year is something startling.
They
would till Broadway six fleet high from the Talk to 1
4th street. Drake’s
manufactory is one of the institutions iu New York. It is said that Drake painted all
|
the rocks in the Lastern Slates with his cabalistic
“S. T.—18(W—X.,** and then got the old
granny legis- 1
Inters to pass a law “preventing
disfiguring the face
of nature,” which gave him a
monopoly. Wo do not
know liow this is, but we do know that Plantation
Bitters sell as no other article ever did. They are
used by all classes of the community, and are death
on Dyspepsia—certain.
They are very invigorating
when languid and week, and a great appetizer.”
S&rato

STOVE

G~A

Mansi)eld's Vegetable MUigator

AND EGO SIZE.

EGG AND

•

himself,

as

Laces, Embroideries, Holierg
ly Low

by the undersigned

lor sale

CAS

One Price ami No .Variation!

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
money. It oveicomes the odor of perspiration;
ens and adds delicacy to the skin; is a
delightful
fume; allays headache and inllamation, and Is a necessary companion in the sick room, in the nursery
and upon the toilet sideboard. It can be obtained
everywhere at one dollar per bottle.

lovei now but me.
'•Where dees this earpeutei five?”
“About halt' a mile irmu the
iarm,” he answered; and with that i left, luily satisfied
now that 1 was ou the trail.
1he morning after, and at the scene of
tire
accident, i had touud a large thick stake, erd
evidently Iran the adjoining wood. This had
been used to pry up the ran from the
slceoer.
Examining it minutely i saw that it had been
cut recently, and that with a notched
knife.
So, witli this idea uppermost, l started ou
me mission, and altei a
pleasant drive, reached tin-little hamlet where the
carpenter lived.
Ific district was very mountainous and
rugand
as
1
mounted the winding road toged ;
wards the house, 1 could hear the
monotone
ot the river near which so uauow
au escape
had taken place.
Yonder was tue scene. Was
the criminal liei e ? The door was soon
opened to my knock, and
by the carpenter

Ag

UST RECEIVED and
at their Whart,

GOODS.

-AT-

Cor. Franklin Whtrf & Commercial St.,
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

"Ou, so the damsel lives there, does she ?—
Now has she any other sweethearts besides
yourseh ?
lie thought there liad been one—a
carpenter; but quuth the driver, complacently
smoothing an incipient heard: “She has no

was

3C3 ton9

nov22dtf

Coal,

Coal,

Lmv

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods I

117 Commercial street.

Portland, Nov. 21,1800.

sepl2dtf

He mentioned tlie name oi a
young woresiding at a iaimhtiuse six nines down
ami
within half a mile of the scene
valley,
ot the accident. 1 drew a
long breath, but
kept my own counsel.

Canaanitc

ABOUT

and

superior Flooring

Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,

HOUSEKEEPING

Step
Boards now landing at Cnstom House Wharf,
for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS & CO„
M very

Fancy Silks, Thibets-all shades,
Silk

DB J. It. IIUCiHES

MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
MANSFIELD’S VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
Cures Diphtheria, or Throat Disease;
Bronchitis;
Rheumatism; Pains in any form; Pain, Swelling and
Stittness of the Joints; Puiu or Lameness in the
Back. Breast or Side. Ac., Ac.
In Fevers. Canker, Rash,
Measles, Fever and Ague,
its virtue is experienced to
admiration, especially
It cures Cholera, Crumps, old Ulamong children.
cerous Sores, Sores exposed to salt water.
Sprains,
Plesh wounds.D> senterry,Diarrhea. Inflammation or
the Bowels. Neuralgia,
Colds, Tooth Ache, Burns,
Pams m the Stomach, and ali morbid conditions oi

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

JAMES H. BAKER.
Iticliardson’s Wharf.

UO

GOODS.

Eiguared

*#*I

entirely different and unlike any other preparation
existence, and ouly re piircs a trial to prove it worthy of the high recommendation wc cla.m for it. Prepared only by
DR. W. P. MANSFIELD, Portland, Me.
PRICE 25 AND 50 CENTS,
General Agency and Manufactory No. 27 Green St.
Portland, Me.
Is
in

and Jjow Priced

Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very
Prices, Alpaccas, De Laities, Prints, Ac.

Southern Pine.

ail kinds.
CAR and STEAMFordiuildings
BOAT DE< KING. ROOFING CEMENT, lor coatiqp and repairing all kinds of roofs. PRESERVATIVE PAINT for iron and woodwork, Metal Roofs,
Ac. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing kaky
shingled roofs. 1>LA<K VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular, prices,
Arc. furnished by mail or ou application at the ufiicc,
where samples and testimonials cau I e seen.

man
tue

The

and

Plain and

England &c.

scplfdtf

Improved Roofing,
ol

scruples.

fessor?

Crocker,

from schr. John

\TOW landing

241 COMMERCIAL, STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent lor ilir State tor
II
W
J O II X S

despatch-

Napoleon’s New Muostbb. In „ue
llf tlle
recent telegrams by the Atlantic cable it was
that
(he
de
reported
Marquis
Lavallette is to
suceed Moustier as Minister of Foreign Affairs in France. M. de Lavallette is allied
by
marriage to the Emperor, Ins mother being a
oi the
cousin
Empress Josephine, and
through his wife, who was the widow of Mr.
Samuel Wells, an American banker, he is supposed to have some sympathies with our
country. This lady was a MissFowler,of Watertown, Massachusetts. M. de Livailctte was
bum in 1810, and belongs to the family of tbe
Postmaster-General of tbe first Napoleon.
His diplomatic training was begun in
1837,
when lie was appointed Secretary to the Embassy at Stockholm.
Since then he has been Consul-General in
Alexandria
Minister to Hesse Cassel, Envoy to Constantinople, a member of tbe
French Senate, Ambassador to Rome ana
temporary Minister of State. Whilst discnaigin the duties of the latter important position
he issued the famous
dispatch, which
tuoughlxam a the name of the
was
regarded as Napoleon's own manifesto. In
that important document the
Empmor’g views
oil the
/ait« accompli* in January were set
forth, allusion was made to the papal question
and solicitude expressed for the welfare of
the
Head of the Church. The writer defined
the
new
principle governing Europe as that of
freedom of alliances, and adverted to the
rapid growth of Russia and the United States

Black

prime CUMBERLAND COAL, tr m (lie Midland
mines. It is fresh mined, of extra strength, and just
the arilcJo tor heavy work.
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, viz:—
Jr. mull—Ilarleigh, Lehigh Nav. Co’s. Hazelton and
Sugar Loaf.
Willir. Asn—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad

WM. U. WALKER,

position

ir'“V

No. 00 COMMERCIAL ST.,
lit mi of -Maine Wharf.
II

Forge Coal.

assortment of
Screws, and a complete assortment of Cat pouters’
Tools. Allot which will be sold at the above prices
iu order to reduce our Stock previous to removing to
our new Store No. 2, Free Street Block.
Dec. 20 d to .Jan 1.

lucky escape

cool, self-possessed young

CO.,

Co.,

AMONG WHICH MAT BE FOUND

1 inch.
123 M l>ry.
500 M Dry Pine Outs.
50 M 3xi Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plunk.
1000 II No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
U. W. CUBE & CO.,
For sale by
deck’.dim
272 Commercial Street, Portland,Me.
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MEDICAL.

"17S7'E would call (lie attention of all loa new com▼ f
pound, never before ole red (o the American
people. In r gard to tlii» medicine we shall say but
little. Itscures are too numerous, aud its qualities
are too well known.
Since its discovery its cures in
chronic as well a* acute ruses, is pro«^ suiiicient to
thousuuds who haye used 11 ol its power and
sui>criority over all medicines now known in America, lor
the class of diseases that it is calculated to cure.
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Vlntriial. which they offer at Manufacturer's
HAVE
in part ot
Sheet Lead Lead
a
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White IMm* Lumber ?
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Remove to their

targe Aasuruueiit

Kandall, McAllister it Co.,

To Builders and Contractors.

leaclied me, L Celt that
my reputation was at
slake. This was
evidently Number 1'hree ol
the diabolical attempts oi the same hand.—
the first inquiry made was: Who drove the
train? and one or two questions ol a similar
character put me hi possession of this
important lact, tn it the driver ol the train and che
driver ol the coal-engine trains at the time
the trucks were thrown
oil, was one and the
same person.
•'Now, tiien, tor the driver,” said I, and
marched to Ids lodgings. 1 lound him a
quiet. inotfensive sort ol
young leilow, not a likely man to have a malignant enemy. He was
unmarried, and somewhat fresh to his duties
on the line, not
having been in the
We at once touched ou the sub
very long.
ol
tlie
jeci
accident, but 1 ibund he was quite
at sea as to the cause.
“Have you ail enemy,” said I, “or
any one
who entertains malice
agamst you?
he
not.
No;
thought
You are unmarried, I believe?”
Yes; he was.
“Courting, perhaps?” I suggested.
He confessed to the soft
impeachment.
•'Have you a.iy objection to tell me who the
lady is?' inquired i; for we police officers
are sometimes
obliged to override delicate

a

HAltl>

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

reputation,

buildings,

A

purchasing.

imfh

A

And will Open

*r\Ve keep constantly on hand a full assortment of
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give us a call before

lit' II
KE & EMSI \ KKUIKC.
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONN ELL \ CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
of established
and will in future earn ou
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited io call at their
oittce, No. 3»K> Congress street, and examine elevations and plans oi churches, banks, stores, blocks ot

M.

New Store No. 5 Tree Street,

Lump, fur Foundry Use!

Leliigli

immediately,

Eldeii

T.

Will

For JtaiiH.o and Cook Stoves, John’. While
4,1,, Oiiiiuouil, Red At.li, which are IVee of all
umniritieii and vnrv uiee. Also Uuinkerlnud ! A
tor Blacksmith use.
cargo just landed, trosli iiitnod,

Danfortli,Orange and Salem Streets.

Al/t

V

O

Furnace*.

For

lyuigon Vaughan, Fine, Neal, Cailton,Thmqsis,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bram hall, Monu-

oicut,

E.

LEHIGH,

LOAF

SVG Alt

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD,
subscriber* otter lor sale a large quantity ol
desirable building 1 Ms in the West 1-nd oi (lie
FOB

M

medical.

M I T I

Lcliis-l*.

Co.

OJUl

__

r ■ lHE

the nearest station, others searched
along the route for the cause of tbe mishap.—
U was soon found. The scene oi the acciuent
was a curve, and llie rail nearest the liver had
been forcibly removed.
The miscreant—for
u was soon seen that a viilaiu’s hand bad been
there—had fortunately been ignorant of mechanics. He had taken up the rail
by the ravine—for 1 have omitted to mention that
there was a steep precipice at this
point—and
naturally thought that the train with its load
ol human li e would have tumbled over.
Tbe
mil next to the river was the
“sale,’’ and so
the engine simply ploughed
along towards the
scarp oi tiie mountain.
" mu

ISAAC DYER.
No. *j| I nion Wharf.

anglin'

E'

It

-\\n: mi now offer nice CHESTNUT COAI,
ol tuo
> V at
per ton, delivered at any part
city. Also for sale at the lowest market price,

all bi2c»

on

district.

$8.

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

ami Scantling oi

Superintendent in a large
iron-making town, and lor upwards of twenty
years have had the care of a populous colliery
1 am

MISCELLANEOUS.

MERCHANDISE.
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Bools, Shoes and Rubb.. 5
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Bogs leave to inlbrm to tViemis. cnfAr
public generally that having rebut,F&V.
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AO. M3 MIDDLE STllI
is

now prepared to sell
est all qualities aud

Rubbers, <&e.
Repairing done

as

prices lower tj.. tut lowdescriptions of Boot*. Shoes,

at
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work manulhciarcd to order.
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